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Resumo 

O objetivo central desta dissertação foi o de conduzir uma investigação ação 

de carácter interventivo no sentido de examinar o ensino e a aprendizagem em 

quatro temporadas consecutivas do modelo de Educação Desportiva. Foram 

igualmente examinadas as estratégias de mediação empregues pelo professor 

para o desenvolvimento nos estudantes-treinadores de uma liderança positiva 

e inclusiva, e a capacidade de conduzir interações instrucionais conducentes 

ao envolvimento ativo dos colegas de equipa em processos de resolução de 

problemas e construção da aprendizagem. Foi utilizada uma metodologia de 

investigação ação sustentada num protocolo prolongado de recolha de dados 

pelo seu potencial epistemológico de ombrear com a natureza inconstante e 

dinâmica imperante nas dinâmicas relacionais, na instrução, e no 

desenvolvimento do conhecimento no modelo de Educação Desportiva. A 

evolução do processo de ensino-aprendizagem foi captado através observação 

de vídeos das aulas, um diário de campo, e entrevistas de grupo. A aplicação 

de protocolos de preparação dos estudantes-treinadores permitiu o 

desenvolvimento da aprendizagem através do ensino de pares. A utilização 

proactiva das estruturas pedagógicas do modelo viabilizaram a promoção de 

um contexto de aprendizagem mais equitativo. Os estudantes-treinadores 

envolveram ativamente os colegas em processos de análise e descoberta-

guiada essencialmente a partir da temporada três, o que coincidiu com o 

desenvolvimento generalizado de conhecimento tático mais elaborado e 

capacidade de jogo mais adaptativa. O desenho longitudinal e o agrupamento 

temático dos conteúdos abordados viabilizou a transferência de conhecimento 

ao longo das unidades. A investigação ação foi determinante por permitir o 

ajustamento contingente e continuado das estratégias de mediação aos 

progressos. Similarmente, possibilitou o remodelar das interações sociais entre 

os alunos através do revisitar e reflexão sobre inclusão e equidade. 

 

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: MODELO DE EDUCAÇÃO DESPORTIVA, 

INVESTIGAÇÃO AÇÃO, FACILITADOR, ESTUDANTES-TREINADORES, 

DESPORTOS COLETIVOS. 
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Abstract 

The central purpose of this dissertation was to conduct an in-depth year-long 

action research intervention for examining teaching and learning in four 

consecutive seasons of Sport Education. The specific objectives comprised the 

examination of the mediation strategies used by the teacher for developing the 

student-coaches’ positive and inclusive leadership and ability to conduct 

instructional interactions that involved teammates actively in problem-solving 

processes and construction of the learning experience. An action research 

design sustained by a longitudinal data collection protocol was used for its 

epistemological potential to cope with the shifting and on-going engaging nature 

of the relational dynamics and instructional and knowledge development in 

Sport Education. Cyclical and intertwined data collection and analysis 

employing video observations, a field diary, and group interviews were used to 

analyse the changeable development of the teaching-learning process. This 

dissertation showed that the application of protocols for coaching preparation 

enabled the development of learning outcomes through peer-led instruction. 

The proactive building of inclusion upon the pedagogical structures of Sport 

Education helped promoting a more equitable learning context. The student-

coaches’ ability to actively involve teammates in analysis and discovery-based 

processes were noticed essentially from the third season onwards, which 

overlapped with students’ development of higher-order tactical content and 

more adaptive game-play. The longitudinal design along with the thematic 

grouping of games enabled the transfer of knowledge across seasons. The 

action research design was critical for allowing the continuous and contingent 

(re)adjustment of the teacher’s mediation strategies to the on-going progresses. 

It also made viable the re-shaping of social interactions between learners 

through repeated revisit of and reflection on their ideas of inclusion and equity.  

 

 

KEY-WORDS: SPORT EDUCATION, ACTION-RESEARCH, FACILITATOR, 

STUDENT-COACHES, TEAM SPORTS. 
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1.1 Rationale 
 

From teacher-centred to student-centred approaches for teaching and learning 

Physical Education 

The teaching and learning of games and team sports has long been a 

central concern in Physical Education settings across the globe (Tannehill, van 

der Mars, & MacPhail, 2013). The reason game-centred activities are so 

attractive to students lies in its dynamic nature that constantly poses challenges, 

demands exploratory action and decision making, and assigns meaning to 

performance for being directly tied to students’ situational interests (Griffin & 

Sheehy, 2004). Further, playing games allows “fuelling enjoyment” while also 

providing students a forum where to “be active, socialize, and work with and 

against friends and classmates” (Smith & St. Pierre, 2009, p. 216). 

For much of the 20th century, the traditional instructional approaches 

(e.g., Direct instruction model) based on teacher-centred behavioural models for 

motor skill acquisition (Siedentop & Rushall, 1972) have formed the dominant 

curriculum view for the teaching and learning of games and sports in Physical 

Education (Gubacs-Collins, 2015). Typical teacher-centred approaches include 

direct and explicit instruction (i.e., learning generates from a teacher-

transmission/student-acquisition process; Rosenshine, 1983), step-by-step 

learning progression of movement patterns through isolated skill-drills (i.e., a 

typical lesson structure comprises “warm up, skill learning and game-play” 

mirroring the formal version of the sports; Ward & Griggs, 2011, p. 500), well 

structured and closely monitored tasks, and the role of the “teacher as 

instructional leader” (Metzler, 2000, p. 168) (i.e., the teacher is the source of 

nearly all of the decisions made on instruction and content development, class 

management, and student engagement patterns). A multi-activity format of 

curriculum (i.e., students experience different sports and activities within short 

units of 6 to 10 lessons approximately) is frequently associated to teacher-

centred approaches with the intention of providing young people with 
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opportunities to find potential attractive activities among those offered (Hastie & 

Mesquita, 2016).  

Some benefits and disadvantages have been concurrently recognized to 

traditional Physical Education classes. As main advantages, the (i) isolated skill-

drills afford students high levels of rote repetition of movement patterns and (ii) 

positive and high rates of corrective feedback by the teachers (Hastie, Calderón, 

Palao, & Ortega, 2011; Metzler, 2000); and the practice time is maximized as 

(iii) no time is spent to teach students functions other than those related with the 

motor tasks (e.g., managerial responsibilities), and (iv) the ‘trial and error’ 

progression and ‘discovery’ process is eliminated from the learning experience 

(Rink & Hall, 2008).  

As potential shortcomings, it is argued that the neglect of understanding 

tactics and strategies as a critical means to develop high order cognitive 

processes and the decontextualized, repetitive, and rote-learning of skills 

isolated from the movement–information coupling of the game, often lead to 

players’ inability to fit skill performance to contextual game circumstances 

(Bunker & Thorpe, 1982; Gréhaigne, Wallian, & Godbout, 2005; Griffin, Mitchell, 

& Oslin, 1997; Launder, 2001; Musch et al., 2002).  The “lack of authenticity” 

stemming from the presentation to students of activities absent of the rituals, 

values and traditions of sports associated with the sport culture within which 

students had been socialized (Siedentop, 1994, p. 7) was in some cases found 

conducive to unintended low levels of student commitment, intensity of 

engagement, and enthusiasm (Perlman, 2010).  Moreover, the ‘teacher-

centeredness’ of processes has been associated to minimal levels of student 

autonomy, perceptions of competency and relatedness (Hastie, 2012). 

In responding to calls from a contemporary society demanding for 

development of autonomous thinkers and critical consumers of the social and 

cultural world (Kirk, 2010), a constructivist  ‘student-centred’ perspective of 

curriculum development has come to be increasingly espoused by numerous 

educational policies, national curricula and teacher education programs 

(Tannehill et al., 2013).  Within a constructivist perspective, learning is taken in 

reference to a cognitively, socially and self-regulated active construction of 
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knowledge by learners 1  (Cobb, 1994). In the particular field of Physical 

Education, owing to the central role of teaching and learning of games and 

team sports, shape was given to constructivism through the rise of what Ennis 

(2014, p. 1) calls “second generation” instructional models for teaching games 

and sports that build on strong statements of democratic and student-centred 

practice (Hastie & Mesquita, 2016). The Teaching Games for Understanding 

approach (TGfU)(Bunker & Thorpe, 1982) and the Sport Education model 

(Siedentop 1994) have taken a prominent place as the two most well-known 

(and researched) of these game-centred approaches that assign learners a 

central role in the construction of their own learning experiences (Dyson, Griffin, 

& Hastie, 2004). 

 

The case of Sport Education: conceptual roots and educational goals 

The Sport Education model in particular has been highly recognized for 

its pedagogical structures that concur to an integrated and multidimensional 

achievement of social, cognitive, and psychomotor goals (Dyson et al., 2004; 

Metzler, 2000). Indeed, although Siedentop (2002) acknowledged the critical 

value of teaching students skills and strategies, and that such goal should be 

maintained at the very hearth of curriculum interests, he also contended that 

Physical Education should not be reduce to it. In agreement, Sport Education 

aims at a more holistic education of students through the development of 

“players in the fullest sense and to help them develop as competent, literate 

and enthusiastic sportspersons” (Siedentop, 1994, p. 4). Due to its roots “in 

sport and play” (Siedentop, 2002, p. 415), the competent sportsperson is one 

who understands the flow of a game, knows the tactics the team is trying to 

execute, and is capable of intelligent coupling of movement technique and 

tactical components in the game context (Launder, 2001). The literate 

sportsperson understands and is knowledgeable about the rules, traditions, and 

values associated with specific sports, and can also distinguish between good 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 A core assertion in constructivism is that students actively construct knowledge through integrating new ideas with 
their own thinking, past experiences and knowledge (Palincsar, 1998). Students are expected to be active, social, and 
creative learners. As active learners, students are actively engaged in learning activities and instructional interactions 
that stimulate decision-making, critical thinking, and problem solving. As social learners, students construct knowledge 
through social interaction with their peers, facilitated by their teachers. As creative learners, students are guided to 
discover knowledge and to create their own understanding of the subject matter (Perkins, 1999) 
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and poor sport practices. The enthusiastic sportsperson behaves in ways that 

preserves, protects, and enhances the sport culture toward construction of an 

improved collective social life (Siedentop, Hastie, & Van der Mars, 2011). 

In order to achieve these foundational educational goals, Sport Education 

includes a particular set of structural characteristics framed to provide students 

the “authenticity of experience” envisioned by Siedentop (1994, p. 3). 

Specifically, the model incorporates six key features (seasons, affiliation, formal 

competition, records, culminating events, festivity) drawn to link the learning of 

games and team sports with the authentic form of sport within the larger culture 

(Kirk & Macdonald, 1998). Further, the recasting of traditional teacher-led 

learning activities into team-training sessions and regular competition matches 

also convey a sense of authentic and meaningful participation to students.  

More to it, due to the participation and inclusive conceptual underpinnings of 

Sport Education, students are given opportunities to “engage in the community 

of practice of sport as legitimate peripheral participants in a variety of roles” 

other than that of players, such as coaches, referees, trainers, scorekeepers, 

and managers or sports director (Kirk & Macdonald, 1998, p. 383). The learners’ 

trajectories to full participation in the life of their teams are additionally facilitated 

by student engagement in practice within small-sided games modified in ways 

that match the developmental ability of students and offer appropriate format of 

competitions (Penney, Clarke, & Kinchin, 2002). 

Along with authenticity and inclusiveness, a further distinctive and 

challenging (both for teachers and students) structure of Sport Education refers 

to the fact that students take substantial control and ownership for their own 

learning. Indeed, due to the role-playing feature (e.g., coaches, sport directors, 

etc.) and students’ affiliation in persistent team membership, nearly all learning in 

Sport Education progresses within student-led cooperative activities in the format 

of team-practice sessions.  

In this format of instructional interactions, the role of the teacher as a 

facilitator2 is critical in Sport Education. Frequently, during the early parts of a 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 There are some  indispensable requisites of a facilitator highlighted in the literature on constructivist-oriented teaching 
practices: (i) facilitating the learning process by engaging students in initiating, finding, and solving problems; (ii) 
promoting students’ conceptual understanding by linking new information to students’ emerging relevance and by 
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season, the teacher provides direct instruction and guided practice to introduce 

new tasks to the whole class to which follows student independent practice in 

their home spaces (Siedentop et al., 2011). While at an early stage there is 

sharing of the instructional responsibility between the teachers and the students 

in the role of team leaders or coaches, as students gain experience with the 

instructional approach, the teams are set responsible for preparing themselves 

for the championship and culminating event (Metzler, 2000). During this process, 

the teacher is called to scaffold 3  a gradual shift of significant instructional 

responsibility from the teacher to the student-coaches (Dyson et al., 2004). 

Examples of such instructional responsibility allocated to the student-coaches 

are their leadership in content development of the tactics, strategies, and 

techniques necessary to respond to problems limiting their teams’ game-play. 

The coaches become responsible for conducting most of tasks presentations 

and instructional interactions for teammates’ knowledge and performance 

development. One further expectation is that coaches along with the class ‘ethics 

committee’ can nurture a healthy climate through positive leadership. The 

coaches are in the leadership of setting the pace to positive power relations, 

inclusion, and equity in teammates’ participation in relevant decision-making and 

game practice (Harvey, Kirk, & O’Donovan, 2014). 

 

The investigation in Sport Education: the achievements  

From the early large-scale trials of Sport Education within several national 

Physical Education curricula (Alexander, Taggart, & Thorpe, 1996; Grant, 1992) 

to the present day, there has been a considerable proliferation of this curriculum 

approach among practitioners and researchers in several countries (Hastie, 

2012). Indeed, the executive summary of the data-based research on Sport 

Education conducted over the past two decades (including over 80 empirical 

studies) points to a strong trend of success in facilitating the development of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
integrating content and process skills; (ii) guiding students to resolve their misconceptions by discussing and sharing 
ideas with students; and (iv) demonstrating excellent knowledge of the subject matter (Chen, Burry-Stock, & Rovegno, 
2000). 
3 The metaphor of ‘scaffolding’ as instructional support has emerged to explain the role a teacher or a more 
knowledgeable peer can play in joint problem-solving activities with and among students. Scaffolding can be 
conceptualized as a temporary pedagogical structure that Smit, van Eerde, and Bakker (2013, p. 817) suggest can “help 
pupils to perform a task they cannot complete by themselves and that is intended to bring pupils gradually to a state of 
competence in which they can complete a similar task or process independently.”	  
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competent, literate, and enthusiastic sportspersons (Araújo, Mesquita, & Hastie, 

2014; Harvey et al., 2014; Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda, & Calderón, 2011); 

Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005).  

Specifically, the research centred on competency development showed 

evidence of students’ improvements in isolated motor skills (e.g., Browne, 

Carlson, & Hastie, 2004; Hastie et al., 2013; Hastie & Trost, 2002; Pereira et al., 

2015), game-play skill execution (Araújo et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2012; Hastie, 

Sinelnikov, & Guarino, 2009; Pritchard et al., 2008) and decision-making (Araújo 

et al., 2015; Hastie et al., 2009; Mahedero et al., 2015; Pritchard et al., 2008), 

and knowledge development related with declarative and procedural knowledge 

(Browne et al., 2004; Hastie et al., 2013; Mahedero et al., 2015; Pritchard et al., 

2008), and the solving of tactical quizzes (Hastie & Curtner-Smith, 2006) and 

video-based game problems (Farias, Mesquita, & Hastie, 2015; Hastie et al., 

2009).  

The research on inclusion, equity, and values supports the aspirations of 

Sport Education to literacy development (Harvey et al., 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; 

Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). In the main, the students appreciated the value of 

inclusion  (e.g., Clarke & Quill, 2003; Kinchin, 2001; Kinchin et al., 2004), a 

positive impact was found in the integration of students who were usually 

discriminated against (empathy) and the development of leadership 

responsibility and students’ teamwork (assertiveness) (e.g., García-López & 

Gutiérrez, 2015), the lower skilled students did not feel marginalise within their 

teams and believed that they had equal opportunities for improvement (e.g., 

Hastie, 1998a), and students of both genders and skill levels were observed 

being actively engaged in motor tasks for the majority of the lesson time (Hastie 

& Sinelnikov, 2006). The students expressed high commitment to the principles 

of Sport Education (e.g., Alexander & Luckman, 2001; Bennet & Hastie, 1997; 

Hastie, 1998b, 2000; Hastie & Buchanan, 2000), development of fair-play 

(Hastie & Sharpe, 1999; Vidoni & Ward, 2009), and sense of social justice (e.g., 

Kinchin & O’Sullivan, 2003). 

With regard to enthusiasm, there is evidence of a robust contribution of 

Sport Education to social recognition and social affiliation goals (e.g., Méndez-
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Giménez et al., 2015; Parker & Curtner-Smith, 2014; Wallhead, Garn, & Vidoni, 

2013, 2014), increased self-competence perceptions and commitment toward 

participation in the class activities (e.g., Sinelnikok, Hastie, & Prusack, 2007; 

Wallhead & Ntoumanis, 2004), high levels of intrinsic motivation (e.g., Curtner-

Smith, Hastie, & Kinchin, 2008; Spittle & Byrne, 2009), and positive effects in 

enjoyment and self-determined participation in leisure-time physical activity (e.g., 

Wallhead et al., 2013; Wallhead, Hagger, & Smith, 2010). 

The aspects most commonly evoked by the researchers to justify the 

abovementioned outcomes include features such as the augmented enthusiasm 

generated by the affiliation and teamwork features of the model (e.g., Alexander 

& Luckman, 2001, Sinelnikov, Hastie, & Prusak, 2007), the motivational climate 

created by the reconfiguration of the concept of winning and by the mastery-

focus of the activities centred on self-achievement (e.g., Perlman, 2012; 

Wallhead & Ntoumanis, 2004), the accountability built-in in content developmnet 

itself that fosters strong commitment to the learning activities (Hastie, 2000; 

Pereira et al., 2015), the opportunity granted to students for developing 

knowledge from observations and judgements made during daily competition 

and playing roles (e.g., Hastie et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2008), and the 

meaning and cultural relevance added to the structure of the content by students’ 

curriculum ownership (e.g., Hastie, 1998a; Farias et al., 2015). 

 

Unsolved issues and future directions for research 

Despite the positive trend found in the ability of Sport Education to 

facilitate students’ plural achievement of educational outcomes, there are also 

some reports from research showing less positive outcomes. Firstly, while some 

studies found a general lack of skill improvement (Alexander & Luckman, 2001; 

Mahedero et al., 2015; Pritchard et al., 2008) there are also other studies where 

only part of the participants improved in game-play decision-making and skill 

execution (e.g., Hastie, 1998a; Mesquita, Farias, & Hastie, 2012). Secondly, 

some studies reported a gender stereotype socialisation with boys dominating 

power roles and managerial decision-making (Hastie, 1998b), there was 

prevalence of hegemonic masculinity (i.e., more physically able and aggressive 
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boys dominated those who were smaller, less physically gifted and timid) (Parker 

& Curtner-Smith, 2012), and the voices of some students (i.e., girls and less 

popular students) were silenced with their participation in the activities being 

negatively influenced by gender and social status (Brock, Rovegno, & Oliver, 

2009).  

To date, the research on Sport Education has not yet been capable to 

provide relevant and explicit information to practitioners and researchers on 

possible ways to help solving several of these problems. In part, we argue, this 

may be due to the predominant design in most research, which is largely based 

on pre-posttest quantitative measures of the impact of Sport Education in 

different variables. A further bulk of research is of exploratory nature and it has 

been centred on exploring students’ and teachers’ perceptions mainly through 

questionnaires, or transversal and post-experience interviews made to students 

and teachers (Araújo et al., 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 

2005). Although far from the intention of undermining the high merit of such 

research, as it has gathered valuable knowledge on the impact of Sport 

Education on students’ outcomes (e.g., learning, social, motivational, etc.), it 

should be noted, nonetheless, that the type of inferences drawn from these 

studies need to be viewed in perspective. This is because conclusions have 

been drawn predominantly in the absence of an examination of the internal 

pedagogical practices operating during Sport Education, and thus are lacking in 

an interpretative perspective of the outcomes (Hastie & Mesquita, 2016).  In 

other words, there is a pervasive dearth of research examining the teaching-

learning process in Sport Education, and by consequence, little is known of what, 

why, and how particular elements in the model may be restraining or enabling 

students’ outcomes achievement and inclusiveness (Araújo et al., 2014; Hastie 

et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). 

In line with such concerns, in their recent review of research on Sport 

Education, Araújo et al. (2014) speculated that the inconsistencies found in 

performance and knowledge development within Sport Education are very likely 

a consequence of lacks in the student-coaches’ leadership skills, content 

knowledge and instructional skills. However, despite the significant responsibility 
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assigned to student-coaches in Sport Education for the conduct of the learning 

activities, and the insistent calls from research for a thorough investigation of the 

instructional interactions that manifest within the specific context of peer-

teaching tasks, there remains a void of research that has examined the effect of 

peer-teaching on student content development during Sport Education (Araújo et 

al. 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). In fact, to the present 

day only one study has examined the student-coaches’ instructional skills and 

content knowledge and how this affected students’ learning achievement 

(Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2007). This study showed that while competent when 

the learning content involved low-order tactics, the gaps found in the coach’s 

domain-specific content and pedagogical knowledge resulted in the ineffective 

development of their teammates’ content knowledge and performance of high 

order tag rugby content.  While a limitation of this study was that it drew 

conclusions from students’ participation in on single season of Sport Education, 

these authors also stressed the need for teachers to apply more effective 

coaching preparation to student-coaches. 

In agreement, such lack of examination of the teachers’ mediation 

processes was also heavily highlighted in the reviews of research conducted in 

Sport Education (Araújo et al. 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 

2005). There are strong indications that teachers may not be preparing 

effectively the instructional and relational leadership of student-coaches, most 

likely due to a misinterpretation of their role as facilitators (Goodyear & Dudley, 

2015). As a case in point, the evidence from research in general education 

centred on peer-assisted learning activities showed it was only possible to 

promote high order cognitive4 and performance5 outcomes within peer-teaching 

interactions through specific training of the students leading the peer-

interactions (e.g., learning of instructional strategies such as question-asking) 

(Ward & Lee, 2005). As Goodyear and Dudley (2015) point out, a danger arises 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Within Bloom et al.’s (1956) Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, low order cognitive processes include knowledge 
(recall previously learned information), comprehension (grasp the meaning of information), and application (use 
information in new and concrete applications). The high order cognitive processes include analysis (break down 
material into its components and understand relationships between pieces of information), synthesis (put elements into 
a whole through abstract connections), and evaluation (judge the value of the material with defensible arguments). 
5 The tactical approaches to instruction on team sports consider more complex tactical principles such as using, 
creating or defending space as high order content (e.g., Griffin et al., 1997). 
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when teachers in student-centred approaches view themselves merely as a 

guide on the side (Metzler, 2000). This may inadvertently lead the teachers to 

remove themselves from the teaching-learning process due to limited 

understanding of how to interact with learners in the role of facilitator. Indeed, 

the role of the teacher in student-centred approaches is particularly demanding 

as it calls for the use of versatile and responsive styles of instruction to scaffold 

students’ construction of autonomy (van de Pol, Volman, & Beishuizen, 2010).  

Despite the critical role of the teacher and student-coaches in Sport 

Education for the promotion of student learning and social outcomes, the 

examination of the processes used by teachers to mediate the student-coaches’ 

instructional interactions and presentation of the learning tasks as been 

completely neglected by research. To date, there is nearly no empirical-based 

information that offers researchers and practitioners a deepen understanding of 

the effects of the instructional interactions in Sport Education. More importantly, 

there is still a pronounced scarcity of research that explicitly informs teachers 

and researchers on how instructional and peer-teaching mediation processes 

can be effectively developed within such challenging pedagogical framework: 

one that ‘relinquishes’ significant responsibility to learners in the conduct of 

learning activities while simultaneously expects for student development of high 

order cognitive and performance outcomes (Siedentop et al., 2011). 

Due to the acknowledgement that the role of the teachers in student-

centred approaches involves hard-laborious processes that require superior 

pedagogical content knowledge (e.g., requires domain-specific knowledge, the 

use of direct and indirect instruction, and knowledge of mediation processes to 

sustain effective peers-led instructional interaction) (Hastie & Curtner-Smith, 

2006; Farias et al., 2015), there has been a recent resurgence of action 

research in the investigation on student-centred approaches (Casey & Dyson, 

2009; Gubacs-Collins, 2007). Indeed, the cyclical, on-going, self-critical, and 

iterative nature of action research was found essential for teachers’ self-study of 

their practice. In such research, the action research design enabled the 

teachers-researchers’ access to in-depth understanding of the effects of their 

actions on learning and educational outcomes. Concurrently, Penney, Clarke, 
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and Kinchin (2002) have also urged researchers of Sport Education to use 

designs that reflect an epistemology capable of keeping pace with the dynamic, 

situated, and on-going engaging process of teaching and learning within the 

model. Indeed, the use of action research would be particularly useful for the 

study of the teachers’ mediation processes, the student-coaches’ conduct of 

instructional interactions, and the implications of the processes used in learning 

achievement (Casey & Dyson, 2009; Gubacs-Collins, 2007). In fact, with action 

research, more than a sole in-depth examination and description of the 

teaching-learning process, it is also possible to make an actual intervention 

upon the process to improve teaching and learning while students are still living 

their Sport Education experience (Carr & Kemmis, 2003). This is because 

action research allows for continuous (re)adjustment of the strategies used to 

mediate the instructional interactions between students by building upon on-

going evidence of their progress. Such on-going testing of explanations in 

practice is conducive to improved understanding of practice and learning 

(McNiff & Whitehead, 2009). However, regardless of the benefits that action 

research would potentially offer to deepen knowledge on the Sport Education 

phenomena, to the present day, not one single action research study has been 

conducted on Sport Education (Araújo et al. 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead 

& O’Sullivan, 2005). 

As underlined previously, a second line of inconsistencies found in some 

research refers to the lack of inclusiveness, equity, and the difficulty 

encountered for developing students’ self-determined cooperative behaviours 

(Harvey et al., 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). Indeed, 

some studies described the pervasiveness in Sport Education classes of deeply 

rooted stereotyped sporting conceptions and negative cultural influences of 

community-based sports brought by students into the gym that were particularly 

difficult to ‘deconstruct’ (e.g., Brock et al., 2009; Hastie, 1998b). It was found 

that certain ‘forces’ such as hegemonic masculinity and sexism-based biases, 

manifested both by teachers and students, exerted a negative influence in 

equity and inclusion achievement (e.g., Brock et al., 2009; Parker & Curtner-

Smith, 2012). In these cases, the pedagogical structures of Sport Educational, 
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by itself, did not suffice to correct, overcome and modify such stereotypical 

styles.  

Congruent with such unresolved issues, the reviews of research on Sport 

Education have cautioned about the persistent void of research examining the 

way teachers are conducting the processes of devolution of power to the 

coaches (e.g., develop role proficiency, positive leadership, and equity in power 

roles) (Araújo et al. 2014; Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). It 

was also suggested that research needs to move beyond mere qualitative 

descriptive or evaluative research designs in order to gain in-depth access to 

the relational and instructional dynamics operating during peer interactions. 

Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2005) suggested that the use of more sophisticated 

research designs such as case studies and ethnography using longitudinal data 

collection protocols have the potential to better address these issues. As 

advocated by Penney et al. (2002), such designs allow to investigate a 

particular phenomenon within its real-life context toward reaching a deeper 

understanding of unique situations. Further, the longitudinal data collection also 

allows to establish connections between events widely separated in time in 

order to detect the direction, patterns and magnitude of change in the 

individuals (Ruspini, 1999). It is believed that student participation in more than 

one season consecutively over time would benefit the dynamics of the social 

and instructional systems occurring within working groups (teams) leading to 

improved relational interplays among students (Ruspini, 1999). Despite such 

appeals, the vast majority of research in Sport Education “has predominantly 

assessed student outcomes based on experience of a single unit or season of 

the curriculum” (Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005, p. 204). Such research designs 

do not allow for drawing insight that might be forthcoming from prolonged 

student participation in Sport Education seasons. 

 

1.2. Research problems and aims 
 

In congruence with the tenets of student-centred approaches, in Sport 

Education students take a central role in the construction of their own learning 
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experiences. On one hand, most learning activities evolve through student face-

to-face interaction in which most task presentations for knowledge and skill 

development take place through peer-teaching and student-led cooperative 

activities within team practice sessions. Further, the students are also assigned 

responsibility for managing the equitable participation of all team members in 

the activities and for nurturing a positive and inclusive climate.  

In order to continue to develop Sport Education, it is critical that research 

provide information that help practitioners solve potential issues restraining the 

achievement of two of Sport Education’s core educational goals: effective 

learning achievement and development of inclusive values. If such intent is to 

be accomplished, then the research needs to provide an in-depth examination 

of the dynamics of students’ interactions that operate during cooperative and 

peer-teaching activities that may restrain or provide students’ opportunities for 

equal participation. More importantly, in order to enhance teaching and learning, 

it is necessary to investigate how instructional processes can be effectively 

developed in Sport Education. Specifically, it is imperative to study effective 

ways that inform teachers’ preparation of the student-coaches for the leadership 

of instructional interactions and power dynamics operating in the teams. The 

underpinning argument in this dissertation is that the study of the processes by 

which coaches might conduct peers-led instruction effectively leading to positive 

leadership, inclusion, and teammates’ effective learning requires a combination 

of longitudinal data collection protocols with dynamic and flexible research 

methodologies such action research. 

Therefore, the central purpose of this study was to conduct an in-depth, 

on-going, and year-long action research intervention for examining teaching 

and learning in Sport Education. In taking in reference the general aim of the 

study, the following specific objectives were established: 

1. To examine the development of students’ game performance and 

understanding and relationships between the two constructs in one season of 

Sport Education. 

2. To examine, mediate and intervene into student behaviours in order to 

promote a democratic, inclusive and participatory focus. 
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3. To examine the scaffolding processes used by a teacher for empowering 

students in the role of coaches toward becoming knowledgeable, competent, 

and self-assisted instructional leaders. 

4. To examine the development of the student-coaches’ ability to conduct 

student-centred instructional interactions and to use discourse that implicates 

teammates proactively in problem-solving processes, discovery and 

construction of knowledge. 

5. To examine the strategies used by the teacher during an intervention 

designed to prepare coaches to conduct peer-led instructional interactions and 

learning activities conducive to tactical development. 

6. To examine students’ responses in terms of the student-coaches’ 

conduct of the activities and teammates’ tactical development. 

 

1.3. Structure of the dissertation 
 

This dissertation was elaborated in accordance with the norms and 

regulations for the writing and presentation of dissertations of the Faculdade de 

Desporto da Universidade do Porto (FADEUP). An approximate configuration of 

the Scandinavia model was adopted. This includes a set of articles/chapters 

that intend to provide answer to the goals of the dissertation that simultaneously 

gather the necessary conditions to publication. The dissertation is comprised of 

one theoretical review and four empirical studies (see the summary table 

bellow).  

 

Chapter I comprises the introduction of the dissertation. It provides the 

theoretical framework and contextualizes the relevance of the present 

dissertation in light of the main findings of the research in the field being studied. 

 

Chapter II includes the theoretical component of the dissertation. It 

consists on a theoretical review based on the analysis of the research 

conducted on Sport Education over the past two decades. The article is entitled, 

“The Sport Education Model: Research update and future avenues for practice 
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and investigation”. This article provides insight on what is currently known 

regarding students’ achievement in Sport Education. It also sheds light over the 

main focuses of research, the research methods more commonly utilized, and 

potential problematic issues. Suggestions are given of possible directions that 

future research and practical implementation of the model might follow. The 

conclusions in this study provided the theoretical basis that sustained the 

subsequent empirical articles included in this thesis. 

 

Chapter III refers to the empirical component of this dissertation. Four 

empirical studies published or submitted to international peer-review journals 

with impact factor.  

 

The first empirical study contained in this thesis is entitled, “Game 

Performance and Understanding within a Hybrid Sport Education Season”. This 

study functioned as a pilot study conducted during the course of this doctorate 

prior to the year-long action research project. This study was an answer to the 

high demands highlighted in literature that are requested to the teacher-as-

researcher while undertaking the dual role of practitioner-researcher. Although 

the study was centred on a different data-base, it was critical for enhancing 

knowledge on Sport Education pedagogies and access a preliminary 

perspective of the challenges potentially associated with the role of the teacher 

as a facilitator in Sport Education. This was also a means upon which the 

teacher could start to construct his role as a teacher-researcher and to gain 

insight on how to cope with the nuances of such insider’s position. 

The second empirical study is entitled, “Towards a More Equitable and 

Inclusive Learning Environment in Sport Education: Results of an Action 

Research based Intervention”. This study refers to an intervention deliberately 

designed to promote a more inclusive and equitable learning environment in 

Sport Education. The main focus in this study was to mediate the student-

coaches’ development of positive leadership. On one hand, it served to prevent 

that the devolution of power from the teacher to the student-coaches would not 

result in an inequitable use of power by these students. On the other hand, 
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through the study of the power dynamics occurring during students’ interactions, 

it concurrently sought the development in students in general of an enhanced 

awareness of the negative impact of exclusionary and stereotyped behaviours. 

This was a means to stimulate collective construction of team goals by students 

as a community of learners. 

The third empirical study is entitled, “Scaffolding student-coaches’ 

instructional leadership in Sport Education: A yearlong action-research 

intervention”. This study provides an examination of an intervention deliberately 

designed to develop coaches’ ability to conduct student-centred instructional 

interactions. This study allowed the integrated analysis of the processes used 

by the teacher to mediate the student-coaches’ instructional leadership, and the 

on-going progress of these students in terms of knowledge and instructional 

development. The engagement of student-coaches in systematic preparation 

protocols provided the basis for a more self-assisted conduct of peer-teaching 

activities. By consequence, it was also a means to safeguard the engagement 

of students in general in discovery-based learning and active participation in the 

construction of their learning experiences. 

The fourth and final empirical study is entitled, “Tactical learning through 

peer-led instruction: Results of a year-long action research project in Sport 

Education”. This study provides an overview of the extent to which the student-

coaches were able to conduct learning activities conducive to students’ tactical 

development and of the level of tactical complexity addressed throughout the 

learning activities. This research provided information for practice and research 

related with pedagogical processes that may be critical to the achievement of 

effective learning outcomes within the Sport Education instructional framework.  

 

Chapter IV was reserved for the final thoughts supported by the 

conclusions in each empirical article. The findings in each study are interpreted 

and combined to attempt a more comprehensive understanding of the 

progresses, dilemmas, and problems encountered along the development of 

the teaching-learning process along the year-long research.  Comments on 

implications for practice and suggestions for future research are also provided. 
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The references of each chapter are presented in the end of the chapter. 

The references of each article are presented in the end of each study and are 

displayed both in the main manuscript as in the references section in conformity 

with the publication guidelines in the journal in which it was published or 

submitted. Table 1 provides a summary table of the studies included in this 

thesis. 

	  

 

Table 1 – Summary table of the studies included in this thesis. 

	  

Chapter II Theoretical Review 
Theoretical 
Review The Sport Education Model: Research update and future 

avenues for practice and investigation. 
Farias, C., Mesquita, I., & Hastie, P. A. 

Submitted: Revista Portuguesa de Ciências do Desporto 
(FADEUP). 

Chapter III Empirical Studies 
Empirical  
Study  1 Farias, C., Mesquita, I., & Hastie, P. A.  

Game performance and understanding within a hybrid sport 
education season. Journal of Teaching in Physical 
Education 34: 363-383. Http://dx.doi.org/10.1123/jtpe.2013-
0149 

Empirical  
Study  2 Farias, C.,  Hastie, P., &  Mesquita, I. (2015). Towards a 

more equitable and inclusive learning environment in Sport 
Education: Results of an action research-based 
intervention.  Sport, Education and Society, 1-17. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13573322.2015.1040752. 

Empirical  
Study  3 Scaffolding student-coaches’ instructional leadership in 

Sport Education: A yearlong action-research intervention. 
Farias, C., Mesquita, I.,  &  Hastie, P. A.  

Submitted: Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport. 
 

Empirical  
Study  4 Tactical learning through peer-led instruction: Results of a 

year-long action research project in Sport Education. 
Farias, C., Mesquita, I., & Hastie, P. A.  

Submitted: Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy. 
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Abstract 

In The Sport Education model is likely the most prominent second-generation 

curriculum alternatives to the often-dominant teacher-centred direct instruction 

approaches. The main goal of this paper was to conduct a systematized 

analysis of two decades of research on Sport Education in order to identify 

critical conceptual and methodological concerns and inform future directions for 

practice and research toward development of a more matured model. The 

scope of this essay includes a contextualization of the contemporary shift from 

teacher-centred to student-centred approaches for teaching Physical Education; 

the conceptual roots, structural features, and educational goals of Sport 

Education; the thematic and methodological examination of empirical research 

on the model; and conclusions and future avenues for research. Two main 

areas of intervention were identified: the need to safeguard competency 

development through coaching preparation protocols and in-depth examination 

of instructional interactions conducted by student-coaches; and the examination 

of, and intervention upon, the power and relational dynamics operation during 

peer interactions that either restrain or facilitate students’ access to more 

equitable and inclusive participation. It is suggested that the adoption of a 

transformative agenda through action research designs, ethnographic, case 

study, and longitudinal data collection protocols are indispensable key vehicles 

for enhancing the model 

 

KEYWORDS: physical education, student-centred approaches, sport education model, 

research update. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The shift from a focus on ‘gymnastics and exercise’ to an approach 

emphasizing sports and games, represented an important milestone in the 

development of Physical Education (PE) curriculum at a global scale (109). 
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Indeed, playing games and sports lies among the most popular curriculum 

areas in PE for “fuelling enjoyment” and allowing students to “be active, 

socialize, and work with and against friends and classmates” (105). An 

additional attractive feature of game-centred activities concerns its dynamic and 

problem-solving structure, which poses to players constant challenges and 

assigns meaning to students’ performance for being directly tied to their 

interests and cultural representation of sports (35).  

Historically and culturally influenced by the technical perspective dominant 

in elite sport (14), the traditional instructional approaches (i.e., Direct instruction 

model) based on behavioural models for motor skill acquisition6 have formed 

the dominant view of teaching and learning of games and sports in PE for much 

of the 20th century7 (36, 66). Grossly summarized, such approach is typically 

characterized by the following features. The approach seeks immediate and 

high levels of success through rote repetition of responses “in movement 

patterns and skills” (75). The step-by-step increment of proficiency in 

elementary skills (94) occurs through isolated skill-drills before students’ 

engagement in more complex game situations frequently mirroring formal 

versions of sports (see for example the NCC8). Because learning is conceived 

to emerge from the dyad teacher transmission-students acquisition/repetition, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  Many	  of	  the	  operations	  within	  teacher-‐centred	  approaches	  were	  built	  upon	  the	  Behaviourist	  perspective	  of	  learning.	  A	  set	  
of	  assumptions	  derived	   from	  research	  on	   laboratory	  animals	  where	   it	  was	  noted	   that	   there	  was	  a	  close	   relation	  between	  
learned	   behaviour	   and	   its	   consequences.	   Responses	   that	  were	   rewarded	  were	  more	   likely	   to	   repeat	   if	   the	   stimulus	  was	  
present	   again	   than	   responses	   not	   reinforced.	   The	   process	   termed	   as	   behaviour	   training	   included	   five	   main	   concepts:	  	  
shaping,	  modelling,	  practice,	  feedback,	  and	  reinforcement	  (for	  further	  detail	  see	  Metzler	  (75)).	  
7	  See	  for	  example	  the	  ‘Organizational	  plan	  for	  teaching-‐and-‐learning:	  Physical	  Education	  Programme’	  currently	  followed	  in	  
the	  Portuguese	  schools.	  Emphasis	  is	  placed	  on	  “increasing	  the	  functional	  level	  of	  basic	  and	  general	  coordinative	  and	  
conditional	  skills”	  	  and	  on	  developing	  	  factual	  knowledge	  of	  sport:	  “Know	  the	  goals	  of	  the	  game,	  the	  purpose	  and	  execution	  
elements	  of	  the	  principal	  technical-‐tactical	  actions	  and	  rules”.	  
(http://www.dge.mec.pt/sites/default/files/ficheiros/eb_ef_programa_2c_ii.pdf)	  
8	  National	  Curriculum	  Council	  (NCC),	  1992,	  United	  Kingdom.	  
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the “teacher as instructional leader” (75) is the source of nearly all of the 

decisions made on instruction and content development, class management, 

and student engagement patterns. A multi-activity format of curriculum is 

frequently associated to teacher-centred approaches with the intent of providing 

young people with opportunities to find an activity to which they are attracted to 

(39). Quite typically, students experience different sports and activities within 

short units of instruction (e.g., learning the sport during 6 to 10 lessons, 

approximately) (see Van der Mars and Tannehill (112); see also OPTL: PEP9).   

The advocates of teacher-centred and direct teaching approaches have 

highlighted the following advantages: (i) the motor skills are learned and 

practiced outside the game context and thus offer a less complex ‘closed’, 

‘discrete’, and ‘non-game-like’ format; (ii) the skill-drills/lines/circuit organization 

grants students high levels of rote repetition of movement patterns (46) and (iii) 

high rates of positive and corrective teachers’ feedback (75); (iv) there is no 

class time spent to teach students functions not related exclusively with motor 

tasks (e.g., managerial responsibilities); and  (iv) no time is allocated to 

students’ ‘discovery’ learning as the ‘trial and error’ progression is eliminated 

from the process (94). 

In opposition, a weakness frequently attributed to teacher-centred 

approaches is the neglect of the cognitive and affective domains of learning 

(75) and consequent disregard for the contextual and social nature of teams 

sports and games (36). The technique-based format of sport instruction driven 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9	  Organizational	  plan	  for	  teaching-‐and-‐learning:	  Physical	  Education	  Programme,	  Portugal.	  	  
(http://www.dge.mec.pt/sites/default/files/ficheiros/eb_ef_programa_2c_ii.pdf)	  
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mostly by direct instruction is known to negate the importance of understanding 

tactics and strategies as a critical means to develop higher order cognitive 

processes (12). This has led to players’ inability to fit skill performance to 

contextual game circumstances (32). In fact, some students have deemed the 

decontextualized, repetitive, and rote-learning of skills isolated from the 

movement–information coupling of the game as “boring and irrelevant” (93). 

Furthermore, the dominant short-unit and multiple-activity curriculum has also 

been criticized for allowing, “students to develop only a superficial level of 

understanding and competence” (60). Associated to it are reports of unintended 

low levels of student commitment, intensity of engagement and enthusiasm (88).  

A further critique stressed by Siedentop (97) includes issues related with 

“lack of authenticity” and  “decontextualized PE”. As explained by Siedentop 

(98), from his extensive observations of pre-service and in-service teachers he 

found that sport was typically presented to students stripped from cultural 

relevance. That is, most PE activities were decontextualized from the 

associated sport culture within which students had been socialized into during 

their out-of-school sport experiences. Additionally, the rituals, values and 

traditions of sports that furnish games of meaning, were seldom taken in 

reference. Recently, the ‘teacher-centeredness’ of processes and consequent 

limited scope provided to students for participating in decision-making relevant 

to their learning experiences, was found to lead to minimal levels of student 

autonomy, perceptions of competency and relatedness (44). 

Recent attempts to keep pace with the demands the contemporary society 

presently poses to school (e.g., developing ‘autonomous thinkers and critical 
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consumers of the social and cultural world’) (60) have led many educational 

policies, national curriculum and teacher education programs to adopt a 

constructivist ‘student-centred’ perspective of curriculum development (109). 

Standards such as, ‘recognizing the value of physical activity for health, 

enjoyment, self-expression and social interaction’, ‘developing physical literacy’ 

(SHAPE-USA, 201610), and ‘understanding what makes a performance effective 

and how to apply these principles individually and as a team member in new 

contexts’ (NCE-UK, 201611) (109), are now commonplace in the lexicon of 

many national PE curriculum. This is because constructivism rejects the notion 

of learning as a linear transmission/acquisition process (as in teacher-centred 

approaches), in favour of a conception of learning as a cognitively, socially and 

self-regulated construction of knowledge by learners (18)12. As active, social, 

and creative learners13 , students are encouraged “to engage with content 

intellectually, socially, and kinaesthetically through active participation in solving 

tactical, personal, and technical problems” (36).  In constructivism, due to the 

interdependence between the individual and the social (114)14, the situated 

nature of learning is emphasized in that learning experiences are found to be 

more complete and effective when occurring in authentic and real life settings 

(64). There is hence, a shift in the focus from the isolated learner to the social 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10	  Society	  of	  Health	  and	  Physical	  Educators:	  National	  PE	  standards,	  USA.	  http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/pe/	  
11	  National	  Curriculum	  in	  England:	  PE	  programmes	  of	  study,	  UK.	  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-‐
curriculum-‐in-‐england-‐physical-‐education-‐programmes-‐of-‐study	  
12	  A	  core	  assertion	  in	  constructivism	  is	  that	  students	  actively	  construct	  knowledge	  through	  integrating	  new	  ideas	  with	  their	  
own	  thinking,	  past	  experiences	  and	  knowledge	  (81).	  
13	  As	   active	   learners,	   students	   are	   actively	   engaged	   in	   learning	   activities	   and	   instructional	   interactions	   that	   stimulate	  
decision-‐making,	   critical	   thinking,	   and	   problem	   solving.	   As	   social	   learners,	   students	   construct	   knowledge	   through	   social	  
interaction	  with	   their	  peers,	   facilitated	  by	   their	   teachers.	  As	  creative	   learners,	  students	  are	  guided	  to	  discover	  knowledge	  
and	  to	  create	  their	  own	  understanding	  of	  the	  subject	  matter	  (87).	  
14	  Central	  do	  the	  Vygotskyan	  socio-‐constructivism	  lies	  the	  notion	  of	  ‘optimal’	  learning	  	  occurring	  within	  each	  learner’s	  Zone	  
of	   Proximal	   Development	   in	   a	   process	   mediated	   by	   a	   ‘more	   capable	   other’;	   a	   peer,	   a	   teacher,	   or	   any	   other	   individual	  
assuming	  the	  role	  as	  educator.	  
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setting that constructs and constitutes the individual as learner. In this 

perspective, Kirk and Macdonald (61) suggested that “learning occurs with any 

collectivity in which a community of practice exists” and is influenced and 

shaped by the situated interplay of relationships and the trajectories of 

participation and membership of students that form the community of learners 

(64). An additional feature inextricably linked to constructivism is the role of the 

teacher as a ‘facilitator’. The literature on constructivist-oriented teaching 

practices has highlighted the following indispensable requisites of a facilitator 

(16): (i) facilitating the learning process by engaging students in initiating, 

finding, and solving problems; (ii) promoting students’ conceptual understanding 

by linking new information to students’ emerging relevance and by integrating 

content and process skills; (ii) guiding students to resolve their misconceptions 

by discussing and sharing ideas with students; and (iv) demonstrating excellent 

knowledge of the subject matter. 

Within the field of PE, shape was given to constructivism through the rise 

of what Ennis (24) calls “second generation” instructional models for teaching 

games and sports that build on strong statements of democratic and student-

centred practice (39). The teaching Games for Understanding approach (TGfU) 

(12) and the Sport Education model (SE) (97) have been highlighted (75) for 

incorporating pedagogical structures that place the learner at the centre of the 

learning experience (31). This is because these two student-centred 

approaches hold the potential to provide “meaningful, purposeful, and authentic 

learning activities presented and practiced by students” (23).  
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In the case of TGfU, and its following pedagogical iterations (e.g., Tactical 

Games, (34), Game Sense (22), Invasion Games Competence Model (78), etc.) 

particular emphasis is placed in the learning of games and team sports through 

development of high order cognitive processes. Due to the dynamic and ever 

changing nature of the constraints that players need to overcome during game-

play (33), learning games is conceived in reference to problem-solving 

frameworks of instruction. Consequently, students are expected to develop the 

ability to identify tactical problems and select appropriate tactical skills to solve 

them (34). In this perspective, the development of ‘thinking players’ is deemed a 

precursor of students’ personal construction of knowledge and enhanced 

performance (32). The ultimate goal is the development of players that 

understand the games tactically and deploy tactical skills15 appropriately to the 

circumstantial information grasped from the context (63, 78). 

With regard to SE, although its initial focus, and a continuing theme 

remains around games, the model has come to be particularly highlighted in PE 

contexts around the globe (44) for “providing students more complete and 

authentic sport experiences” (112). SE has a high eclectic focus as its 

application has ranged from Ultimate Frisbee (42) to Fitness (91), while it has 

been implemented in educational settings including elementary schools (e.g., 65), 

secondary schools (e.g., 58), and PE teacher education (PETE) contexts (e.g., 

108). For the richness and increasing proliferation of SE acknowledged both in 

the literature and research in PE and sport pedagogy (44), this article will be 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15	  Bunker	  and	  Thorpe	  (12)	  consistently	  used	  the	  term	  “skill”	  to	  refer	  to	  an	  amalgam	  of	  strategic	  and	  technique	  capabilities	  
in	   game	  players.	   This	   concept	   has	   been	   revisited	   in	   light	   of	   a	   situated	   learning	   perspective	   by	  Kirk	   and	  Macdonald	   (61).	  
Tactical	   skills	   are	   seen	   as	   ‘learning	   modules’	   which	   represent	   clusters	   of	   related	   capabilities.	   Tactical	   kills	   as	   modules	  
represent	   clusters	   of	   cue	   perception	   capabilities,	   strategies,	   and	   techniques	   that	   are	   activated	   together	   in	   specific	   game	  
situations.	  
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centred on the literature and research conducted on SE since its inception in the 

90th decade of the last century to the present day.  

THE SPORT EDUCATION MODEL 

CONCEPTUAL ROOTS AND STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF SPORT 

EDUCATION 

In one of his first publications, Siedentop (97) asserted that SE emerged 

from the intent to establish the place of sports in the heart of the PE curriculum 

through pedagogies designed in reference to the educational richness of playing 

games. The core goal of providing contextualized learning activities defined SE 

as “a curricular and instructional model designed to provide authentic, 

educationally rich sport experiences for girls and boys in the context of school 

PE” (97).  

To achieve such “authenticity of experience”, Siedentop (97) designed SE 

to mimic the authentic form of sport within the larger culture by means of 

including six key features deemed essential in the preservation of the primary 

features of sport (61). The model includes seasons instead of short units (“more 

time to learn”), affiliation (“work toward common goals”), formal competition 

(“games become meaningful”), keeping records (“built-in feedback”), culminating 

events (“recognition of excellence”), and festivity (“celebration”) (112).  

The framing of units as seasons was grounded on the basic premise that 

fewer activities covered in greater depth would elicit more substantial student 

learning outcomes. A season occupies an extended period of time in one activity 

(at least 20-lessons) (97). Consequently, a season of SE (a term preferred to the 

common notion of a curriculum ‘unit’) is often longer than the usual unit. The 
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operational assumption is that such extended time promotes more in-depth 

understanding of the new managerial and instructional responsibilities to be 

learned by students. Through students’ affiliation into mixed-ability teams, they 

become members of teams, and remain on the same team throughout the 

competition. The persisting small-group activities allow students “to plan, 

practice and benefit from the social development opportunities that accompany 

membership in a persistent group” (97). The season typically unfolds following a 

schedule of competition. The games that are played count toward a ranking 

system in which teams are categorized according to their performance. In 

addition, these competitions are typically interspersed with practices. For 

instance, a soccer season might start with 1v1 competitions, then 2v2, and finish 

with a 4v4 final competition.  The recasting of learning activities as matches and 

training sessions toward achievement of common team goals provides an 

augmented sense of authentic and meaningful participation (50). Records are 

kept for purposes of motivation, feedback, assessment, and to build standards 

and traditions. This also serves the process of content-embedded accountability. 

Records from teams’ scorings and behaviours may be added to the teams’ 

championship counts. Finally, the seasons should be ‘festive’ in nature. The 

festive atmosphere of sport enhances its meaning while adding an important 

social element for participants. Continuous efforts are made by the teacher and 

students to celebrate student success and a ‘culminating event’ provided to mark 

the end of the season. These festive events (swimming carnivals, basketball 

championships, etc.) create the opportunity for festival and celebration of 

accomplishments. 
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EDUCATIONAL GOALS OF SPORT EDUCATION 

 According to Metzler (75) and Dyson et al. (23), the pedagogical 

structures of SE concur to the integrated and multidimensional achievement of 

social, cognitive, and psychomotor goals. Indeed, Siedentop (98) believed that 

PE should not be reduced to teaching students skills and strategies alone. In his 

philosophy, the sustainable development of a healthy sporting culture in students 

at the school context would extend its benefits toward the construction of an 

improved collective social life (98). SE is thus aimed at educating “players in the 

fullest sense and to help them develop as competent, literate and enthusiastic 

sportspersons”16 (97). In this sense, along with authenticity, the inclusiveness 

and student curriculum ownership are two further structural features that concur 

to the multidimensional achievement of learning outcomes. 

Indeed, SE was not drawn to be a direct replication of elite sport, for it 

rejects the often-dominant culture based on ‘winning at all costs’. On the contrary, 

SE includes a strong inclusive focus. Students are given the opportunity to 

“engage in the community of practice of sport as legitimate peripheral 

participants in a variety of roles” other than that of players (e.g., coaches, 

referees, trainers, scorekeepers, and managers17), thereby leading to a more 

complete understanding of the sport culture18 (61). The learners’ trajectories to 

full participation in the life of their teams are facilitated through participation in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16	  A	  literate	  sportsperson	  understands	  and	  is	  knowledgeable	  about	  the	  rules,	  traditions,	  and	  values	  associated	  with	  specific	  
sports,	  and	  can	  also	  distinguish	  between	  good	  and	  poor	  sport	  practices.	  An	  enthusiastic	  sportsperson	  behaves	  in	  ways	  that	  
preserve,	  protect,	  and	  enhance	  the	  sport	  culture.	  With	  respect	  to	  competency,	  the	  pedagogical	  structures	  that	  are	  an	  integral	  
facet	  of	  SE	  provide	  an	  effective	  framework	  through	  which	  learn	  the	  games	  from	  a	  tactical	  perspective	  (76).	  The	  competent	  
sportsperson	   is	   hence,	   one	   that	   develops	   game	   sense	   through	   extensive	   play	   practice.	   Students	   are	   expected	   to	   become	  
thinking	  players	  and	  skilled	  performers	  via	  what	  Launder	  (63)	  has	  termed	  as	   intelligent	  coupling	  of	  movement	  technique	  
and	  tactical	  components	  in	  the	  game	  context.	  
17	  The	  exact	  role	  for	  each	  season	  change	  depending	  on	  the	  activity/game/sport.	  
18	  Students	   play	   the	   games,	   cheer	   and	   give	   tactical	   instructions	   to	   teammates.	   Others	  may	   focus	   on	   who	   has	   scored	   or	  
tackled	  the	  attacking	  player,	  manage	  the	  substitutions,	  the	  match	  time,	  or	  even	  replace	  a	  ball	  that	  went	  out	  of	  borders.	  
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small-sided games where everyone plays all the time and in which the 

secondary rules of games are modified and matched developmentally to the 

abilities of students. The total experience encloses formalized processes for 

development of ethical behaviours and fair-play19. 

A particularly distinctive and pedagogically challenging structure of SE is 

the level of which students take over of substantial control and ownership for 

their own learning. For the reason that students are affiliated in persistent team 

membership, all learning activities in SE take the format of team-practice 

sessions in which students are given responsibility to prepare themselves for the 

championship matches and the ‘finals’ of the culminating event (97). Due to the 

peer-teaching format of the learning tasks, significant instructional responsibility 

is assigned to students in the role of team leaders or coaches. Examples of such 

instructional responsibility assigned to the student-coaches are their leadership 

in content development of the tactics, strategies, and techniques necessary to 

respond to problems limiting teammates’ game-play during the team-practice 

sessions or competition events. The coaches are also responsible for conducting 

most of tasks presentations and instructional interactions for teammates’ 

development of motor skills and strategic thinking related to game tactics20. The 

coaches also assume leadership in managing the power relations operating in 

the team. Issues such as equity, inclusion and integration of students usually 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19	  The	   team	   sign	   the	   	   ‘ethical	   contract’	   	   in	   which	   an	   implicit	   agreement	   exists	   between	   the	   teacher	   and	   student	   about	  
appropriate	  conduct	  in	  the	  gym.	  An	  ‘ethical	  committee’	  may	  be	  formed	  for	  supervision	  the	  inclusiveness.	  The	  students	  are	  
regularly	  held	  accountable	  formally	  by	  fair-‐play	  behaviours	  during	  competition,	  and	  teams	  could	  also	  score	  additional	  points	  
within	   lessons	  by	  exhibiting	  behaviours	   reflecting	   inclusive	  practices,	   effort,	  peer	  encouragement,	   and	  engagement	   in	   the	  
managerial	  tasks	  (e.g.,	  role	  performance).	  
20	  The	  main	  of	  the	  learning	  activities	  are	  highly	  goal-‐oriented	  and	  are	  intended	  to	  prepare	  the	  teams	  for	  the	  ‘championship’.	  
Tasks	  should	  be	  organized	   in	  ways	   that	  enact	  cooperative	  work,	  problem	  solving,	  critical	   reflection	  and	  students’	   face-‐to-‐
face	   interaction	  (23).	  The	  coaches	  conduct	  the	  instructional	   interactions	  for	  knowledge	  and	  skill	  development,	  which	  take	  
place	  through	  peer	  teaching	  and	  student-‐led	  cooperative	  activities	  within	  team	  practice	  sessions	  (23).	  
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deprived from a fuller participation in the learning activities need to be safeguard 

in SE (8). 

THE RESEARCH ON SPORT EDUCATION 

From two systematic reviews on empirical research conducted in SE, 

Wallhead and O’Sullivan (120) and Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón (49) 

noted two broad categories of publications: (a) articles considering practical 

strategies required to implement SE (e.g., pedagogical strategies, assessment, 

the model’s applicability to different activity areas; e.g., 23); and (b) empirical 

studies designed to evaluate the educational impact of the model on various 

dimensions of student learning. 

The objective of the present article was to conduct a retrospective 

analysis and consequent ‘executive summary’ of the empirical evidence focused 

on this second type of publication. The current analysis builds upon the body of 

studies contained in the four systematic reviews conducted to date on SE: (i) the 

comprehensive reviews of Wallhead and O’Sullivan (120) (28 studies) and (ii) 

Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón (49) (38 studies); the (iii) review by 

Harvey, Kirk and O’Donovan (38) (29 studies); and the (iv) review by Araújo, 

Mesquita and Hastie (4) (23 studies). In order to provide a more up-to-date 

analysis of the empirical literature, additional papers published from 2011 

onwards found congruent and relevant to the objective of this paper were 

included in the analysis. 

WHAT IS CURRENTLY KNOWN ABOUT SPORT EDUCATION? 

Because the realization of SE’s core educational goals (competency, 

enthusiasm, literacy) was found compatible with the PE standards in a broad of 
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governing bodies (1, 109), the first two reviews conducted on SE by Wallhead 

and O’Sullivan (120) and Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón (49) were 

organized based on the traditional ‘5 big aims of PE’ (1) these being: (1) fitness, 

(2) skill development, game play and tactical awareness, (3) personal and 

social development, (4) student attitudes, and (5) values. While Harvey, Kirk 

and O’Donovan (38) review centred on ‘SE as a pedagogical tool for ethical 

development’ approached topics 3 and 4, and Araújo, Mesquita and Hastie (4) 

review regarding ‘the model’s impact on student learning outcomes’ focused on 

topic 2, Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón (49) up-grade, identified 

‘Students’ motivational responses’ and ‘Learning to teach SE’ as new trends to 

those highlight in the original review of Wallhead and O’Sullivan (120). In the 

intent to align more closely with the foundational learning goals of SE, the 

information in the current analysis was organized into four domains: (1) 

Competence: skill development, game play and tactical awareness, (2) Literacy: 

inclusion, equity and values, (3) Enthusiasm: students’ motivational responses 

and sport culture, and (4) Teaching and learning to teach SE. 

Competence: skill development, game play and tactical understanding. 

According to Siedentop (97), competent sportspersons show sufficient skills to 

participate in games at a satisfactory level, are knowledgeable players, and 

execute strategies appropriate to their skill level and complexity of the game. 

Although research centred on competency development is “burgeoning and 

developing”(49), it continues to be an area somewhat poorly researched (4). 

More importantly, evidence about the effectiveness of SE to promote 

development of motor skills, game performance and tactical understanding is 
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still inconsistent. The vast majority of these studies focused on team sports (e.g., 

Ultimate Frisbee (42); Hockey (54); Rugby (9); Volleyball (5, 92), Soccer (26, 

74)), whereas fewer studies addressed individual sports such as athletics (47, 

86) and Badminton (52).  

With regard to development of isolated motor skills, there are reports 

both of positive increments (3, 9, 47, 54, 86) and lacks in students’ skill 

improvement (1, 92), while the results regarding measures of game-play 

performance are ambiguous. With regard to skill execution, several studies 

showed students’ improvements (5, 52, 92). Contrarily, Mahedero, Calderón, 

Arias-Estero, Hastie and Guarino (69) reported a lack of general improvement, 

and further research showed improvements in lower- but not in higher-skilled 

students (26, 41, 74). While studies assessing performance at a class level 

found improvements in decision-making during game-play (5, 13, 52, 69, 92), in 

the studies of Mesquita et al. (74) and Farias, Mesquita and Hastie (26), the 

girls and lower-skilled students gathered higher learning benefits from SE. 

Conversely, Hastie (42) showed improvements in appropriate passing decision-

making for higher-skilled players whereas those lower-skilled peers showed no 

improvements. It was also suggested in the few studies confronting SE with 

direct instruction classes that SE was a more favourable model to develop 

performance in Volleyball (92) and Athletics (47, 86). In SE, the students also 

perceived higher enjoyment and self-competence in the learning of Rugby (9). 

The outcomes related with knowledge development are less equivocal. 

There are reports of students’ improvement in tests of declarative and 
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procedural knowledge (9, 47, 69, 92), in the ability to solve tactical quizzes (48), 

and in video-based game understanding tests (26, 52).  

Researchers have justified the positive improvements in SE with the 

opportunity granted to students for developing knowledge from observations 

and judgements made during daily competition and playing roles other than 

players (e.g., 92, 52, 74). A second main argument used is the augmented 

enthusiasm and motivation generated by the affiliation and teamwork features 

of the model (e.g., 3, 9, 47, 69, 92) and the content-embedded accountability 

that fosters strong commitment to the learning activities (e.g., 42, 86). Mesquita, 

Farias and Hastie (74) and Farias, Mesquita and Hastie (26) further speculated 

that calling students to reflect on tactical problems together with the curriculum 

ownership granted to the teams were key to stimulate pupils’ cognitive 

development and add meaning and cultural relevance to the structure of the 

content.  

Nonetheless, despite the significant responsibility assigned to student-

coaches in the conduct of the learning activities in SE, no reference is made in 

these studies to the potential effect the student-coaches’ leadership may have 

had in the learning outcomes. In fact, some teachers have “questioned the 

efficacy of a model which relinquishes significant responsibility for teaching 

content to students” (121). In line with these concerns, the recent review of 

Araújo, Mesquita and Hastie (4) suggested that many of the inconsistencies 

found on students’ performance and knowledge development are very likely a 

consequence of a lack in coaches’ leadership skills, content knowledge and 

instructional skills. However, despite the insistent calls from Wallhead and 
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O'Sullivan (120), Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón (49) and Araújo, 

Mesquita and Hastie (4), to date only two studies have focused on the 

examination of the role of the student-coach (43, 121).  

Hastie (43) study in Floor Hockey focused on one coach and his team 

from an ecological perspective and showed the leader’s ability to make small 

adjustments to application tasks of low complexity in order to fit teammates’ 

ability level. Nonetheless, the feedback was essentially prescriptive and not 

always appropriate to the situation. A limitation of this study was the lack of 

attention paid to the actual content taught and learned within the instructional 

task system. The study of Wallhead and O'Sullivan (121) found that, while 

instructionally effective with respect to low-order tactical content, there were 

gaps in the student-coach domain-specific content and pedagogical knowledge. 

This was reflected info inefficient development of higher order Tag-rugby 

content (e.g., creating and defending space). Two conclusions were commonly 

drawn in the two studies. Firstly, although focused in team sports, no evidence 

was provided suggesting that students in general were actually engaged by 

their peer-leaders in the higher order cognitive processes necessary for solving 

tactical problems of game-play (34). Secondly, both studies emphasised the 

need for teachers providing more effective preparation to student-coaches that 

might enable successful peer-teaching and student learning. 

Literacy: inclusion, equity and values. The literate sportsperson refers to 

“people who understand and appreciate the rules, rituals, and traditions that 

surround sport and are able to distinguish between good and bad sport 

practices” (112). In Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón’s (49) own words, 
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the research “support for literacy is ‘emerging’”. In fact, in their review centred 

on ethical development, Harvey, Kirk and O'Donovan (38) concluded that from 

the 25 studies examining inclusion, equity, and values, 11 of these found strong 

support, and 14 found moderate support, for meeting the SE’s aspirations to 

literacy development. To mention a few, the lower skilled students did not feel 

marginalised within their teams and believed that they had equal opportunities 

for improvement (41). Hastie and Sinelnikov (51) observed students of both 

genders and skill levels to be actively engaged in motor tasks for the majority of 

the lesson time. Recently, García-Lopez and Gutiérrez (27) found a positive 

impact in the integration of students who were usually discriminated against 

(empathy) and development of leadership responsibility and students’ teamwork 

(assertiveness).  

In contrast, a small number of studies reported mixed findings. For 

example, Hastie (41) noted a gender stereotype socialisation with boys 

dominating power roles and having more opportunities to respond in the 

competition phase of a Floor Hockey season. Parker and Curtner-Smith (83) 

study of pre-service teachers’ (PSTs) implementation of SE found the 

prevalence of hegemonic masculinity. While the more physically able and 

aggressive boys dominated those who were smaller, less physically gifted and 

timid, some girls, and less able boys showed conformity to peripheral 

participation, similarly to that referred to by Tousignant and Siedentop (110) as 

‘competent bystanding’. In their study centred on five boys and five girls 

participating in a 26-lesson season of modified Soccer, Brock, Rovegno and 

Oliver (8) explored the influence of student status on group interactions and 
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leadership in decision-making opportunities. They found gender and status to 

be an influential factor in the amount of playing time that students received 

during the unit, mostly in favour of boys and popular students. The voices of 

lower skill-level students were sometimes silenced.  

As a common point, these studies stressed that particular deeply rooted 

conceptions about sporting expectations based on gender stereotypes, pre-

established status hierarchies, and negative cultural influences of community-

based sports that students transport into the gym, were quite difficult to 

‘deconstruct’. More importantly, in some cases the PSTs themselves have 

inadvertently supported and reinforced hegemonic masculinity and sexism (83). 

Such ‘forces’ exerted a negative influence in equity and inclusion achievement 

showing that the pedagogical structures of SE, by itself, may not suffice to 

correct, overcome and modify these stereotypical styles (83). Indeed, several 

authors claimed that although SE’s pedagogical structures are highly favourable 

to facilitate inclusion, the teachers should be sensible to this goals and actively 

‘put structures in place’ (e.g., ‘formal’ engagement in shared discussion, 

developmentally appropriate game play, positive leadership) in order to 

capitalize the inclusive opportunities contained in the model (25, 113). 

Specifically, Harvey, Kirk and O'Donovan (38) suggested that ethical 

development could be explicitly addressed by embedding four specific 

pedagogical applications in SE seasons curriculum, these being ‘Ethical 

contract’, ‘Sports panels’, ‘Modified game practice’, and ‘Awards’. 

However, according to conclusions drawn by the four reviews on SE (4, 

38, 49, 120), as important as the pedagogical application of additional inclusive 
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structures, it is crucial that researchers conduct a thorough examination of the 

power dynamics operating during students’ social and instructional interactions. 

This may either facilitate or restrain students’ access to their teams’ ‘capital and 

human resources’ (61). Irrespective of such request, there is still a stark void of 

research examining the way teachers are conducting the processes of 

devolution of power from the teacher to the coaches (e.g., develop role 

proficiency, assigning responsibility and gender balance). The in-depth 

examination of students’ perceptions, use of power and motivations to promote 

equity during SE would provide valuable information on potential ways to 

overcome negative stereotypes, inequity and lack of inclusion. 

Enthusiasm: students’ motivational responses and sport culture. The 

enthusiastic sportsperson finds meaning in his or her sports experiences in PE, 

places high effort in the activities, and preserves and acts in ways that transfer 

the healthy values cultivated in SE to the daily sport and physically active life 

(97). The impact of SE on enthusiasm has been tested empirically mainly in 

reference to motivational outcomes. These studies have been primarily focused 

on measuring the perceived and objective climates of SE seasons (e.g., 103, 

119) and motivational changes that take place over a SE season (e.g., 102, 106, 

116). Some research has compared students’ motivation within SE and in direct 

instruction/multi-activity units (e.g., 73, 82). 

As a case in point, Wallhead and Ntoumanis (119) found the motivational 

climate generated in SE to be influential in students’ adoption of mastery and 

goal oriented goals with positive effects in enjoyment and self-determined 

participation in the activities. Spittle and Byrne (106) found SE to be effective in 
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maintaining high levels of student intrinsic motivation21, task orientation, and 

mastery climate. It was suggested that students personally grasped the value 

for game play and team building leading to increased self-competence 

perceptions and commitment toward participation in the activities. While 

Mendéz-Giménez, Fernández-Rio and Mendéz-Alonso (73) comparative study 

involving 295 secondary school students suggested that SE offered more 

advantages than a traditional teaching method to develop adolescents’ 

achievement, social goals, and sportsmanship, the study of Parker and Curtner-

Smith (82) found similar ego-involving climates in SE and multi-activity teaching. 

It was argued this was a consequence of teachers’ misinterpretation of SE and 

consequent overemphasis of its competitive elements. 

A key underlying intent in the development of the enthusiastic 

sportsperson is the transfer of students’ healthy experiences in PE to those to 

be lived in the wider world of sport. Recently, researchers have started to 

explore potential relationships between motivational aspects and social goal 

developed during participation in SE and participants’ self-determined 

participation in leisure-time exercise22 (116, 122, 123). In the study of Wallhead, 

Garn and Vidoni (122), after participation in four 25-lessons seasons taught 

along one school year, a total of 363 10th-grade students completed a 

questionnaire, which revealed the robust contribution that social recognition and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21	  Intrinsic	  motivation	  occurs	  when	  individuals	  engage	  voluntarily	  in	  an	  activity	  for	  its	  own	  sake,	  whereas,	  extrinsic	  

motivation	  occurs	  when	  individuals	  are	  motivated	  by	  external	  factors,	  such	  as	  rewards	  and	  social	  recognition	  (28).	  

22	  Participants	  rated	  their	  weekly	  behavioural	  frequency	  on	  a	  single	  item:	  ‘In	  the	  course	  of	  the	  past	  seven	  days,	  outside	  of	  

physical	  education	  class,	  how	  often	  have	  you	  participated	  in	  active	  sports	  and/or	  vigorous	  exercise	  lasting	  more	  than	  20	  

minutes	  at	  a	  time?’	  
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social affiliation goals made to students perceived relatedness23 and enjoyment 

of PE. Social recognition and status goals also significantly positively predicted 

extra-curricular exercise participation. However, students’ motivation for leisure-

time physical activity was not entirely confirmed in the authors’ follow-up study 

examining students’ perceptions over participation in a 2-year SE program 

(116). It was suggested that the lack of appropriately designed extracurricular 

programmes might have restrained students’ intention for participation in 

physical activities beyond those offered in the PE context. Nonetheless, a 

potential limitation in these studies was the total absence of information on the 

way the teaching-learning process was conducted in the two research settings. 

This made it impossible to understand what specific elements along the process 

might have influenced the contrasting results. 

Kirk and Macdonald (61) advocated that through peripheral participation 

within the ‘communities of practice’ provided by the persisting groups, SE has 

the potential to transform what constitutes sport in the broader world. However, 

although SE was conceptualized to enhance the explicit links between 

experiences in PE and the promotion of a positive sport culture, SE is yet to 

fulfil a socially transformative agenda (85). Wallhead and O'Sullivan (120) 

stated this has much to do with the fact that research “has focused on lesson 

context and predominantly assessed student outcomes based on experience of 

a single unit or season of the curriculum” (p. 204). The importance of exploring 

the effect of time was also an issue recently uncovered in the review of Araújo, 

Mesquita and Hastie (4). The authors advocated for application of more 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23	  Deci	  and	  Ryan	  (21)	  define	  relatedness	  as	  caring	  for	  and	  feeling	  cared	  for	  by	  others	  and	  suggests	  that	  relatedness	  is	  a	  

psychological	  need	  integral	  for	  human	  growth	  and	  development.	  
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longitudinal data collection protocols. It is believed that student participation in 

more than one season consecutively over time would benefit the dynamics of 

the social and instructional systems occurring within working groups (teams) 

leading to improved relational interplays among students.  

Teaching and learning to teach Sport Education. The literature that guides the 

design and practical application of SE seasons is not entirely consensual to 

what and how should be developed the role of the teacher as a facilitator. 

Siedentop, Hastie and Van der Mars (99) advise teachers to deliver whole 

group direct instruction or guided practice during early parts of a SE season and 

then, actively guide the gradual shift toward more responsibility for and student 

ownership of the SE experience. Metzler (75) conceptualized the role of the 

teacher as a “guide on the side” (p. 142). Students should initially be provided a 

reasonable amount of autonomy through the use of indirect teaching strategies 

(e.g., coaching task cards) while the teacher becomes active only when the 

students ‘get stuck’ or ask for help (75). 

Research in PETE has attempted to capture the processes by which 

PSTs learn to teach SE by exploring the mechanism that facilitated or inhibited 

learning (19, 29, 72, 107, 108), the compliance and extent to which PSTs 

applied SE in its full version (19), and the PSTs’ perceptions and forms of 

application of SE (20, 82, 115). Most of these studies showed different levels of 

interpretation and application of SE that were influenced by endemically rooted 

conceptions of sport brought into the gym by PSTs as a consequence of prior 

occupational socialization.  
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Research has also analysed the impact of professional development 

programs on in-service teachers. The study by Curtner-Smith, Hastie and 

Kinchin (19) showed the espousal by beginning teachers of ‘full 

version’24,‘watered down’25, and ‘cafeteria’26 styles in the implementation of SE. 

Other studies showed both resistance and acceptance to teach using SE (19, 

70). One other study has found varying levels of alignment between what 

teachers planned and actually enacted within the SE unit, with teachers 

implementing less and/or modified down the SE elements stipulated within the 

unit plan (62). The teachers’ acculturation, professional socialization and 

organizational socialization were among the factors that most influenced the 

(19). 

There is consensus in literature on student-centred approaches that if 

high order cognitive and performance outcomes are to be achieved the role of 

the teacher as facilitator is critical in the mediation of peer-assisted learning 

activities (30). It involves the teachers taking on the role of ‘activators’ of 

learning.  This calls for the use of versatile and responsive styles of instruction 

that comprehend a series of dialogical exchanges ranging in directedness from 

modelling behaviours to providing explanatory structures and feedback, praise, 

or providing intermediate support through hints (111).  

However, despite the importance acknowledged to the teacher in SE as 

a facilitator, a complete void remains of research that explicitly informs teachers 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24	  Congruent	  with	  the	  spirit	  of	  Siedentop’s	  (97)	  intentions.	  Seasons	  were	  significantly	  lengthy,	  purposefully	  promoted	  team	  

affiliation	  and	  festivity,	  and	  involved	  students	  in	  numerous	  playing	  and	  nonplaying	  roles.	  

25	  	  The	  teachers	  misinterpreted	  the	  model	  conceptually	  and	  practically.	  Watered-‐down	  seasons	  organized	  shorter	  units	  

primarily	  around	  formal	  competition,	  but	  failed	  to	  include	  many	  of	  the	  other	  elements	  that	  transform	  traditional	  sporting	  

units	  into	  Sport	  Education	  seasons.	  

26	  The	  pre	  service	  teachers	  merely	  ‘incorporated’	  parts	  of	  SE.	  
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and researchers on how instructional and peer-teaching mediation processes 

can be effectively developed within SE.  This is even more critical in light of 

recent warnings from reviews on SE (4); the teachers in SE may not be 

preparing the student-coaches efficiently to deal with the leadership 

responsibilities necessary to conduct effective learning through peer-teaching 

activities. Despite the insistent appeals from all reviews calling for teachers’ 

delivery of effective protocols for coaching preparation, this is yet to be 

answered by research (4, 49, 120). 

WHAT ARE THE PREVAILING METHODOLOGICAL LENSES OF RESEARCH 

IN SPORT EDUCATION? 

The analysis of the studies within the reviews of research on SE (4, 38, 

49, 120), and additional more recent publications, showed a similar 

predominance of quantitative and qualitative studies, and in a lesser number 

some studies using both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods. In 

this section, as the analysis proceeds an intersection is made with the 

predominant designs (e.g., pre-posttest, comparative, exploratory, etc.) and 

research methods (e.g., systematic observation, surveys, etc.) used to collect 

data. 

Quantitative research studies.  Nearly all the quantitative studies used 

evaluative 27  pre-posttest designs. Within these, most studies intended to 

evaluate the impact of students’ participation in SE and application of different 

programmes exclusively in one single unit of SE. In a minor number, some 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 A single group ‘natural experiment’ consisting in the evaluation (usually in two moments in time) of occurrences as social and 

organizational programmes or interventions (11). 
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evaluative studies compared28 the impact of SE with direct instruction and multi-

activity approaches, also in single units of instruction. 

From the pre-posttest data collection protocols centred exclusively on SE, 

the main part evaluated performance and knowledge outcomes (skill 

development, game play, and tactical understanding) (e.g., 26, 52, 69, 74) and 

students’ motivational responses (e.g., 50, 102, 119). A few other studies 

focused on the effects of SE on participation in leisure-time physical activity 

(116-118), social values development (e.g., 27), participation and game 

involvement (e.g., 41, 117), students’ role-playing (i.e., referees) (65), physical 

activity levels (54), and PSTs’ autonomous instruction (89).  

The pre-posttest comparative studies addressed domains such as 

performance and knowledge development (e.g., 9, 47, 86, 92), motivational 

outcomes (73, 88, 106), aerobic fitness (53), or development of social goals 

(82). 

Besides the use of pre-posttest designs, in a residual number, other 

studies used data collected from daily observation of lessons. These 

researches assessed the impact of SE on PSTs’ autonomous instruction (89) 

and daily motivational climate (103). Within these, the studies by Alexander and 

Luckman (1) and Kinchin, Wardle, Roderick and Sprosen (59) were based on 

data collection in one sole moment in time (post-participation).  

In what regards the most researched variables and methods utilized, the 

majority of studies employed systematic observation instruments to assess 

frequency, nature, or duration of behaviours. Some examples are the Game 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Entails studying two contrasting cases using more or less identical research methods (84). 
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Performance Assessment Instrument (80) for assessing game-play (e.g., 92), 

the Academic-Learning time in PE (ALT-PE) (100) to quantify task 

accomplishment (e.g., 40, 43), the Behavioural Evaluation Strategies and 

Taxonomies (96) to record the frequency of game play participation (117), or 

the System for Observing Fitness Instruction Time (SOFIT) (71) (54).  

A few studies have also measured changes in time by taking in reference 

the students’ and teachers’ perceptions. These measures included pre-posttest 

inventories (e.g., perceived autonomy support (118)), surveys (e.g., examining 

the autobiographical memories of students’ experiences of three years of 

participation in SE (104)), questionnaires (e.g., basic psychological needs and 

sportsmanship (73)), or used the situational intrinsic motivation scale (95) (e.g., 

102, 106, 119).  

Although the contribution of quantitative research was unquestionably 

valuable for gathering knowledge on the impact of SE on students’ learning, 

social, motivational, and fitness outcomes, the type of inferences drawn from 

this studies are potentially problematic. Indeed, only a few studies have used 

mixed data collection methods to combine information gathered from systematic 

observation of behaviours with data from participants’ perceptions based on 

questionnaires and post-intervention interviews (e.g., 9, 41, 43, 51). In summary, 

a potential downside in most quantitative research in SE was the drawing of 

inferences and interpretation on the causality of the results without taking into 

consideration the participants’ point of view. Furthermore, there is scant 

examination of the teaching-learning process that would shed light on what, 
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how, and why specific elements within the process might have influenced the 

outcomes. 

Qualitative research strategies. The preponderance of the qualitative studies 

has been of exploratory nature (i.e., no intention of comparing changes in time) 

based in the examination of students’ and teachers’ perceptions over 

participation in SE. Within these, a small number of studies explored 

qualitatively the participants’ experiences in SE in light of particular conceptual 

and theoretical frameworks or intervention programmes. Namely, some PETE 

programs used cognitive learning and socialization theories to examine how 

PSTs learned to teach SE and were influenced by their beliefs (19, 70), 

explored the impact of in-service professional development programs (101, 

108), and student development of personal and social responsibility (45). 

The most commonly used data collection methods consisted of semi-

structured interviews made to teachers and students (e.g., 7, 56, 57, 67). The 

research has also used participant/non-participant lesson observations (e.g., 10, 

43, 55, 57, 107, 121), students’ drawings (e.g., 68, 77), and post-participation 

surveys (e.g., 2, 37), students’ logs (e.g., 6, 8), and teachers’ reflective journals 

and field notes (e.g., 2, 56, 90). 

However, irrespective of the qualitative nature of these studies, there is a 

lack of examination of the teaching-learning process in ways that might have 

provided a deeper insight of the phenomena studied. Indeed, the information 

about the teaching-learning elements provided in most research is limited to the 

number of lessons, the sport selected for the seasons under examination, the 

characterization of the season and the outline of the content presented within 
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each of the lessons (e.g., 92, 119). Moreover, as early as in their 2005 review 

(and recently reiterated by Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda and Calderón (49) and 

Araújo, Mesquita and Hastie (4)), Wallhead and O'Sullivan (120) cautioned us 

that our knowledge of the effect of the curriculum on varying dimensions of 

student learning is predominantly limited to inferences made from a single unit 

or season experience of SE.  It was commonly claimed the need for more 

longitudinal data collection protocols which extends past the end of one or two 

units. The call also includes the use of research designs that can access a 

deepened analysis and control of the teaching-learning process in relation to 

aspects such as the devolution of content knowledge from the teacher to the 

student-coaches or the instructional and power dynamics operating within peer-

teaching tasks. 

FUTURE AVENUES FOR RESEARCH IN SPORT EDUCATION 

The synthesis of the data-based research on SE conducted over the past 

two decades points to a strong trend of success in facilitating the development 

of competent, literate, and enthusiastic sportspersons (4, 38, 49, 120). However, 

our reading of research prompts us to caution that mere participation in SE may 

not necessarily result in students’ spontaneous development of inclusive and 

cooperative behaviours, promotion of higher order cognition through peer-

interaction, or growth of positive leadership skills. While we subscribe Hastie et 

al.’s (49) assertion, “the question now is to identify areas of research that are 

still under-developed”, we further supplement that there is much work yet to be 

done.  Ways must be found to help SE evolve towards full realization of its 

potential for holistic achievement of educational goals. 
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We highlight two specific areas where knowledge is currently lacking in 

which research can add a decisive contribution to more matured investigation 

and future applications of the model. Future research should provide 

information on (i) how to safeguard achievement of performance outcomes and 

knowledge development through effective coaching preparation. It is further 

required (ii) the in-depth examination of the instructional, relational, and power 

dynamics operating within peer-teaching interactions. Two lines of inquiry are 

relevant in this matter: the ‘Examination of the teaching-learning process’, and 

‘Exploring the effects of time’. 

Examination of the teaching-learning process. As discussed earlier, the large 

body of research conducted on SE involved pre-posttest quantitative 

behavioural measures and qualitative exploratory designs based on students’ 

and teachers’ perceptions on the model’s impact. In many cases the 

interpretation of the outcomes has been based on speculative inferences not 

supported by a thorough analysis of the teaching-learning process. 

One critical aspect of the teaching-learning process clearly under-

researched is the instructional processes used by teachers to prepare the 

student-coaches for leadership and instructional responsibilities. An integrated 

analysis of the teachers’ instruction and students’ development is necessary in 

order to gather knowledge on the effects of the teachers’ mediation in the 

conduct of peer-teaching tasks by the student-coaches. It is critical to generate 

knowledge that can inform teachers on how to effectively implement SE. As 

Goodyear and Dudley (30) point out, a danger arises when teachers view 

themselves simply as a ‘guide on the side’ (75), as they may remove 
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themselves from the teaching and learning process due to limited 

understanding of how to interact with learners in the role of facilitator.  

Furthermore, the specific content of the peers-led instructional 

interactions needs to be studied at a micro-level. In fact, wide research in peer-

assisted learning contexts other than SE have shown that the group leaders 

could only engage peers in higher-order instructional interactions when they 

received specific training for it (e.g., learning about question-asking instruction) 

(30).  However, while this is a key tenet of student-centred approaches (23), it is 

still not clear if the student-coaches in SE are in fact engaging their teammates 

in higher order cognitive processes and cooperative interactions leading to 

effective learning.  

Wallhead and O'Sullivan (120) suggested that case studies and 

ethnography might be key for studying these issues toward an evolved practical 

application and investigation of SE. Such research designs hold the potential to 

investigate a particular phenomenon within its real-life context toward reaching 

a deeper understanding of unique situations. The authors also urged 

researchers to move beyond mere qualitative descriptive or evaluative research 

designs. The call here is for the undertaking of socially transformative and 

‘emancipatory’ research agendas. Understanding why certain inequities occur 

from students’ point of view, and on that basis act upon the problematic while 

students are still living their SE experience, would help children gain 

enlightenment about social constraints and injustices restraining their learning 

experiences. This would potentially raise a conscious on the impact of individual 

action and behaviour on peers’ well-being, while helping students to discover 
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possible “courses of action by which they may liberate themselves” (15).  The 

‘emancipatory’ action research designs are particularly helpful for their dynamic, 

flexible, cyclical, and reflective nature. Action research is capable of keeping 

pace with the on-going social change and continuous construction and testing 

of explanations in practice, leading to improved understanding of practice and 

its impact, the context,  and learning.  

Exploring the effects of time. Despite the insistent claims by research (4, 120) 

for introduction of more longitudinal data collection protocols, the findings in 

nearly all research in SE have been drawn from inferences taken from a single 

unit or season experience of the model. Bryman (11) accentuated that 

longitudinal designs are essential if the research purpose is to measure social 

change. We further sustain that longitudinal data protocols can be used to 

locate the causes of social phenomena as it allows establishing connections 

between events widely separated in time in order to detect the direction, 

patterns and magnitude of change in the individuals.  

To our knowledge only five studies have considered students’ 

participation in more than one isolated season of SE.  However, only the seven-

month period ethnographic study conducted by O'Donovan (79) and the year-

long case study led by Clarke and Quill (17) had a focus on the teaching-

learning process and students’ interactions. O'Donovan (79) found that negative 

social goals pupils brought to the PE class influenced participation and were 

gradually modified in the course of the school year. According to Clarke and 

Quill (17), the SE model gave pupils a more authentic and less abstracted 

learning experience, which has improved their understanding and performance 
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in games and gymnastics. Conversely, although taken in reference to students’ 

participation in consecutive seasons of SE involving team sports, the studies of 

Wallhead, Garn and Vidoni (116), Wallhead, Garn, Vidoni and Youngberg (117), 

and Sinelnikov and Hastie (104) were based on pre-posttest surveys and on 

data collected in one sole moment in time after the participants’ enrolment in SE. 

As a limitation in these studies no examination was conducted on the 

development of the teaching-learning process that might shed light on the whys 

and hows associated with the findings. Such research designs do not allow for 

generalizations that might be forthcoming from prolonged student participation 

in SE seasons. For instance, taking the case of the learning of team sports, a 

principal topic in PE in general and SE in particular, it remains untested and 

purely speculative the assumption that it is possible for students to transfer 

tactical knowledge and performance across time and between consecutive units 

of games that hold similar characteristics (34).  
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Abstract 
The impact of a hybrid Sport Education-Invasion Games Competence Model 

(IGCM) of instruction on students’ game performance and game understanding 

in soccer was examined in this study. Pre- and post-test measures were 

collected from one fifth grade class of students (n = 24, mean age 10.3) residing 

in Portugal during a 17-lesson unit of instruction (season). Students’ game 

performance during multiple 10-minute long matches was assessed using the 

coding instrument of Blomqvist, Vänttinen, and Luhtanen (2005). An author 

developed game understanding test was used to assess knowledge on decision 

making and skill execution. Performance differences between males and 

females were examined using the Mann-Whitney test and student improvement 

pre- to post-study was examined using the Wilcoxon test. The combined 

application of Sport Education (authentic learning environment) and the IGCM 

(with learning tasks focused on the specific tactical-content and skills of soccer) 

promoted improvements in students’ game performance and understanding, 

and increments on the correlations between both constructs. 

 

Key words:  Student learning approaches, Learning outcomes, Soccer, Game 

observation, Invasion Games Competence Model 

 

Game Performance and Understanding within a Hybrid Sport Education 
Season 
The Sport Education model (SE; Siedentop, 1994) and the Teaching Games for 

Understanding (TGfU) approach (Bunker & Thorpe, 1982) have been core 

curricular innovations in a shift from a teacher-centred to a student-centred 

pedagogy in physical education classes that spreads beyond an activity-driven 

perspective of curriculum (Kirk, 2005; Metzler, 2011). Although SE and TGfU 

stand for distinct educational foci, the models share several conceptual and 

pedagogical principles. When combined, they can be used to design meaningful, 

purposeful, and authentic learning activities for students (Dyson, Griffin, & 

Hastie, 2004). By consequence, based on the synergies acknowledged within 
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and between SE and TGfU, a number of hybrid models have also been 

developed (Alexander & Penny, 2005; Hastie & Curtner-Smith, 2006).  

SE offers students an authentic learning environment in which lessons 

are organized into training sessions and competitive matches, performance 

records are taken, and equitable participation is assured during extensive game 

practice. The seasons take place within a festive climate where students 

develop autonomy and curriculum ownership through sports-based role 

performance and cooperative learning activities. Further, students remain on 

the same teams throughout extended units, in line with contemporary 

community-based sport (Siedentop, 2002).  The assumption is that students 

can become competent sportspersons and develop “game sense” through 

extensive practice of small-sided games (Siedentop, Hastie, & van der Mars, 

2011, p. 28). Evidence from research on SE has shown a marked impact on 

students’ personal and social development, motivation, and sense of belonging 

(Hastie, Martínez, & Calderón, 2011). However, research evidence of the 

model’s impact on students’ game performance (i.e., decision making – what, 

when, and where to do; and skill execution –how to do) and understanding (i.e., 

knowledge on decision making and skill execution) is still somewhat limited and 

inconsistent. For example, Hastie (1998a) found that while lower-skilled 

students improved their hockey skills, those students with higher skill levels 

failed to do so, improving only in their tactical understanding. In contrast, Hastie, 

Sinelnikov, and Guarino (2009) found that all students demonstrated significant 

improvements across all dimensions of game play within the game of 

badminton (i.e., decision-making, skill execution, and game understanding). Still, 

in another study, Pritchard, Hawkins, Wiegand and Metzler (2008) showed 

improvements only in decision making during volleyball game play. In this case, 

there were no improvements in tactical knowledge or various discrete volleyball 

skills. These inconsistencies in findings may be due to the fact that, even 

though SE affords extensive game practice of techniques and tactics, its 

primary focus is on the organizational structuring and authenticity of the 

learning environment (Pill, Penney, & Swabey, 2012). In SE, very specific 

pedagogical strategies are required to develop the students’ ability to identify 
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tactical problems and to the appropriate responses to solve them.  It is crucial to 

employ these instructional strategies given that establishing links between skills 

and tactics enables students to learn about a game and improve their game 

performance (Griffin, Mitchell, & Oslin, 1997)  

The TGfU approach (Bunker & Thorpe, 1982) is a conceptual curricular 

framework that can be used to direct games’ learning in physical education. The 

assumption here is that, during game-play, students’ cognitive response 

selections and motor behavior responses are sharply interconnected (Thomas 

& Thomas, 1994). Therefore, the development of students’ decision making 

ability and skill execution proficiency is based upon tactical awareness 

development. Students learn the “principles of play, common to all games” 

(Bunker & Thorpe, 1982, p. 7) by solving game problems and reflecting on 

tactics, within game forms that are simplified and adapted to adjust the pace of 

the game to the students’ learning stage.  

In the last decade, researchers have begun to focus on the theoretical, 

pedagogical and operational considerations underlying a SE-TGfU combination, 

either to promote “sport knowledge for active and engaged citizenship” (Pill et 

al., 2012, p. 118), or to merge the “organizational (SE) and pedagogical (TGfU) 

structuring within and across practice and competition sessions” (Alexander & 

Penney, 2005, p. 290). This partnership is based upon the argument that SE 

would benefit from the robustness of the TGfU pedagogical “musculature” 

(Alexander & Penney, p. 289) and repertoire of sports content , whereas the 

TGfU approach would benefit from SE’s authentic and meaningful learning 

environment, a ‘situatedness’ of activities that is strongly connected to the 

learners’ everyday sporting experience (Kirk & MacPhail, 2002). In particular, in 

one SE study, Hastie and Curtner-Smith (2006) described in detail how problem 

solving and guided discovery, two student-centered pedagogical strategies, 

were used to teach the skills and tactics of the game to the learners. Across the 

unit, the students developed an understanding of the overarching principles of 

batting/fielding games and were able to execute a number of rudimentary skills.  

The development of knowledge about common principles of play using 

generic game forms (Bunker & Thorpe, 1982) to teach specialized tactical-
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content and skills of a number of sports (Werner, 1989) has been identified as a 

potential weakness of the TGfU approach (Griffin et al., 1997; Kirk & MacPhail, 

2002). To address this shortcoming, Griffin et al. (1997) devised a framework to 

develop the specific content-knowledge of sports and optimize transfer of 

performance from one game to another within categories that share tactical 

similarities and game problems (i.e., invasion, net/wall, striking/fielding, and 

target games). A number of methods were developed to identify and sequence 

game problems of increasing complexity, and the skills and decision making 

ability necessary to solve these problems, for students at varying stages of 

awareness. Based on these premises, Musch et al. (2002) developed the 

Invasion Games Competence Model (IGCM), a didactical framework aimed to 

enhance the depth of tactical learning and game performance improvements 

within a specific game category, invasion games. 

The Invasion Games Competence Model 
The IGCM incorporates a number of principles that align with 

pedagogical premises of student-centered approaches to instruction. On one 

hand, it adopts competition events during classes whereby students participate 

not only as players but also in supportive roles (i.e., students as coaches and 

referees). On the other hand, the model holds a strong didactic focus given that 

the learning tasks incorporate developmentally appropriate game forms 

designed to attend to student characteristics and skill level. In essence, the 

model is highly focused on the specific nature of the tactical-content, skills, and 

game problems of invasion games (Musch et al., 2002). 

In the IGCM, students’ competence as players includes the ability to 

identify and process relevant information within the specific-context of invasion 

games, and to decide and execute efficiently the skills that are particular to 

soccer, handball, or basketball. Game performance development is intertwined 

with emerging game understanding. The instructional process evolves by 

solving individual and collective game problems through reflective questioning 

and practice of modified game forms (Bunker & Thorpe, 1982). After identifying 

relevant task and performer constraints (Rink, 2010), the teacher makes critical 

changes to the goals, content, and structure of the instructional tasks (i.e., rules, 
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space, numbers of players, degree of defensive pressure, individual selection of 

skills, etc.) to conform to the students’ appropriate learning stages (Graça et al., 

2003). 

The nature and structure of the learning tasks used in the IGCM are 

markedly distinct from the more generic game forms used in TGfU. Thus, the 

specific tactical-content and skills of invasion games are taught through three 

different categories of game forms, the basic game forms, the partial game 

forms, and the game-like tasks (ESEP, 2005). Each basic game form contains 

the overall structure of invasion games and is representative of the full version 

of soccer, handball, or basketball. The particular structure and features of the 

basic game forms lead into the game problems that emerge as a result of 

game-play. The repertoire of skills and tactical knowledge necessary to respond 

to those game problems and demands establishes the content and learning 

goals of the basic game form (Musch et al., 2002). The sophistication level of 

students’ game performance improves gradually according to the increasing 

complexity of the basic game forms. In soccer, for example, a typical initial 

basic game form features a 3 vs 3 format and is manipulated to facilitate the 

attack while limiting the defensive actions. The succeeding basic game forms 

are progressively framed in 5 vs. 5 and 7 vs. 7 formats, and focus on more 

complex tactical and technical content so that eventually students can 

successfully participate in the 11 vs 11 full version of the game (Graça et al., 

2003). 

The partial game forms and the game-like tasks are intermediate 

learning tasks designed specifically to help students respond to the game 

problems that they can’t solve within the basic game form. These tasks 

preserve as closely as possible the tactical structure of the basic game form, to 

facilitate knowledge transfer among game forms. The partial game forms are 

featured as building blocks to the basic game form and focus on specific tactical 

movements and skills linked to a structural part of the invasion game such as 

scoring/preventing scoring, creating/preventing shooting opportunities, and 

setting up/preventing the set-up of an attack (Tallir, Lenoir, Valcke, & Musch, 

2007). The game-like tasks are less complex drills that facilitate the emergence 
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of particular functional movement patterns (i.e., specific skills such as dribbling, 

passing, trapping and shooting) required to respond to specific game situations 

that students face both within the basic or partial game forms. Once the 

learning obstacles are removed students return to practice in the basic game 

forms. 

To date, in only one study have the conditions of SE and IGCM been 

combined to examine the impact of this hybrid model on students’ game 

performance (Mesquita, Farias, & Hastie, 2012). In this study, the authors 

examined offensive and defensive decisions on- and off-the-ball, and offensive 

and defensive skill execution. The findings showed that the learning tasks were 

crucial to enhancing students’ decision making and skill execution during game 

play, particularly in girls and students of lower skill level. The exception was the 

lack of improvements in offensive off-the-ball decision making. Equally 

influential in their learning was the use of the persisting team, a factor central to 

SE. It was argued that the students’ commitment and motivation towards 

practice which accompanies team membership served to prolong engagement 

with the basic game form. Considering the close relationship between students’ 

level of game understanding and game performance in sports practice (French 

& Thomas, 1987), the lack of information on students’ game understanding was 

a limitation of Mesquita et al.’s (2012) study. 

There are, however, a number of measurements of students’ game 

understanding in the form of tests that were administered outside the game field 

(i.e., in classroom settings). Samples include tests of decision making (the what, 

when, where, and why to do issues of play) and the of skill execution (the how 

to do issues) (see Blomqvist, Luhtanen, & Laasko 2001; Blomqvist et al., 2005; 

Griffin, Dodds, Placek, & Tremino, 2001). This information is crucial given that 

during game-play (particularly in invasion games), students have to make quick 

decisions and process significant amounts of information whilst striving to 

overcome a substantial number of environmental constraints. By consequence, 

while players may appreciate which are the best decisions and motor 

responses, they nonetheless may execute less appropriate movements that are 

more in line with their own capabilities (Thomas & Thomas, 1994). Possibly, 
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due to the complexities involved in sports performance, to date research has 

provided little evidence on whether there is a correlation between the actual 

level of game understanding of students and their game performance during 

game-play (Turner & Martinek, 1992; Tallir et al., 2007). Consequently, the 

fundamental assumption within TGfU and IGCM, that students improve their 

game performance in tandem with the development of a sound understanding 

of the game, needs further inspection. 

Therefore, in order to extend the work of Mesquita and colleagues (2012), 

the impact of a hybrid SE-IGCM teaching unit on the development of students 

game performance and understanding and relationships between constructs 

was examined. Given that previous studies in SE and IGCM environments have 

reported differences with respect to gender (Hastie, 1998b; Mesquita et al., 

2012), data were examined for both boys and girls. 

 
Methods 
Participants and Setting 

The participants were 24 students from one fifth grade class (16 girls and 

8 boys, mean age 10.3) from an elementary school in northern Portugal who 

participated in physical education lessons two times per week. This class was 

selected purposefully as it matched the geographic, age, and sporting 

backgrounds of the students in the study of Mesquita et al. (2012).  

While the students were not familiar with SE, they did have previous 

instruction in basketball using the IGCM. All guardians provided informed 

consent for participation on behalf of their children in accordance with the Ethics 

Committee of the authors’ institution. The first author was simultaneously the 

researcher and the class teacher. He was an experienced physical education 

teacher (over 10 years) and had taught using SE, TGfU, and IGCM in multiple 

units of instruction during the past six years. The teacher also had significant 

soccer experience, 10 years as a professional player, and 10 years as a coach 

of various youth teams.  

Design of the Hybrid SE-IGCM Soccer Season 
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The Season Plan. The students participated in a 17-lesson season of 

soccer, using the organizational structure of SE (see Figure 1).  
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Eight of these lessons lasted 45 minutes, while nine were of 90 minutes 

duration. The first lesson was allocated to team selection and the identification 

of team roles. After learning the educational goals and procedures embedded in 

SE, the students established the teams, assigned the student-coaches and co-

coaches and chose their roles through peer negotiation. Those roles were 

student-coaches (SCs), co-coaches, mascots, fitness-trainers, facility-managers, 

reporters, statisticians, time-controllers, scorekeepers, and referees. The 

teacher supervised the process to assure intra-team heterogeneity and inter-

team balance of skill level. For organizational purposes, the students were 

organized into three main teams (two of eight players each, and one of nine 

players). Each main team was also divided into two sub-teams (i.e., team A and 

team B) to extend practice opportunities. During inter-team practices, on a 

rotation basis, four sub-teams engaged in friendly (in the pre-season) or 

competitive (in the championship) matches while the remaining two sub-teams 

assured the managerial requisites of practice (through role performance). The 

latter lessons of the season saw participation in championship matches and the 

culminating event. Within a festive climate, much like the super bowl, the 

culminating event encompassed the championship finals. Certificates of merit 

and awards were assigned to students for their role performance and game-

play ability. 

Instructional procedures.  In the selection of the season’s skill and 

tactical content, the authors drew on the offensive and defensive strategies of 

soccer introduced by Werner (1989). The instructional procedures and the 

learning tasks of the season were similar to the teaching plan used in the hybrid 

SE-IGCM soccer unit used by Mesquita et al. (2012). However, in order to 

address some of the limitations of that study, additional teaching strategies 

were employed to promote student learning. In particular, a greater focus was 

placed on the offensive off-the-ball movements. The students had increased 

opportunities to practice that specific tactical-content through several game 

forms. In addition, practice within these game forms was thoroughly monitored 

through formal accountability procedures. That is, during role performance, the 

observing students (the statisticians) kept statistical records that focused on 
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specific tactical/motor responses (criteria-form) by the players. This served as a 

strategy to motivate students and formally channel their focus to the specifics of 

the tactical-content taught. 

Initial lessons involved teacher-directed instruction of the whole class. As 

the season progressed, the teacher used more indirect teaching strategies 

aimed at increasing students’ tactical awareness within intra- and inter-team 

practice. The most common of these strategies was the use of the “guided 

discovery” teaching style (see Mosston & Ashworth, 2002) with its associated 

use of high order reflective questioning which requires that students focus on 

the tactical and motor constraints limiting their performance. In order to 

empower and enhance students’ autonomy throughout the season, the teacher 

increasingly shared the instructional leadership and the monitoring of the 

learning tasks with the student-coaches as the season progressed. Initially, the 

student-coaches led instruction of the simpler learning tasks. By the end of the 

season they were able to monitor and share instruction with the teacher in more 

complex learning tasks related to their own game problems. In order to develop 

a positive learning climate and promote high levels of engagement, the teacher 

was also particularly diligent in terms of monitoring student cooperative work, 

peer interactions, and general sense of team affiliation. 

The IGCM’s specific Learning Tasks. The season’s learning tasks 

were exclusive to the IGCM. Based upon Musch et al., (2002), three types of 

learning tasks with distinct complexity level were used, (a) a basic game form, 

(b) partial game forms, and (c) game-like tasks. The basic game form was a ‘3 

vs. 2 + goalkeeper’ format. That is, all three players on a team could act as 

offensive players when in possession of the ball, but when defending, the player 

closest to the goal acted as a goalkeeper. The game field was divided in two 

halves (each covering the distance between each team’s goal line and the 

midfield line) to establish each team’s defensive and offensive zones. Every 

time a team was defending, players had to remain within their own defensive 

zone. Thus, students in ball possession could slow down the pace of the game 

and inherently extend the time and contacts with-the-ball. Interception was 

allowed every time the attackers crossed the midfield line toward the goal, thus, 
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in order to score, the attackers had to decide and execute faster due to the 

increased pressure and proximity of the defenders. 

The partial game forms helped the students to solve specific game 

problems found during practice of the basic game form, by imposing conditions, 

rule changes, and equipment modifications on the game. As an example, one 

partial game form was a ‘3 vs. 1 + goalkeeper’ where the field was divided into 

three longitudinal lanes.  The defensive player’s action was restricted to the 

central lane, thereby encouraging a game flow by the players closer to the side 

lines, stressing the importance of passing to the player closest to the goal. The 

game-like tasks were the least complex game forms aimed to improve specific 

soccer skills such as dribbling, passing, trapping and shooting. Two examples 

would be practicing 1 vs. 1 shooting at a goal, or dribbling and shooting at a 

goal. 

Data Collection 
Game performance was measured while the students participated in 

game-play during the second (pre) and final lessons (post) of the unit. Game 

understanding was measured through written test that was administered two 

days prior to the first lesson (pre) of the unit and the day immediately following 

the unit (post). 

The Game Performance Observation Instrument  
The coding instrument developed by Blomqvist et al. (2005) (see Figure 

2) was used to code and assess each student’s game performance during 10-

minute long matches, at the beginning (lesson 2) and end (final lesson) of the 

unit. The baseline for assessment was set at five minutes of continuous game-

play for every student. Considering that the class was divided into six teams, six 

matches built into the unit as part of the instruction were coded to cover the 

performance of all students, three at the beginning (pre) and three at the end 

(post). Additional coding categories were included to the original coding 

instrument to attend to the nature of the basic game form. Specifically, dribbling 

was added in the subcategory decision making with-the-ball, and holding the 

ball and defending the goal were included in the main category skill execution.  
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An index score was calculated for each student representing the main 

and subcategories of the instrument (see Figure 2). Each index score 

subsumed every appropriate/inappropriate decision making or 

successful/unsuccessful skill execution behavior made by the students. The 

indexes were calculated using Oslin, Mitchell, and Griffin’s (1998) formula (i.e., 

number of appropriate decisions made/number of inappropriate decisions 

made; and number of successful skill executions/number of unsuccessful skill 

executions). For example, a player who consistently passed the ball to marked 

teammates or tried to dribble when they were open (inappropriate decision 

making) would show lower scores than a player who consistently passed the 

ball to open teammates or avoid dribbling if there was an open teammate 

(appropriate decision making). 

Coding Protocol. For coding purposes, each player’s decision with-the-

ball was divided into a decision making unit (DMU) (Blomqvist et al., 2005; 

Mesquita et al., 2012). A DMU began every time a player had ball possession 

and ended when the ball was no longer under his or her control (i.e., after 

passing, loosing ball possession, shooting, or if the ball went out of bounds). 

Each DMU involved a three-step coding process. In the first step each decision 

made with-the-ball and corresponding skill execution outcome of the ball carrier 

were coded.  In the second step, every offensive off-the-ball decision made by 

the two teammates was coded. In the final step, each defensive decision 

making and corresponding skill execution outcome of the three opposing 

players were coded (Mesquita et al., 2012). The Adobe Premiere Pro CC 

program for Windows 2010 was used to frame each DMU individually, allowing 

for slow motion analysis and fast forwarding and rewinding. 

Validity. The content validity of the coding instrument was confirmed by 

two evaluators who had significant experience with the sport of soccer. 

Independent of the research team, one of these was an experienced physical 

education teacher (16 years) and soccer coach (12 years). The second 

evaluator was a national team youth soccer coach and former professional 

soccer player with 20 years of experience. After overlapping the list of 

categories, subcategories, and respective behaviors of the coding instrument  
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with observation of five minutes of each match coded (50%), these evaluators 

confirmed that the categories were exhaustive and encompassed the behaviors 

observed (98.2% of mean percentage of agreement) (Safrit, 1990). They also 

agreed that the content and instructional objectives of the season plan were 

consistent with the behaviors comprised in the coding categories of the 

observation instrument (92.3% of mean percentage of agreement) (Rink, 

French, & Graham, 1996). 

Reliability. A randomly selected sample of matches (22 % of the total 

decision making and skill execution behaviors) were recoded three weeks apart 

to determine reliability. This percentage exceeds the 10% recommended by 

Tabachnick and Fidell (2001). Intra-observer reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s 

α) of 0.91 and 0.94 were found for decision making and skill execution, 

respectively, while inter-observer reliability coefficients of 0.89 and 0.91 were 

found for decision making and skill execution, respectively. 

The Game Understanding Test  
The authors developed a test to examine student game 

understanding.  This test was focused on the basic game form used during the 

unit of instruction. The test was taken by students in a classroom apart from the 

gym, one week before the beginning of the unit (pre) and immediately after the 

end of the unit (post). The test contained 20 questions, 14 of which examined 

decision making (what to do, where to do, when to do, and why to do), and six 

skill execution (how to do). The game problems and tactical content in the game 

understanding test, as well as the skill execution behaviors, closely aligned the 

problems either taught to or solved by the students during classes and game 

forms practiced. The questions focused on similar behaviors to those observed 

in the game performance instrument, thereby allowing for assessments of 

correlation coefficients between students’ scores in game performance and 

game understanding.  

Each test question and respective solution/argument options were 

projected on a large screen along with a schematic diagram portraying the 

game scenario. The students had 30-seconds to mark on a paper sheet the 

most appropriate option out of three (A, B, or C) (Luhtanen, Blomqvist, 
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Keskinen, Brown, & Valovirta, 2004). Two points were awarded for the most 

appropriate answer, one point for an answer that while also plausible, was not 

as fitting as the first, and no points for the incorrect answer. Overall, students 

could score a maximum of 40 points. Criteria for defining grading hierarchies for 

the options in each game-related problem were specific to (a) the direction of 

the attack or defense, (b) the distance from the goal, (c) space, (d) direction of 

the player, (e) ball movement, and (f) critical motor response criteria agreed to 

be decisive for skill execution efficacy (Luhtanen et al., 2004). 

Each student was rated with seven index scores similar to that occurring 

with game performance. The overall decision making-game understanding 

index represented the sum of points from the questions on decision making 

with-the-ball-game understanding, offensive decision making off-the-ball-game 

understanding, and defensive decision making-game understanding.  The 

overall skill execution-game understanding index represented the sum points of 

questions concerning offensive skill execution-game understanding and 

defensive skill-execution-game understanding. 

Validity. Taking into account the students’ skill level and age, the two 

evaluators judged the test as a valid measure to evaluate the 

representativeness of the soccer content according to Werner (1989). 

Additionally, they agreed that the test items captured the nature of the 

behaviors assessed in the game performance instrument. The evaluators also 

agreed that the instructional objectives and content taught during the classes 

and content contained in the game understanding test were aligned (Rink, 

2001). 

Reliability. The test-retest method was employed to establish reliability. 

One fifth grade class at the same elementary school completed the test on two 

occasions separated by three weeks. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

between repeated measures was high (r = .91).  

Data Analysis 
Mean scores and standard deviations on game performance and game 

understanding were calculated for all males, females, and all participants. 

Analysis of data revealed non-normality in distribution which in addition to the 
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small sample size suggested the use of nonparametric statistics. The Mann-

Whitney test for two independent samples (gender) tested for differences 

between the males and females pre and post scores. The Wilcoxon test for two 

related samples tested improvements from pre to post for the males, females, 

and all participants. A Bonferroni correction was calculated in order to prevent 

an inflated error rate. The relationship between the students’ game 

understanding and game performance was assessed using Spearman’s 

correlation coefficients as suitable for non-parametric measures. Effect sizes 

were calculated both for Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon tests using the formula  

𝑟 = !
!
  . 

 
Results 
Students’ Game Performance 

Mean and standard deviation scores for the main category and 

subcategories of game performance for males, females, and all participants are 

presented in Table 1. A Bonferroni correction was computed to prevent an 

inflated error rate (decision making category and subcategories: p = .013; skill 

execution category and subcategories: p = .017).  

From pre to post, the Wilcoxon test yielded statistical significance for 

males, females, and all participants. The mean scores for all participants 

showed improvements in 5 of the 7 variables, namely in overall decision making, 

decision making with-the-ball, offensive off-the-ball decision making, defensive 

decision making, and defensive skill execution. For females, improvements in 4 

of the 7 variables were found, namely in overall decision making, offensive off-

the-ball decision making, defensive decision making, and defensive skill 

execution. Males improved in 2 of the 7 variables, these being decision making 

with-the-ball and defensive decision making. 

The Mann-Whitney test yielded significant pre-measure differences 

between males and females in overall decision making-game performance (U = 

18.000, Z = - 2.86, p = .004, r = .58) and defensive decision making-game 

performance (U = 22.500, Z = - 2.55, p = .011, r = .52). No post-measure 

differences were found between males and females. 
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Students’ Game Understanding   
Mean and standard deviation scores for the main category and 

subcategories of game understanding for males, females, and all participants 

are presented in Table 2. Procedures for Bonferroni correction were replicated 

from the previous section. 

From pre- to post-test, the Wilcoxon test yielded statistical significance 

for males, females, and all participants. The mean scores for all participants 

showed improvement in 6 of the 7 variables, namely in overall decision making, 

decision making with-the-ball, offensive off-the-ball decision making, defensive 

decision making, overall skill execution, and offensive skill execution. The 

females also improved in 6 of the 7 variables, contrarily, not in decision making 

with-the-ball, but instead, in defensive skill execution. The males improved in 

one variable, in offensive off-the-ball decision making. The Mann-Whitney test 

showed no pre- or post-test differences between males and females. 

Relationship between Game Performance and Game Understanding  
The categories and subcategories in which correlations between 

students’ game performance and game understanding were found are 

presented in Table 3. Correlations were found for the males for pre-measure 

scores, namely between overall decision making-game performance and overall 

decision making-game understanding (p < .01), and overall decision making-

game performance and offensive off-the-ball decision making-game 

understanding. For the post-measures scores, correlations were found all 

participants between overall decision making-game performance and the 

following three categories, overall decision making-game understanding (p 

< .05), decision making with-the-ball-game understanding (p < .05), and 

offensive off-the-ball decision making-game understanding (p < .05). For 

females, the overall decision making-game performance score was found to be 

correlated with overall decision making-game understanding (p < .05) and 

decision making with-the-ball-game understanding (p < .05). In boys, the overall 

skill execution-game performance was correlated to offensive skill execution-

game understanding (p < .05). 
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Table 3 Correlations Between Game Performance and Game Understanding 

	  

	  
	  
	  

Correlations between Offensive Game Performance and Game 
Understanding 

A correlation for males was found in the pre scores, namely between 

offensive off-the-ball decision making-game performance and offensive off-the-

ball decision making-game understanding (p < .05). The post scores for all 

participants showed correlations between decision making with-the-ball-game 

performance and both offensive skill execution-game understanding (p < .01), 

and overall skill execution-game understanding (p < .05). In boys, the decision 

making with-the-ball-game performance was also correlated to offensive skill 

execution-game understanding (p < .01). No correlations were found for 

females. 
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Correlations between Defensive Game Performance and Game 
Understanding 

Correlations for all participants and for females were found for pre scores 

between defensive decision making-game performance and defensive decision 

making-game understanding (p < .01 and p < .05, respectively). According to 

the post scores for all participants and females, correlations were found 

between defensive decision making-game performance and the following three 

categories, overall decision making-game understanding (p < .01), decision 

making with-the-ball-game understanding (p < .01), and offensive off-the-ball 

decision making-game understanding (p < .01). A post score correlation was 

also found for all participants between defensive skill execution-game 

performance and defensive decision making-game understanding (p < .05). No 

pre or post score correlations were found for males. 

 
Discussion 

The main purpose of this study was to address some of the concerns 

with respect to earlier research about potential shortcomings of SE and the 

TGfU approach, by implementing and then examining the impact of a hybrid 

SE-IGCM instructional model on students’ game performance and game 

understanding in soccer. This study provided evidence that the combined use of 

SE and the IGCM promoted learning in students’ game performance and game 

understanding, and in the arrangement of links between the two constructs.  

Overall the hybrid unit had a marked impact on students’ game 

performance. For example, improvements in decision making with-the-ball and 

defensive game-play were pervasive among groups (i.e., all participants, males, 

and females). This is in keeping with the findings of Mesquita et al. (2012) in 

which the manipulation of the learning tasks and environmental constraints 

(Rink, 2010) were adjusted to the students’ learning stage regardless of gender 

and skill level. Indeed, in this study, the specific structure of the IGCM’s game 

forms ascribed particular emphasis to the offensive tactical-content and skills, 

whereas the students were provided with extended opportunities and time with-

the-ball. Although the defensive game domains were least trained, the 
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widespread improvements in decision making and skill execution corroborate 

the pedagogical assumptions underpinning the IGCM in which offensive and 

defensive game-play intertwine during the development of content and learning 

tasks (Mesquita et al., 2012; Musch et al., 2002; Rink, 2001;Tallir et al., 2007). 

The class improvements in offensive off-the-ball decision making was a 

critical finding as it represents an advance over previous studies in IGCM 

(Mesquita et al., 2012; Tallir et al., 2007) and SE (Hastie, 1998a; Hastie, et al., 

2009). Given the complex nature of the off-the-ball game-play (Blomqvist et al., 

2005; Mesquita et al., 2012), this tactical content was trained in great depth and 

in more detail. Moreover, throughout the unit, students themselves evaluated 

the fulfilment of the task criteria forms, which functioned as a formal 

accountability strategy. These scores contributed points to each team’s 

championship classification. It may be hypothesized that this motivated 

students to learn, which along with the extensive opportunities afforded for 

participation and the development of a strong sense of affiliation may have 

contributed to students engaging in the activities. These factors are consistent 

with previous research on SE (Hastie et al. 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). 

The pre-study measures showed that the males had higher performance 

scores than the females in decision making, while the post-study measures 

indicated performance to be equivalent across gender. This finding supports 

those from previous research on hybrid models involving SE (Mesquita, Graça, 

Gomes, & Cruz, 2005; Mesquita et al., 2012). In the current study, the females 

improved in 4 of the 7 post game performance variables, while the males 

improved in two. Hence, it seems that some learning tasks were less 

demanding for males than females. For example in offensive decision making 

and skill execution, increasing the defensive pressure for males was not 

sufficient to elicit more sophisticated game performance. 

The major impact of the hybrid SE-IGCM model on the performances of 

the females was replicated for game understanding as the girls improved 

significantly in 6 of the 7 variables. However, although the males showed high 

pre-test scores, which may have limited their scope for improvements, they 

increased their scores in all categories and improved significantly in offensive 
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off-the-ball decision making-game understanding. This is consistent with 

previous research findings on the TGfU approach (Allison & Thorpe, 1997; 

Blomqvist et al., 2001; Rink et al., 1996; Turner & Martinek, 1992) and on the 

IGCM (Tallir, Musch, Lenoir, & Valcke, 2005). It is suggested that the 

instructional procedures employed in this study stimulated the development of 

students’ tactical awareness given that they were systematically called to 

respond and reflect on their own game problems, which may have afforded an 

augmented meaning to the content learned. On the other hand, these results 

are not consistent with previous research on SE where students showed less 

marked improvements in knowledge of volleyball (Pritchard et al., 2008). This 

evidence reinforces the need to combine SE with teaching models such as the 

IGCM that focus specifically on tactical awareness development and on 

establishing links between students’ the cognitive processes and performance 

responses. In addition, the authentic educational environment that is reflective 

of SE seems to fit well with the pedagogies associated with IGCM.  

In the current study, the findings support the contention that a hybrid 

instructional model can help generate relationships between students’ game 

performance and game understanding.  Whereas the pre-study measures 

showed relationships for 5 variables, the post-study measures showed 17 

involving all the offensive and defensive game domains. A critical outcome was 

the emergent alignment between students’ overall decision making during 

game-play (performance measures) and their game understanding scores 

related to decision making, where these relationships did not exist before the 

intervention. The students’ decision making with-the-ball during game-play was 

equally correlated to their knowledge on how to execute offensive skills 

(offensive skill execution-game-understanding). This means that, after the 

teaching unit the students developed a pronounced link between their 

knowledge of “what, where, why, and how to do” and their game-play 

performance (actually “do it”) (Thomas & Thomas, 1994, p. 305). There were 

also several correlations emerging between defensive game performance and 

offensive game understanding which suggests that students may have equally 

developed a broader comprehension of the game’s interplays (i.e., given that 
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the offensive and the defensive game-play are mutually influential). Kirk and 

MacPhail (2002) contend that an extended spectrum of abilities to process 

relevant information during game-play helps the players decide appropriately. 

The specific features of the SE-IGCM unit had a marked influence on the 

emergent correlations found between students’ game performance and game 

understanding. On one hand, students were called frequently to reflect on the 

tactical problems constraining their practice and on the links existing between 

the tasks’ characteristics and the learning goals. This stimulates students’ 

cognitive structuring (i.e., providing explanatory structures that organize and 

give sense to learning) to benefit a cognitive and motor association (Tharp, 

1993).  Furthermore, the constraints of the game forms were well adjusted to 

the students’ skill level, which may facilitate the continuum between game 

understanding and game performance during game practice (Rink, 2010). On 

the other hand, the increasing autonomy and curriculum ownership granted to 

students within the authentic learning setting of SE added meaning to the 

activities and cultural relevance to the structure of the content learned, which 

according to previous research, has been shown to stimulate students’ 

cognitive engagement to practice (Pritchard et al., 2008).  

 
Conclusions 

The specific structure and pedagogical characteristics of the hybrid SE-

IGCM teaching unit had a marked impact on students’ improvement in game 

performance and game understanding during game-play in the unit of soccer. 

The specific characteristics of each model were not competitors, in contrast 

they were shown to be complementary, which deepened the educational impact 

of the models on student learning. The combination of the learning tasks, 

designed accordingly with the specific learning content of soccer and game 

demands of the basic game form, and the cooperative environment and 

equitable participation fostered the emergence of explicit correlations between 

students’ game performance and understanding. By means of placing a greater 

focus on the decision making off-the-ball behaviors and using accountability 

strategies, this study brought out additional improvements in student learning 
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not evident in previous research using a hybrid SE-IGCM instructional model. In 

future studies, investigators should continue to examine the impact of hybrid 

instructional models on the basis of student learning. However, teaching models 

should not be used as receipts, but instead as pedagogical benchmarks for an 

approach to teaching so as to adapt instructional procedures to the specific 

constraints disrupting student learning. 

In this study, the teacher exhibited specialized pedagogical content-

knowledge of soccer, which may have influenced the learning outcomes. In 

future studies of similar design, researchers must provide a thorough account of 

the teachers’ background, experience, and relation with the subject-matter, and 

deepen the examination on how such factors may influence practice, and 

inherently, student learning. Moreover, an analysis of the impact of the teaching 

program in different invasion games, culturally less significant to students (like 

handball or basketball), may provide (or not) additional insight on the 

educational value of using a hybrid SE-IGCM instructional model. 

With respect to the implications for practice, the differential impact of the 

SE-IGCM instructional model on student learning for males and females calls 

for additional investigations. In this study, the females seemed to take greater 

advantage of the implemented teaching program than the males who showed 

lower levels of improvement both in game performance and game 

understanding. As SE strives to ensure equity in participation, this may entail an 

underlying tendency to emphasize the learning needs of less qualified students 

at the entrance of the teaching units (usually girls), therefore, inadvertently 

removing learning scope to more skilled students (usually boys). Teachers can 

encompass content and reasoning of different complexity and sophistication 

during the reflective questioning in order to challenge the cognitive awareness 

of all students. Similarly, teachers can employ learning tasks that include 

different game demands within the same game, distinct spaces of practice for 

students with different skill level, and/or encompass different learning goals 

within the same task, modelling the rules and success criteria according to the 

learning stage of each student. 
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Abstract 
This study was designed to examine and intervene into student behaviours to 

promote a democratic, inclusive, and participatory focus within Sport Education. 

To achieve an increased understanding of and changes within student 

behaviours, a collaborative participatory action research methodology was 

applied to provide voice to students as agents of change. The research 

progressed throughout an entire school year and was cast in two stages. The 

first was a season of Basketball that provided some baseline with respect to 

issues of equity and inclusion. This was followed by an intervention stage 

(seasons of Handball, Soccer, and Volleyball) in which the identified issues 

were acted upon. Based upon issues unearthed during the action research 

cycles the intervention focused on legitimating different levels of participation 

through (1) a reconfiguration of the learning content, peer-teaching activities 

and competition formats, (2) the discussion of inequity, exclusion, gender 

stereotyping and discrimination emerging from group dynamics within focus 

groups interviews, and (3) the promotion of positive leadership behaviours of 

the student coaches through leadership seminars conducted outside the gym. 

By the end of the year, there was significant evidence of inclusive membership 

accompanied by the development of mutual trust among students and shared 

contributions toward a common and inclusive goal. A close interrelatedness 

was found between game competence development, trajectories of participation 

and sense of membership, the re-structuring of power relations and the sharing 

of knowledge and investment of dominant and higher-skilled students toward 

more inclusive team goals. The Sport Education curriculum alone was 

insufficient to dismantle the deeply rooted in negative cultural influences of 

community-based sports that influenced equity and inclusion. However, by 

planning and implementing a specific intervention that used the educational 

resources of Sport Education proactively it was possible to promote a more 

inclusive and equitable learning environment. 

 

Keywords: Inclusion; equity; communities of practice; legitimate peripheral 

participation; student leadership; transformative action. 
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Introduction 
While the status of physical education in schools and curriculum time 

allocation may vary throughout the world (Hardman & Marshall, 2008), with 

respect to instruction there is consensus that regardless of gender, skill level, or 

social status, all students must be granted with the opportunity to enjoy and 

value social interaction and to have equal opportunities to participate within 

classes. Nonetheless, Ennis and colleagues (Ennis et al., 1997; Ennis, 1999) 

have suggested that the curriculum-embedded characteristics of the dominant 

form of instruction (that being multi-activity curricula dominated by direct teacher 

instruction within short units) has contributed to the reproduction in physical 

education of gender stereotypes and unbalanced power relations and student 

participation (Pope & O’Sullivan, 2003). 

In contrast to traditional skill-drills-game formats of sport instruction, 

learning in Sport Education is perceived as a cognitively and socially active 

construction by students within a complex and culturally situated interplay of 

relationships (Siedentop, 1994; Kirk & Macdonald, 1998). By recasting lessons 

as matches and training sessions Sport Education intends to convey a sense of 

authentic and meaningful participation to students. On one hand, the 

cooperative work, shared decision making, face-to-face interaction and student-

led team practice session’s features reproduce authentic aspects of 

contemporary community-based sports. On the other, Sport Education 

curriculum has a strong inclusive focus. Students have opportunities to ‘engage 

in the community of practice of sport as legitimate peripheral participants in a 

variety of roles’ such as player, coach or sports director (Kirk & Macdonald, 

1998, p. 383). The learners’ trajectories to full participation in the life of their 

teams are facilitated through featuring developmentally appropriate practice and 

format of competitions (Penney et al., 2002) with handover by the teacher to the 

students of increasingly responsibility for the conduct of the units (Dyson et al., 

2004). The trend within research on Sport Education has highlighted its 

potential to be a highly inclusive pedagogical model (Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 

2005; Hastie et al., 2011). Higher-skilled students are reported by their peers as 

being more supportive (Kinchin, 2001), and girls and less-skilful students feel 
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they belong and that they can make valuable contributions to their teams 

(Hastie, 1998; Harvey et al., 2014). 

However, despite the majority of research indicating positive outcomes, 

contradictory accounts have also been reported. For example, Brock et al., 

(2009) contended that gender and status influenced students’ social 

interactions in favour of dominant boys and higher-skilled students. More 

recently, Parker and Curtner-Smith (2012) reported the prevalence of a male 

dominance within a Sport Education season where masculine bias and sexism 

were sustained and reinforced, seemingly both by instituted gender stereotypes 

and the teachers’ conservative and a culturally-influenced interpretation of 

sporting culture. In this study, the males in leadership roles, together with the 

more aggressive boys, controlled game play and decision making which served 

to undermine girls and less gifted boys. 

Given these findings, but also given that the examination of the power 

relations and group dynamics embedded in the student-led conduct of the 

activities is clearly under-researched in Sport Education, the aim of this study 

was to examine, mediate and intervene into student behaviours in order to 

promote a democratic, inclusive, and participatory focus. 

 
Methods 

Design  
This study adopted a participatory action research framework conducted 

with and for students to promote equity, inclusivity and a more democratic 

educational setting (Carr & Kemmis, 2003). This was a collaborative process in 

which the teacher acted as facilitator contributing ‘with particular knowledge and 

expertise that can be of help to the group’ (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005, p. 594). 

As team leaders, the student coaches were engaged as prime agents of 

change. Through learning of concepts related to positive leadership they were 

recruited to mediate the process of changing power structures in the classroom 

that reproduced hegemonic conceptions derived from negative features of 

community-based sport. Although in an initial stage the issues in debate were 

raised by the teacher, knowledge was expanded by listening to students’ voices 
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and involving them as ‘collaborators, decision-makers and interpreters’ (Fisette 

& Walton, 2014, p. 135). As the process evolved, the terms of discussion were 

progressively expressed and identified by the students themselves.  

 The research program progressed throughout an entire school year 

(from October to May) and involved four iterative action research circles of 

planning, acting and monitoring, reflecting, and fact-finding (Kemmis & 

McTaggart, 1988). Each cycle incorporated a Sport Education season of a team 

sport as dictated by the school program and was demarcated on the basis of 

the school term interruptions. The first stage examined a season of Sport 

Education involving Basketball and was designed to provide a form of 

reconnaissance (or baseline) with respect to issues relating to equity and 

inclusion. This diagnostic stage was followed by an intervention stage in which 

the identified issues were acted upon. The intervention stage consisted of three 

action research cycles coincident with three Sport Education seasons of 

Handball, Soccer, and Volleyball. After each cycle, the time gap between the 

beginning and start of classes served to deepen reflection on the completed 

cycle and the (re) planning of the next cycle of action as determined by the new 

issues emerging or unsolved in the prior cycle. 

 
Participants 

The first author was a qualified physical education specialist with 10 

years of experience, and by holding the dual role of practitioner and researcher 

was able to bring an “insider’s” view to the research. The students in the project 

were 10 girls and 16 boys (aged between 12 and 14 years old) from a school in 

Northern Portugal who participated in physical education lessons two times per 

week. One of these lessons lasted 45 minutes, while the other was double this 

time at 90 minutes. Now in the seventh grade, most of these students had been 

in this same cohort since the fifth grade. Many of the students had particularly 

rich sporting backgrounds. Prior to this project, none of the students had 

participated in seasons of Sport Education. All the names mentioned in the 

study are pseudonyms. 
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The seasons 
In the period preceding the implementation of the action research, 

students were enrolled in a 9-lesson Athletics unit (data not discussed in this 

study) framed in a ‘traditional’ teacher-directed format. In each lesson, different 

students were assigned as leaders in low complexity tasks. Through audio and 

videotape observations of lessons the teacher examined the relationship 

dynamics between students and their response to different leadership styles. 

Students were also considered based on one or more distinguishing features 

(low/high skilled, popular/unpopular, girl/boy, and sporting status) (Brock et al., 

2009). The study reported here encompassed four consecutive seasons of 

Sport Education. As determined by the school program, the sports approached 

were Basketball (18 lessons) in the first term, Handball (12 lessons) and Soccer 

(16 lessons) in the second term, and Volleyball (23 lessons) in the last term. 

Immediately before the commencement of the first Sport Education season, 

students watched a video regarding the model’s features and were briefed by 

the teacher over the importance, responsibility, expectations, and the profile a 

student coach should exhibit (knowledgeable, consensual, considerate, patient, 

responsible, etc.). In lesson one of Basketball three student coaches (Rose, 

Peter, and Christopher) and co-coaches (Carol, Will, and Hugh) were chosen as 

team captains by individual vote. The six students formed a committee and 

under the teacher’s supervision allocated all students to three even teams 

which took the names of “The Wild Eagles” (WE), “The Fighting Koalas” (FK) 

and “The Kangaroos” (K). At the end of the first season, students were 

consulted and it was decided that the teams should be maintained throughout 

the year. Unlike other seasons of Sport Education where in initial lessons the 

teacher provides direct instruction over tactics and techniques to the entire 

class, here the teacher opted to use scaffolding strategies (e.g., guided 

practice) and deliver the responsibility to the student coaches for the conduct of 

the activities from the very first lesson. Derived from the findings of the various 

action research cycles, different competition formats were employed. That is, 

competition took place at the end of the season in Basketball and Handball; 
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interspersed competition was employed throughout the seasons of Soccer and 

Volleyball; and competition by skill level was the format used in Soccer. 

Data Sources  
Two digital camcorders were located in the gymnasium (one at ground 

level, one elevated above the gym) with the purpose of providing a video record 

of class events. Second, each of the three student coaches wore an armband 

containing an audio recording device. This allowed the capture of the verbal 

interactions between students. Third, informal interviews consisting of 

spontaneous questioning of individual students were made by the teacher 

during lessons. Finally, a field notebook was kept by the teacher in which he 

recorded his reflections about critical incidences immediately after each lesson.  

The teacher then set up a studio in which he could watch the two lesson 

videos on adjacent computer monitors while also listening to the captains’ voice 

recordings. Along with his field notebook he then made several annotations, 

comments and adjustments to his preliminary post-lesson reflections, while also 

filling in gaps in his field notes. This allowed for the development of a written 

reflective diary (RD) that contained a word matrix with the annotations making a 

chronological log of events.  

This diary served three purposes. The first was to generate stimulus 

questions that were used in Focus Group (FG) interviews with each of the three 

teams. The second was to create a series of issues for the student coaches to 

consider and add their perspective during their leadership training sessions. 

The third purpose was to generate themes and categories derived from these 

data. 

The FG interviews took place twice during each season and had two 

goals. One of these was to gather the students’ perspective about the issues 

raised by the teacher and/or to address topics suggested by the students. A 

second goal was to introduce and involve students in discussion about some of 

the key concepts of successful communities of practice as identified by Wenger 

et al. (2002). With the exception of Basketball (interviews at mid-season and 

post-season), interviews were conducted with each team during the first week 

of the season, and then during the final week of the season. These took place 
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outside of class time and consisted of all players within a team. The interviews 

lasted approximately 90 minutes and included the frequent examination of video 

records of specific events during classes which had been preselected by the 

teacher. These were representative of critical interactions between students 

which reflected cases of exclusion or lack of equity in participation, 

discriminatory attitudes, and negative power relations. A sample of typical 

issues that drove the FG interviews raised by the teacher includes ‘do you feel 

everybody participated evenly?’ or ‘who’s responsible for the loss of ball 

possession in this situation?’ ‘why did you blame X?’ A sample of typical topics 

raised by students includes ‘the team has no identity’, ‘the captain yells at us’, 

or ‘girls can’t play Soccer’.  

 In conjunction with the FG interviews, the teacher initiated a series of 

“leadership seminars” (LS) with the three student coaches and three co-

coaches following the Basketball season. One goal of these meetings was to 

address and discuss issues related to their leadership styles as well as issues 

of discrimination, gender stereotyping and inappropriate use of power in the 

teams. Like the FG interviews, specific topics were generated from both the 

teacher’s reflective diary and from concerns raised by students. A sample of 

typical questions raised by the teacher include ‘what concerns did you have for 

promoting inclusion?’, ‘how do you use authority to lead colleagues to do what 

you want?’, ‘was there a different way do address this situation?’ A sample of 

typical issues raised by the students include ‘they don’t respect me’, ‘how can 

we develop harmony in the team?’, or ‘how can I motivate girls?’ Another goal 

was to teach the students specific positive leadership strategies for providing 

momentum to the teams’ practice within an inclusive environment. The LS were 

held more frequently than the FG interviews, ranging from three during 

Handball and Soccer to eight during Volleyball. The average time for these 

sessions was 45 minutes. 

Data Analysis 
The analysis of the data focused on critical events regarding inclusion, 

equity in participation and the specific elements in the dynamics of relationships 

generative of these events. A process of open and axial coding progressed 
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throughout the research project. Open coding involved inductive line-by-line or 

incident-by-incident coding of data to expose the thoughts, ideas, and meanings 

contained therein as suggested by Corbin & Straus (2014). This allowed the 

formation of preliminary categories (event, happenings, actions/interactions) 

and subcategories (answering questions about the phenomenon-when, where, 

why, how…). Constant comparison of the data from different sources allowed 

for the differentiation and establishing properties and dimensions of the 

categories. Through axial coding data was reassembled and the categories and 

subcategories related to explicate relationships, contextual conditions, 

action/interactions and consequences to form a comprehension of the events. 

This informed the planning and acting according with the ongoing nature of 

action research and the teaching-learning process. If something needed further 

examination or a change, time was allocated for critical reflection. 

Following the diagnosis stage, theoretical comparisons were used as a 

means to examine, clarify and think about data in a more sensitive way as 

suggested by Corbin & Straus (2014). Connections were established between 

the problems debated and various theoretical concepts related to ‘situated 

learning’ (see Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998; and Wenger et al., 2002 

for key principles). In addition, as recommended by Silverman (2003), a process 

of working back and forth between data and theory was employed to facilitate 

analysis and consider how theory might be useful to expose the complexities, 

conflicts and contradictions in the evolving of the problematic. Data were not 

categorized to fit the theory but rather to search for patterns and understand 

how it might support or opposed current conceptualizations. A final level of 

analysis sought the refining of ideas and specific relationships between 

categories through peer debriefing between the first author and his co-authors, 

both at the time of the research and during the writing of this paper. 

Trustworthiness 
In insider action research there is a need to balance the closeness the 

researcher has with the setting and creating the necessary distance to think 

critically and enable change to happen (Coghlan, 2007). To provide a more 

objective account of the study’s findings the first author tried to deal with the 
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consequences of his presence through honesty and transparency about the 

goals of his actions, a process recommended by Bradbury and Reason (2006). 

He endeavoured to build a context of trust, caring and nurturing relationships by 

showing impartiality during conflict mediation. Also, listening to students’ voices 

and including them as collaborators, decision-makers and interpreters in the 

process highlighted the underlying genuine intention of developing a more just 

and meaningful learning experience to students.  

With regard to the teacher’s interpretation of the events there was an 

effort to relinquish the idea of the researcher being the sole knower and 

interpreter of students’ experiences. Consistent with the strategy listed by 

Strauss and Corbin (1990), students were continually asked to verify the 

accuracy of the interpretations of the meanings implicit in their actions and 

verbal interventions. When asking pupils to define the terms of discussion there 

was a concern of ‘letting students’ explanations of their experiences shape the 

researcher’s interpretative frames’ (Cook-Sather, 2007, p. 866). Ongoing peer 

debriefing between the first author and his co-authors provided an external 

voice about the findings through the juxtaposition of the pupils’ and the 

teacher’s accounts (see Glesne, 1998).  

Findings and discussion 

The Diagnosis 
Basketball: Cultural and relational limitations to equitable participation 
and students’ access to learning resources 

During the Basketball season, some negative aspects of the community-

based sporting culture pervasive among students were barriers to full 

participation and equitable possibilities for learning of students of lower skill and 

sports status. Reflections on ongoing data collection suggested that the level of 

participation in the activities was mediated by students’ status, gender and the 

power relations generated within teams. Status was determined in many cases 

by students’ ability level, affiliation in community-based sports, or ‘popularity’. In 

lesson seven, for example, during practice of a 3 vs 1 tactical task “boys took 

over the on-the-ball movements ‘pushing’ the girls frequently to the side-lines to 
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off-the-ball participation” (RD, November 23rd). Another example occurred in 

lesson eight where it was noticed that certain high-status students “do not pass 

the ball to certain less-status teammates or students who are not inner their 

‘circle of friends’ during game-play” (RD, November 28th). However, a main 

barrier to a more active involvement of less-skilled players in the game was also 

the poor quality of their game play and the pervasive perceptions over their 

competence level:  

Edward (high-skilled): ‘We use a ‘sportier’ language […] they (low-

skilled) don’t get it (understand) […] I tell him (JR, low-skilled boy) 

to move to the centre but he stays put (poor off-the-ball 

movements)[...] Marianne (low-skilled) is doing it, well, kind of. 

(FG-K, December 14th)  

Throughout the Basketball season, the allocation of students in 

persistent teams was not by itself generative of a reconfiguration of the strong 

social structures prevailing in the class, as suggested by prior investigations 

(O’Donovan, 2003; MacPhail et al., 2004). Indeed, with the handover of 

managerial and instructional autonomy to students, the regulative rules 

suggested by the teacher (substitutes rotate every two minutes; compulsory in-

field presence of at least a girl) were sometimes bypassed. Clarke and Quill 

(2003, p. 259) noted that the introduction of the kind of student empowerment 

pedagogies embedded in Sport Education often taps “into an already existing 

and pervasive culture” among students. Parker & Curtner-smith (2012) found 

there was reinforcement of hegemonic masculinity (i.e., cultural support to 

dominant forms of masculinity) within a Sport Education class derived from the 

ways through which students had been socialized into community-based team 

sports. The prevailing conceptions about team sport in the class were 

established by the dominant students (particularly the high-skilled boys with 

experience in community-based sports). Thus, the teams’ goals tended towards 

competition interests and immediate success rather than to mastery and 

equitable participation. This had an impact also on the structure of relationships 

within teams in terms of power relations. It removed decision-making power to 

lower-skilled students when they tried to level the odds: 
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Irene (low-skilled/unpopular): I suggested a switch exchanging 

Anna (low-skilled) for Paul (average-skilled/high status), but they 

(leaders in team one) didn’t want to. (FG-WE, December 13th) 

Nonetheless, there seemed to be a complex interplay between students’ 

perceptions on their place as members in the teams, their level of commitment 

to cope with certain team dynamics and the negative influence of particular 

organizations of content development which affected the inclusion of some 

students from a fuller participation in the activities and decision-making power. 

For example, Joanna (low-skilled) by feeling excluded sensed that the team had 

no identity: “It feels as if there were two different teams not just one. We (team 

2) had little guidance on what we were supposed to do” (FG-WE, December 

13th). This caused a chain of circumstances detrimental to inclusiveness. On 

one hand, some excluded students occasionally disrupted the organization of 

some activities. Conversely, due to perceptions over their low commitment, the 

dominant students may have reciprocated and were not willing to invest in 

inclusion behaviours. As an additional negative point, the early introduction of a 

large number of informal competition games against other teams withdrew 

space for students training as a team. This limited the opportunities for head-to-

head interaction and peer-teaching activities: 

Peter (coach): Since we were always in game play, I couldn’t 

explain them basic things, such as shooting at the basket or 

passing as I did in team 1. (FG-WE, December 13th). 

The Intervention 
Handball: Activating ‘compulsory’ participation and the emergence of a 
common domain of interests in teams 

Five features were introduced during the Handball season aimed at 

addressing the issues that were uncovered during Basketball. The first of these 

was the attempt to provide more developmentally appropriate tasks. This took 

place through modification of the court size and game demands to match the 

less-skilled student’s skill levels, as well as the inclusion of game rules aimed at 
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facilitating equity (such as more points when all players touched the ball before 

goal). The second feature was directed towards legitimating different levels of 

participation. In this case, during the LS, the teacher had the coaches watch 

videotape of students’ interactions to subsequently discuss issues of 

discriminatory relationships within teams. He also encouraged the coaches to 

provide more public recognition of the effort and ability of lower-skilled/status 

students. The third strategy included changes in the season format to increase 

time allocated to team practice and less to competition schedule. Fourth, the 

teacher provided short opportunities for students to engage in head-to-head 

debate between task transitions. Finally, FG and LS served to introduce to 

students some of the key concepts of successful communities of practice as 

identified by Wenger et al. (2002). These included (i) finding mutual 

problems/interests, (ii) learning to identify opportunities to prove individual value, 

and (iii) positive leadership.  

 During the previous season of Basketball, the features of Sport 

Education curriculum alone could not guarantee equitable participation and 

development of responsible membership inclusive of the interests of all. 

However, during Handball, the intervention strategies acted upon the 

pedagogical resources of Sport Education proactively to ‘put structures in place’ 

(shared engagement in discussion, developmentally appropriate game play, 

positive leadership) and capitalize the opportunities for inclusion embedded in 

the curriculum (Ennis, 1999, p. 37). A number of key strategies were used to 

force participation and facilitate access of less-skilled/status students to their 

team’s human and material resources. The changes operated to the game (3 vs 

3) had a marked impact in balancing on-the-ball participation. Specifically, 

establishing “safety zones” where students could pass the ball safely before 

shooting at the goal together with the changes on the scoring system 

encouraged the sharing of ball possession between teammates: “Now we need 

to pass the ball to everyone […] if we want to cross over the middle field […] 

and score triply” (Rose-coach, FG-K, February 15th).  

Together with increased participation in the games, two other aspects 

added to the sense of growing contribution of girls and less-skilled students. 
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The video-based reflection exercises conducted with the coaches and co-

coaches stimulated the acknowledgement of biased judgements based on 

gender stereotypes (e.g. girls being wrongly blamed for bad game play moves). 

Further, the public highlighting of students’ efforts placed an emphasis on 

different kinds of valuable contributions such as effort, persistence and personal 

improvement, a finding consistent with Perlman and Goc Karp (2010). In this 

matter, the coaches played a critical role in building connections among 

teammates. They cultivated a nurturing environment by talking with teammates 

about their needs and connecting them with others. In lesson five, for example 

Peter “stopped practice and called everyone: Hey, everybody, listen to this 

question brought up by Anne (low-skilled)” (RD, January 18th).  As students 

began to realize each member contributed in personally meaningful ways, 

different levels of participation were legitimate. The structure of social 

relationships within teams changed as did their sense of identity in relation to 

other team members. This encouraged a further investment in cooperative 

practices and caring behaviours translated by responsible role performance 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991): 

Anne (low-skilled): I feel I’ve improved, and I was proud to receive 

the diploma ‘Team member who progressed the most’ […] 

because I love being on my team, I feel integrated. If I’m not 

feeling well I can talk to Peter and he says ‘no worries’.  

Irene (low-skilled/unpopular): I was completing a game 

observation sheet, but it was like Chinese. I was a dummy […] but 

David (high-skilled) helped me with the statistics. (FG-WE, 

February 15th). 

Christopher (coach): I am concerned if someone is not getting the 

ball [...] if they feel happy in the team, if there is respect. (LS, 

January 16th) 

Nonetheless, what most energized the students to coalesce into a 

community of learners was the recasting of lessons as matches and training 

sessions. The competition and game-practice-game format of the activities and 
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the built-in accountability (scoring for the team) assigned authenticity, cultural 

relevance and sense of purpose to the structure of the content learned (Clarke 

& Quill, 2003). The increments in the amount of team practice sessions and the 

specific schedule for face-to-face interaction helped students develop 

knowledge on each other’s personal features and game skills. From the passion 

for the same topic emerged a shared domain of interest among team members 

that helped students feel connected (Wenger et al., 2002). However, although 

“opportunities for game involvement were equitable during the trainings and first 

matches of the championship, the finals brought unbalanced levels in on-the-

ball participation” (RD, January 30th). Apparently, the definition of membership 

negotiated within teams rendered submersion of some individuals’ interests for 

the sake of a collective aim (Kirk & Kinchin, 2003). Being connected to the team 

demanded that some less qualified students had to give up a fuller participation 

in the finals: 

Michael (popular/average-skilled): We talked about how the game 

was running (during halftime break) and on what we needed to do 

to win more points.  

Teacher: I noticed that Michael played the all-time, was it your 

strategy?  

Joanna (low-skilled): Yes (joyfully), so that we wouldn’t allow any 

goals. (FG-WE, February 15th) 

This limiting of access to fuller participation stemmed from perceptions 

on different ability levels among students. Indeed, much of the game 

involvement by less-skilled students was the result of compulsory rules and 

changes to the game conditions which presented lower game demands to these 

students. This was a break with a general idea of aggressive play focused on 

performance and winning associated with the highly competitive community-

based sport which disturbed a core group of students (Parker & Curtner-Smith, 

2012). Wenger and colleagues (2002, p. 98) located such tensions in 

communities that are at an early maturation process where there are tensions 

‘between welcoming new members and focusing on their own interest in 

cutting-edge topics and expert interactions’. In this case, endorsing higher 
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levels of participation to students of lower ability implied  some disruption with 

prior domination and higher patterns of involvement of more skilled students 

during game play (Hastie, 1998). 

 

Soccer: Sustaining proactive participation and re-shaping of team goals 
to be inclusive of the interests of all 

Three intervention features were introduced during the Soccer season 

aimed at addressing the unsolved or uncovered issues during Handball. The 

first of these was the attempt to improve the quality of game play in all students. 

This included the introduction of tactical- and skill-based tasks, specific player 

match-up during competition events (‘Division I’ and ‘Division II), and 

modifications on the game to place more demanding challenges to the higher-

skilled students. The second feature was directed towards legitimating different 

levels of participation. During the LS and FG, the teacher had students watch 

videotape of students’ game play. The focus was not only on developing 

perceptions on students’ effort but mostly on the meaningful contribution by 

less-skilled students in the teams’ game performance. Thirdly, the FG and LS 

served to introduce to students some promising key features of successful 

communities of practice as identified by Wenger et al. (2002). These included (i) 

benefits of working together toward a common and inclusive goal and (ii) 

benefits of students offering their ‘expertise’ to the team, and (iii) leadership 

strategies (identify the common interest among team members, cultivating a 

nurturing environment). 

The Soccer season saw a growing interrelatedness between students’ 

trajectories of participation associated with increased game play competence, 

shaping of team membership and mutual trust, and the construction among 

students of a shared but more inclusive domain of interests. One important way 

of facilitating access of students to more full participation in the activities was 

the focus placed on performance development through the critical changes 

posed to the goals, content, and structure of the instructional tasks (i.e., rules, 

space, numbers of players, and degree of defensive pressure). This enabled 
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the suggestions of Griffin et al. (1997) and Mitchell et al. (2013) who advise for 

adjustment of game demands to individual needs regardless of the ability level 

of students Specifically, the introduction of tactical-based tasks as building 

blocks for participation in following higher complexity games, helped the lower-

skilled students improve their game performance and have a more active 

construction of their participation in game play. According to Claudia (low-

skilled) “it helped simplifying things, thus we learn faster” given that during the 

game “we kicked at the goal at a very similar spot to that where we practiced 

(during team practice sessions)” (FG-FK, March 15th). The introduction of 

different sites of practice according with students’ skill level and the inclusion of 

some girls in ‘Division I’ teams, were also two critical changes. On one hand, 

there was a growing recognition of the competence of girls in Soccer. This 

caused an impact in the cultural context of this study as it was a sport highly 

associated to males. On the other hand, the higher-skilled students felt they 

were being challenged in meaningful ways and felt compelled to reinforce their 

sense of commitment to the team dynamics: 

Thiago (higher-skilled/status): Now it’s more to our level 

(competition) […] we had to start paying more attention to the ball 

and quickly see the position of the defense to make a fast pass. 

(FG-K, March 13th) 

Will (co-coach): The girls helped a lot, Joanna occupied a lane in 

defense and scared the opponents and on the attack she was 

always at the right spot where she should be.  

David (higher-skilled/status): For seeing (consciousness) the 

improvements in the team, the way we behaved changed, we are 

more responsible now, we are evolving more […] as the team 

improves, so must we, if we are to get to another level and keep 

up. (FG-WE, March 15th) 

Offering an optimum level of challenge to all participants and the 

perception that cooperative and inclusive efforts were ‘paying off’ (students 

were improving performance) attenuated some of the tensions ‘between focus 
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and growth’. According to Wenger et al.’s (2002, p. 17) situated learning theory 

‘if it is not clear how members benefit directly from participation, the community 

will not thrive, because the members will not invest themselves in it’. Thus, 

providing authentic participation also to higher-skilled students prevented a 

potential feeling of being instrumentalized for the benefit of less-skilled students 

alone which seemingly fostered their engagement in nurturing and cooperative 

practices. This was a key point to boost team development considering that in 

Sport Education the learning activities live mostly from the momentum given by 

the ‘more knowledgeable students’ (Vygotsky, 1978; Siedentop, 1994).  

As students strived to ‘preserve relationships’ within teams they 

developed a ‘deeper sense of identity and greater confidence’ in the value of 

sustaining more inclusive team goals. Ian (averaged-skilled/popular) illustrated 

the shift in the meaning of winning within the team as follows: 

Having this common goal improves it (bonding) […] there’s more 

affinity, we are friends and during the matches we have more trust 

in people. Although most of them already knew each other for a 

long time, they didn’t trust each other [...] trust now, is to know we 

can count on them to do their best. (FG-K, March 15th) 

This led to a re-structuring of team goals and dynamics toward a practice 

comprehensive of all students’ interests, a feature also noted by Perlman and 

Goc Karp (2010). Both the Fighting Koalas and the Kangaroos changed their 

perspective dramatically and embraced a commitment of promoting learning 

and harmony in alternative to ‘winning at all costs’. A point in case was 

Marianne, a lower-skilled girl previously disregarded. Despite the large amount 

of goals taken during the Soccer matches, Carol (co-coach) “tried to send her 

more often to the goal to overcome this fear (phobia to getting hit by the ball 

caused by prior traumatic experiences)” (FG-K, February 15th). 

During the Soccer season, however, the instructional responsibility overly 

centred on the coaches and co-coaches was a potential barrier to a higher 

access to resources by less-skilled teammates. Somehow it restrained 

opportunities for the other knowledgeable teammates to provide immediate 

feedback or sharing their knowledge with other members: 
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Thiago (higher-skilled/status): What was lacking in the team 2 was 

a common strategy with us. We all knew how one should play, 

and what to do after substitutions [...] team 2 didn’t. 

JP (average-skilled): That’s what failed; we forgot to teach them 

this strategy. (FG-K, March 15th) 

Volleyball: Augmenting access to learning resources through self-
monitoring of learning, development of individual responsibility, and 
shared repertoire of knowledge 

Two strategies were introduced during the Volleyball season aimed at 

addressing the key issues that either emerged or endured during the Soccer 

season. The first feature was the organization of group work within teams in 

smaller, lasting groups (pairs). The second involved the teaching of leadership 

strategies to the coaches during lessons and the LS. These included strategies 

to spread managerial and instructional responsibility across teammates, 

strategies to increase individual’s responsibility for the learning process 

(‘teaching by invitation’; Metzler, 2011, p. 72), and leadership strategies 

(connecting teammates). 

The changes on the content development format of the activities along 

with the reconfiguration of the organization of group work were key aspects to 

empowering students in the construction of their own learning and the sharing 

of knowledge between teammates. Teaching the coaches how to implement 

‘teaching by invitation strategies’ encouraged teammates to ‘pick their own level 

of difficulty and challenge among those offered’ (Metzler, 2011, p. 72), as 

explained by Edward (high-skilled): 

Those who had more arm power served from outside the field the 

others from inside until they felt they could do it from outside as 

well. (FG-K, May 24th). 

According to students, it held them accountable and more proactively 

connected with the learning content while it relieved the coaches’ responsibility 

in the management and instructional conduct of the activities: 
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Christopher (coach): This was good because it took a bit of weight 

off our shoulders and now they also have more confidence. Also 

requires that they have better knowledge of the game (to keep 

pace with the next progression). (LS, May 17th) 

Claudia (low-skilled): It compels us to think more about ourselves, 

in our abilities, in our evolution and on how much we progressed. 

(FG-K, May 31st) 

The organization of peer-teaching tasks within teams into smaller, lasting 

groups (work in pairs) was a decisive strategy. Whereas it decentralized power 

from the coaches, it also stimulated a sense of mutual responsibility in students 

toward a common goal (proficiency in the 2 vs 2 game) and the bonding of 

teammates previously less connected. The most important outcome was an 

increased awareness on the importance of sharing knowledge and commitment 

to peer-teaching responsibilities: 

Rose (coach): Before (previous years) he (Ian) didn’t  get along with 

Agnes, actually, no one did [...] but with the work next to her he 

began to realize that maybe (emphasis in the maybe) she ... (wasn’t 

that bad? was kind of cool?) 

Ian (averaged-skilled/popular): I started to work with her. Now we are 

a team (Volleyball double). (FG-K, May 25th) 

David (high-skilled): We must be concerned with that (not teaching 

teammates), if we want our team to do better. If those who know 

(tactics, skills) aren’t teaching, those who don’t know (less-skilled) are 

not to be blamed, but rather those who know but don’t teach what 

they know. (FG-WE, May 24th) 

However, in this type of organization, the ‘interpersonal skills’ of coaches 

and deep knowledge they had on each team member’s strengths and 

weaknesses was a critical mediating factor. Their ability to ‘recognize the 

development needs of individuals’ was a way to weave and strengthen 

‘relationships among members’, both concepts listed by Wenger et al. (2002, p. 

82): 
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Peter (coach): Now we cannot be with them all at the same time 

(since practice involves 2 vs. 2 groups spread in various courts), 

we try to have a stronger and a less strong element in each pair. 

We try that the one who knows more of Volleyball sees what the 

partner is doing wrong and explain. But the less strong one can 

also do it, correct the teammate and try to identify errors. (FG-WE, 

May 25th) 

Although good leadership was critical to provide momentum to the teams, 

Wenger and colleagues (2002, p. 36) advocate that ‘healthy communities do no 

depend entirely in one person’. Further, when ‘leadership is distributed and is a 

characteristic of the whole community’ it is a sign of more mature team 

dynamics. At the middle of the season students did feel “There is not so much 

the distinction between coach, co-coach and team members (making gesture of 

descending pyramid) […] They allowed us to give opinions on drills and 

strategy [...] we all had jobs and were able to give, each of us, a bit of ourselves” 

(Agnes-high-skilled, FG-FK, May 3th). Stimulating coaches to include all 

students in relevant team decision-making (e.g., tactics and strategy) was 

instrumental for developing a higher sense of purpose and new level of 

membership in the teams. A membership was created whereby, according to 

Wenger et al. (2002, p. 35) ‘each member develops a unique individual identity 

in relation to the community’.  

Conclusion 
A key finding from this study was that participation in a single season of 

Sport Education curriculum is insufficient to dismantle the deeply rooted 

conceptions about sporting expectations based on gender stereotypes, pre-

established status hierarchies and negative cultural influences of community-

based sports that influenced equity and inclusion. However, by planning and 

implementing a specific intervention that used the educational resources of 

Sport Education proactively it becomes possible to promote a more inclusive 

and equitable learning environment. With respect to the research design, the 

adoption of action research was crucial as it allowed a close monitoring of the 
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ongoing changes and to adjust procedures accordingly with the dynamic nature 

of the teaching-learning process and re-shaping of social interactions between 

learners. It also afforded to students the opportunity for repeatedly revisit their 

ideas of inclusion and equity. Further, the immersion of the practitioner-

researcher in the context itself allowed in-depth access and to keep pace with 

the complexity ingrained in the interplays between the various actors and to 

plan and act in conformity toward change. 

In this study, the development of game competence, the trajectories of 

growing participation and by association the changes in the ways students were 

located within teams in terms of membership, the re-structuring of power 

relations fostered by increasing trust and caring, and the sharing of knowledge 

and investment of dominant and higher-skilled students toward more inclusive 

team goals, all progressed in close interrelatedness. These findings may hold 

critical implications to physical education practice in general and curriculum 

development in Sport Education in particular if activities are to be designed in 

ways that foster cooperation and inclusive behaviours. Due to the managerial 

and instructional autonomy given to students, there are numerous ways by 

which the access of more shy and less influential pupils to the knowledge 

potentially embedded in cooperative learning practices can either be provided 

or restricted. Some aspects need to be safeguard. Developmentally appropriate 

practice that encompasses the learning needs of all students, both lower- and 

higher-skilled, and formal and explicit opportunities for head-to-head debate 

may foster the commitment of students to invest in more compressive team 

goals and thus, share their repertoire of knowledge and mutually engage in the 

learning process of less-skilled teammates. In this matter, action should be 

taken to explicitly legitimate different levels of valuable participation within 

teams. A focus should be placed in effort but also in competence improvements. 

If it is not clear to students how they can benefit directly from their participation 

they will not invest themselves in the fullest sense in cooperative work and 

hence, learning and wellbeing within teams may be jeopardized.  

Given the critical role of student coaches in providing momentum to the 

development of activities in Sport Education, students must be taught explicitly 
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about specific strategies of positive leadership. Developing the ability to connect 

the interests of various members and cultivate a nurturing climate may be a 

fundamental skill that needs explicit training. Strategies for decentralizing power 

and responsibility may also be paramount. This may be influential for enhancing 

a sense of individual responsibility, mutual accountability and commitment by 

students to team goals. 

Finally, this study stresses the notion that stereotypes and role models 

from sporting background outside the school context brought by students into 

the gym may be hard-laborious to overcome. The neglect of such issues may 

have critical implications for the promotion of inclusiveness in any physical 

education context. 
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Abstract 
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to provide a year-long examination of 

the scaffolding processes used by a teacher in order to support student 

coaches in their instructional leadership responsibilities during seasons of Sport 

Education. The intervention sought to enable coaches to conduct problem-

solving activities and instructional interactions that would actively involve 

teammates in the discovery of knowledge and construction of their own learning 

experiences. Method: Twenty-six seventh grade students participated in four 

consecutive seasons of Sport Education (Basketball, Handball, Soccer, and 

Volleyball). The research involved four action-research iterative cycles of 

planning, acting, monitoring, and fact-finding. Data collection included semi-

structured interviews with teams as well as exclusively with the coaches, lesson 

observations, and a field diary kept by the first author who assumed the role of 

practitioner-researcher. Results: The findings showed it was necessary to 

explicitly teach the coaches specific instructional strategies for constructivist 

peer interactions to emerge. However as coaches became increasingly self-

assisted, they were able to promote activities more relevant to the learning 

needs of teammates. Further, the involvement of the students in taking 

responsibility for peer-teaching emerged late in the school year. The scaffolding 

process was found to be a non-linear process contingently adjusted in reference 

to aspects such as coaches’ mastery of processes, the complexity of the 

domain-specific content, and nature of the sport. Conclusions: This study gives 

credence to the advocacy that specific training is necessary if students are to 

develop the ability to engage teammates actively in learning interactions.  

 

Keywords: teacher as researcher, peer interactions, problem-solving, facilitator.   
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A stream of constructivist “student-centeredness” has been increasingly 

placed in the forefront of educational policies, national curricula and teacher 

education worldwide under the tutelage of an effective promotion of a broad 

range of cognitive, educational, and health outcomes (Tannehill, MacPhail, & 

van der Mars, 2013). From a constructivist point of view, learning involves a 

cognitively, socially and self-regulated construction of knowledge by learners 

(Cobb, 1994), with the core underlying assertion being that students actively 

construct knowledge through integrating new ideas with their own thinking, past 

experiences and knowledge, and through interacting with others in the context of 

particular social environments. As Palincsar (1998, p. 365) notes, through 

processes of “interaction, negotiation, and collaboration, peers mediate each 

other’s learning through effective dialogue and sharing of knowledge.” 

Within the field of physical education, the adoption of constructivism has 

implied a conceptualization of learning as “a problem-solving process in which 

the instructional context provides opportunities for the learner to discover and 

construct their own understanding of facts and relationships” (Slade, Webb, & 

Martin, 2015, p. 69). Considering the central role of the teaching and learning of 

team sports within physical education curricula, such a conceptualization was 

first captured by the emergence of tactical approaches for teaching games and 

sports based on problem-solving frameworks of instruction (e.g., Teaching 

Games for Understanding; Bunker & Thorpe, 1982).  

Amongst such seminal student-centered models, Sport Education has been 

taken a prominent place as it holds conceptual and pedagogical structures 

pivotal to promotion of “meaningful, purposeful, and authentic learning activities 

presented and practiced by students” (Dyson, Griffin, & Hastie, 2004, p. 227). As 

a case in point, the development of Siedentop’s (1994) notion of the competent 

sportsperson strongly resonates with the problem-solving concerns of more 

cognitive-based approaches.  

The Sport Education model has been described in reviews by Wallhead 

and O’Sullivan (2005), as well as Hastie, Martínez de Ojeda, and Calderón 

(2011) as aiming to achieve a broader range of affective, social, and 
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psychomotor outcomes. That is, the six key idiosyncratic features of Sport 

Education (i.e., seasons, affiliation, formal competition, record keeping, 

culminating events, and festivity) serve to echo the authentic form of sport within 

the larger culture (Kirk & Macdonald, 1998). Further, the participation 

requirements of Sport Education calls for the learning of, and practice within 

small-sided games modified in ways that match the developmental ability of 

students.  

Concurrently, a particularly distinctive and pedagogically challenging 

structure of Sport Education model is the level of which students take over of 

substantial control and ownership for their own learning. Within seasons of Sport 

Education, a considerable amount of instructional responsibility is given to 

students in the role of team leaders or coaches. Examples of these 

responsibilities include the presentation of tasks when practicing motor skills, 

strategic thinking related to game tactics, as well as the management of group 

dynamics.  

Taking into account the constructivist nature of Sport Education, the 

teacher is called to assume the role of a facilitator, yet with particular nuances. 

Because in Sport Education the coaches conduct much of the instructional 

process and are given responsibility for prompting the collaborative problem-

solving processes occurring in small-group learning activities, a central piece of 

the teacher’s pedagogical intervention must necessarily be focused on providing 

practice for the leadership skills necessary for successful coaching. The 

teacher’s intervention is often deliberately delayed so that the coaches can build 

instructional leadership and become autonomous decision-makers, and thus 

create some independence from the support and knowledge provided 

exclusively by the teacher. On one hand, the coaches need to develop an 

understanding of the sports content that moves beyond factual knowledge of 

rules and reproduction of content and tactical skills. More importantly, unless 

they develop a minimum knowledge base about teaching, learning, and 

instruction, it is hardy likely that coaches will be able to engage teammates in 

constructivist instructional interactions. That is, it is as active participants in 
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problem-solving activities that lead to the discovery of knowledge and 

development of higher-order thinking skills. There is, however, the risk that 

coaches may simply direct teammates by calling them to reproduce content and 

behaviors (Farias, Hastie, & Mesquita, 2015).   

The literature that guides the design and practical application of Sport 

Education seasons contains mixed perspectives and it is not entirely consensual. 

On one hand, it is advocated that during early parts of a Sport Education season, 

the teacher should take over the conduct of the activities through what Siedentop, 

Hastie, and Van der Mars (2011, p. 23) refer to as whole group direct instruction 

or guided practice. In this perspective, as team practices unfold the teachers 

must actively guide this gradual shift toward more responsibility for and 

ownership of the Sport Education experience. On the other hand, the role of the 

facilitator in Sport Education has been largely conceptualized as that of a “guide 

on the side” (Metzler, 2000, p. 142). According to Metzler, students should be 

provided “a reasonable amount of autonomy”, the use of indirect teaching 

strategies (e.g., coaching task cards) should be sponsored to “the highest 

degree possible”, and the teacher should become “active” only when the 

students “get stuck” or ask for help (Metzler, 2000, p. 265).  

With regard to research on Sport Education conducted to the present day, 

there is a glaring scarcity of empirical examination on the teacher’s role as a 

facilitator, a situation that is potentially problematic. First, it is not known how 

teachers are interpreting and enacting the role of facilitator and to what extent 

these actions are aligned with the constructivist assumptions upholding the 

model. Second, there is an absence of information particularly relevant to the 

practical application of the model, particularly with respect to the best 

mechanisms through which teachers can prepare coaches to cope with the 

demands of instructional leadership (Hastie et al., 2011; Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 

2005) In fact, the didactic analysis of student coaching effectiveness conducted 

by Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) provides the sole case within the Sport 

Education literature that has placed this concern at the foreground. In that study, 

Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) focused on the development of content taught 
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by one coach during peer-teaching tasks and the performance of his six 

teammates. From the brief description provided of the teacher’s instructional 

procedures it was possible to discern there was an attempt to scaffold the 

coach’s construction of knowledge by highlighting the associations between 

knowledge structures across tasks. There was, however a predominant use of 

direct instruction to deliver of verbatim information contained in task cards and 

demonstration of skills during in-task interventions. To whit, the coaches were 

provided with the solutions to the problem of the task in the form of coaching 

points. While effective in part, the coach in this study still struggled with higher 

order teaching skills, and by consequence, experienced difficulties in areas such 

as appropriate demonstration, error diagnosis and task modification (Wallhead & 

O’Sullivan, 2007).  

While particularly insightful, an acknowledged limitation within the Wallhead 

and O’Sullivan (2007) study was that it encompassed a single season, and then 

only with a single team. This small sample restricts the potential for capturing the 

nuances of the ongoing engaging nature of teaching and learning, and the 

generation of what Gershuny (1998) calls “dynamic data” that allow the 

establishment of connections between events widely separated in time.  By 

consequence, we are still left to discover issues such as the direction and 

magnitude of the change within student-coaches learning. Finally, the didactic 

focus of the analysis adopted by Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) did not focus 

on the nature of discourse used, which did not allow insight into the levels of 

cognitive engagement experienced by these coaches during their instructional 

interactions.  

The conclusions reached by Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) do, however, 

provide support for the tenet posed by Goodyear and Dudley (2015) with respect 

to considerable common misinterpretations of the teacher’s role pervasive in 

student-centered approaches within physical education. As Goodyear and 

Dudley (2015) point out, by simply viewing themselves as a guide on the side, a 

danger arises that teachers could remove themselves from the teaching and 

learning process altogether due to limited understanding of how to interact with 
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learners. That is, when teachers create tasks but then simply leave students to 

work together to learn, trusting that under peer-guidance they are spontaneously 

engaged critically and constructively in the discovery of knowledge, it has been 

found that the quality of discourse within peer-driven small-group interactions 

conducive to effective problem-solving and high-order cognitive interchanges is 

problematic (Ward & Lee, 2005).  

 
Scaffolding as instructional support 

In the area of teaching and learning, the notion of scaffolding as 

instructional support has emerged to explain the role a teacher or a more 

knowledgeable peer can play in joint problem-solving activities with and among 

students. Scaffolding can be conceptualized as a temporary pedagogical 

structure that Smit, van Eerde, and Bakker (2013, p. 817) suggest can “help 

pupils to perform a task they cannot complete by themselves and that is 

intended to bring pupils gradually to a state of competence in which they can 

complete a similar task or process independently.” It is important to consider, 

however, that scaffolding in not a technique that can be applied in the same 

manner in every learning situation, but rather it should be thought of as both 

adjustable and temporary. In the words of van de Pol, Volman, and Beishuizen 

(2010), scaffolding is largely contingent on two specific rules, those being to 

increase control when students fail, and decrease control when they succeed. 

With this in mind, it can be appreciated that scaffolding is a process which is 

strongly dependent upon contextual characteristics such as curriculum, learning 

goals, type of task, level of responsibility in the conduct of processes handed 

over to students, or the nature of face-to-face interactions that students are 

expected to provide momentum to, or engage in (Xun & Land, 2004). In 

attending to such variability, van de Pol et al. (2010) suggested the means for 

scaffolding should be flexibly utilized by teachers taking into account aspects 

such as the complexity of the learning content, student on-going progress, or the 

moment in the season. For instance, based on the perceived need for filling in 

gaps in coaches’ current level of awareness, the degree of teacher guidance 
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may fluctuate between using more guidance-based instruction (e.g., instructing: 

“prescribing what to do”; modeling: “offering behavior for imitation”; explaining: 

more detailed explanatory structures that organize and justify learning) to more 

discovery-based strategies (hints: “taking over parts of the task (provision of 

clues) that the student is not yet able to perform; questioning: “asking questions 

that require an active cognitive answer”) (van de Pol et al., 2010, p. 277). 

In the specific case of Sport Education, where coaches take the lead of 

instructional processes, and particularly when the activities involve learning of 

team sports (in which cognitive processes are key), the scaffolding process 

takes highly complex contours. Because coaches are expected to become 

increasingly self-assisted, the scaffolding must operate both at a cognitive (e.g., 

sport-specific content knowledge) and metacognitive level (e.g., knowledge of 

teaching and learning processes). That is, coaches need to develop problem 

representation and solution development skills so that they are able to identify 

their teammates’ errors and tactical problems and select appropriate solutions. 

Further, the development of reasoning and argumentation skills is crucial for 

coaches to evaluate the effects of their own decision-making and instruction 

(Xun & Land, 2004). In this regard, Xun and Land (2004) assert that the use of 

different levels of question prompts such as elaboration (i.e., prompt articulation 

of thoughts and eliciting explanation: ‘why is it important…?’) and reflection 

prompts (encourage reflection at a meta-level: ‘how will your plan affect…?’) are 

favorable to development of such high order cognitive processes. Moreover, a 

third plan of intervention needs consideration, this being the interactional 

process. Because in Sport Education students in general are expected to be 

actively engaged in problem-solving, discovery and understanding of game-play, 

the scaffolding must also involve the structuring of peer interactions. More 

specifically, the coaches as main instructional leaders should be guided to follow 

particular lines of discourse such as using questioning for prompting teammates’ 

comprehension of game problems (Ward & Lee, 2005). 

In building on the arguments put forward so far, the present study was 

designed to address a number of potential shortcomings of research identified in 
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the reviews of Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2005) and Hastie et al. (2011). 

Specifically, although in the field of general education the practical application of 

scaffolding has been explored within constructivist approaches, in the particular 

context of Sport Education, both its conceptualization and enactment has been 

completely neglected. The central purpose of this study was to provide an in-

depth, on-going, and long-term examination of the scaffolding processes used by 

a teacher for empowering students in the role of coaches toward becoming 

knowledgeable, competent, and self-assisted instructional leaders. Concurrently, 

the study aimed to provide an account of the effects of an intervention designed 

explicitly to develop coaches’ ability to conduct student-centered instructional 

interactions. With a focus placed at a micro-level of peer interactions, an 

examination was conducted of the progress in coaches’ ability to use discourse 

that implicated teammates proactively in problem-solving processes, discovery 

and construction of knowledge. 

METHOD 

Design 

This research project was drawn from the tenets of action research (Lewin, 

1946), and followed the “teacher-as-researcher” design seen previously in 

studies in sports pedagogy by Gubacs-Collins (2007) and Casey and Dyson 

(2009). That is, in his dual role of teacher and researcher, the first author 

endeavored to “identify and unpack (…) the issues, problems, dilemmas and 

challenges that arise during teaching” (Rovegno, Nevett, & Babiarz, 2001, p. 

343), as well as to better understand and improve his own practice.   

In an attempt to grapple with the complex, situated, multi-layered, and on-

going engaging development of instruction, knowledge, and group-relational 

dynamics in Sport Education, the study encompassed a full academic year that 

comprised seasons of Basketball, Handball, Soccer and Volleyball. Within each 

of these units, the four iterative cycles of action research (planning, acting, 

monitoring, and reflecting) were adopted in order to inform the planning of the 

next season. The first season (Basketball), represented a reconnaissance (or 
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baseline) in which the goal was to assess the current status of the coaches’ 

instructional skills, while the following three cycles (Handball, Soccer, and 

Volleyball) involved specific interventions that were designed to address 

problems or issues not resolved in the preceding season. 

Setting and Participants 

The participants in this study were 10 girls and 16 boys (aged between 12 

and 14 years old) enrolled in the seventh grade at a school in northern Portugal, 

and who participated in physical education lessons two times per week. Prior to 

this project, the students had no previous experience with Sport Education.  

In the first lesson of the school year, the class elected three students as 

team coaches who have been given the pseudonyms of Rose, Peter, and Chris. 

Although it was not a mandatory condition, the three coaches had multi-year 

experience in community-based sports such as Soccer and Basketball. The 

class was then divided into three heterogeneous but balanced teams who took 

the names of “The Eagles”, “The Koalas”, and “The Kangaroos”. At the 

completion of the first season, it was suggested by all students in the class that 

the teams’ composition and the students in coaching roles should be maintained 

throughout the year. As a result, this study is focused on the instructional 

leadership of Rose, Peter and Chris.  

The teacher-as-researcher was an experienced physical education teacher 

(over 10 years) who had significant experience using student-centered 

instructional models (including Sport Education) over the past six years. He had 

also participated in previous research activities both for the purposes of gaining 

practical experience in the role of practitioner-researcher and for developing 

conceptual-to-practical understanding on the impact of model-based practice on 

students’ learning.  

The Sport Education Seasons   

This study encompassed four consecutive units of team sports that 

embraced the entire school year (from October to June). The seasons included 
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the four immutable aspects that Hastie and Mesquita (2016) suggest cannot be 

compromised if one is to correctly describe a particular unit within physical 

education as Sport Education. These include (a) that the season takes place 

over an extended period of time, (b) the presence of persisting teams, (c) the 

presence of developmentally appropriate competition consisting of small-sided 

games, and (d) that students take upon roles and responsibilities other than that 

of player. 

The Learning Content. The instruction within seasons followed a tactical 

approach to content development for underpinning student learning of the four 

team sports. In each season, either in the format of team game practice sessions 

or formal/informal competition matches, the students were expected to become 

proficient players of a principal game form representative of the full version of the 

team sport. Students also learned tactical skills and techniques through practice 

tasks that were designed to solve tactical problems encountered during practice 

of the game form. Table 1 provides complete details of the goals and design of 

each season. 

Teacher’s Instructional Support. In this study, the coaches as team 

leaders were at the forefront of most instructional processes. Additionally, 

learning within each season was conceptualized as a problem-solving process 

where students progressed by learning to identify tactical problems and 

appropriate solutions to solve the situations. The coaches were expected to 

support the problem-solving activities within teams. 

In order to support the coaches in their new roles, eleven leadership 

seminars were conducted during the three intervention seasons. These seminars 

took place three times in each of Handball and Soccer, and five times in 

Volleyball. Each lasted in average between 35 to 50 min and involved the 

coaches in a series of activities to support the development of their instructional 

skills. Examples included observing videotapes of critical events in the coaches’ 

instruction and discussing instructional strategies congruent with student-

centered premises (e.g., modeling freezing-rehearsal instruction, training of the 

question-asking process…). Seminars also involved extensive observation and 
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discussions of particular moments in each team’s game-play. This had a focus 

on the domain-specific content of the sports with the intension of developing, for 

example, the coaches’ ability to identify tactical problems and construct 

appropriate solutions to their teams’ game problems. The leadership seminars 

also served the purpose of consciousness-raising about the impact of individual 

interventions of teammates’ achievement while also providing data with respect 

to the coaches’ evolving conceptions on teaching and learning. Table 2 provides 

an overview of the focus, context, strategies, and scaffolding means used by the 

teacher along the school year to mediate and prepare the coaches to 

instructional leadership. 

 
Data Collection 

Data for this study were gathered from lesson observations, a field diary, 

semi-structured group interviews, and a leadership seminar diary. 

Lesson Observations. Two crossed-angle digital camcorders were set in 

the gymnasium in every lesson to capture all class events and student 

interactions. The teacher and each of the three coaches wore an audio device 

within an armband in order to couple their verbal instructions with the video 

images. The intention was to retain the authenticity of the dialogues and to 

record the most sensitive nuances of on-going instructional and relational 

interactions that could not be noticed at the real moment of the occurrence by 

the teacher-as-researcher. The use of the program Adobe Premiere Pro CC 

allowed compacting the video and audio recordings of each session in a single 

file.  

Field Diary. On an on-going basis, the teacher-researcher conducted the 

synchronized examination of the lesson observations as soon as possible after 

each lesson to inform the subsequent pedagogical (e.g., planning of learning 

activities, focus for coaches’ preparation) and research procedures (e.g., the 

theme of group interviews). These notes were kept in the form of a field diary 

and were written alongside a chronological record of the class events registered 

during the lesson observations. This diary included a comprehensive analysis of 
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what children said, did, and produced, together with the teacher-researcher’s 

interpretations in relation to student thinking, understanding, and learning. As per 

Rovegno et al. (2001), also annotated was contextual information related to 

issues of curriculum development (e.g., type of tasks, learning goals, 

pedagogical intentions). While key instructional sequences occurring between 

coaches and teammates were purposefully selected and transcribed verbatim, 

others received explanatory labels to allow a later and more detailed revisit of 

the data. The field diary then, served as more than a simple collection of facts. 

Rather, it was supplemented by analytic notes designed to integrate theory into 

the analysis, and to reconceive and elaborate on what was being learned, 

thereby achieving what Ely et al. (1997) suggest serve to provide a rethinking, 

undoing and sharing the ongoing research process and products. Finally, the 

diary included notes derived from the post-cycle reflective analyses.  

Interviews. Twenty-four focus group interviews (eight for each of the 

three teams), were conducted throughout the year, each lasting approximately 

90 minutes. The first set of interviews took place during the first week of each 

season, while the second occurred immediately following that season. All 

interviews were video and audiotaped.  

The teacher-researcher conducted the team-interviews in an attempt to 

explore the participants’ feelings and experiences about the different seasons. 

The interviews were semi-structured, with a list of questions and topics set 

before each interview to gather the students’ perspective about critical events 

occurred during the lessons. In addition, the students were often prompted to 

bring their own issues to debate while the interview script was open enough to 

follow any lines of students’ speech, debate, and reasoning that were considered 

relevant. 

To promote familiarity with the material, the teacher-researcher observed 

and listened to the interviews and to the leadership seminar sessions before 

transcribing them verbatim.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
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A thematic analysis was used to examine the data from the two diaries and 

interviews. As suggested by Charmaz (2006), the first stage of the analysis 

involved the repeated reading of the transcripts followed by line-by-line open 

coding of data to expose the embedded thoughts, ideas and meanings, and 

search for patterns. As per Lincoln and Denzin (2003), the identification of 

common patterns was taken in reference to critical aspects related with the 

problem under investigation, the predominance of the events, or frequency of 

participants’ reference to it.  

The process of focused coding involved the analysis of the defined codes 

and their possible combination to form overarching themes and subthemes. The 

interpretative analysis attempted to clarify the relationship between codes and 

themes at different levels to reach a deeper comprehension of the generated 

theme. Finally, the theoretical coding scrutinized possible relationships between 

theoretical concepts related with the study’s scaffolding framework that helped 

thinking about data in a more sensitive way (Charmaz, 2006). This helped clarify 

intrinsic meanings in the data, refine the essence of the themes and subthemes 

and obtain a thematic mapping and hierarchy. A final stage involved the 

production of the written text.  

Trustworthiness  
To provide a more objective account of the study’s findings, the teacher-

researcher attempted to deal with the consequences of his presence. As 

proposed by Cook-Sather (2007, p. 866), during the process of interpretational 

analysis, there was an effort for letting students’ explanations of their 

experiences shape the researcher’s interpretive frames. This included presenting 

the interview transcripts recurrently to students for checking for accuracy, not 

only of the words spoken, but also in relation to the interpretations of meanings 

of what was expressed or perceived to be implicit in their actions. Second, 

through regular peer debriefings held between the first author and the co-authors, 

the research team was involved in a collaborative approach within the 

interpretational analysis. The regular meetings provided a comment on the 

teacher-researcher’s interpretations about the findings through juxtaposition of 
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the students’ and teacher’s accounts and discussion of the emerging categorical 

organization system. This process contributed to the trustworthiness of the data, 

ensuring interpretative validity while minimizing the risk of individual research 

bias (Patton, 2015). 

 

RESULTS 

Season One – Basketball: The Baseline 
The results for this season are presented in two phases, due to a change 

demanded by lesson outcomes in the first part of the season. In essence, this 

section of the yearlong program could be given the label as a “giving coaches 

autonomy and then adjust trial”.  
From lessons one to six, the coaches were tasked with conducting and 

monitoring teammates’ game practice (3 vs. 3) and selecting the practice tasks 

to be introduced in the initial part of each lesson. They were expected to build 

their instruction upon the information provided during the teacher’s presentation 

of the game to the whole class in lesson two. They were also given a handbook 

containing schematic drawings, descriptions of rules, expected movement 

patterns, and error detection feedback cues related both with the game and a 

series of game-aligned practice tasks of different complexity. 

The evidence collected from this exploratory stage showed that while the 

coaches showed an ability to provide error detection feedback on simple motor 

elements presented in the task cards, they struggled to manage, identify 

problems and provide instruction related with the more complex tactical aspects 

within game-play. The following extracts provide two examples from the 

teacher’s field diary: 

During the 3 vs. 3. 

‘Chaos’ is the word here. The coaches had one task, divide the team in 

two, send them to their courts and start playing the game. Five minutes 

later, the coaches: panic and lots of stuttering; the teacher: couldn’t 

believe my eyes; the players: no play. (FD, 20 October) 
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M. holds the ball stalling the game though although the (space to the) 

basket is wide open. Peter keeps busy playing his own game and 

provides no feedback. (FD, 30 October) 

 

Based on the gaps found during the initial stage of the season, the teacher 

decided it was time to “go back to basics,” and to resume taking the lead during 

problem-solving activities. During this second stage (lessons seven to fourteen), 

the teacher deemed there was a need to provide more explicit direction to 

coaches. Two strategies were introduced: (a) in-task interventions and (b) guided 

practice.  

The in-task interventions attempted to model and thereby promote 

appropriate error detection feedback. Consequently, the teacher narrowed the 

scope of the coaches’ intervention by explicitly directing their attention to specific 

constraints in the tasks related to less complex motor execution components:  

Teacher: Stop. Chris, why did R. lose the ball? Moreover, why are your 

attacks poor? 

Chris: Hum…  

Teacher: They’re not using the target-hand. The guys holding the ball 

are too pressured. You need to act otherwise they’ll keep making the 

same mistakes. (LO, 21 November). 

 

Guided practice was used for modeling specific tactical solutions to 

students’ game problems. The teacher combined direct instruction and 

explanatory information to show how the particular tactical skills fit the specific 

tactical problems hindering their game-play. The coaches were included in the 

demonstrations to direct their attention to the critical elements in the tasks. 

Consider the following scenario during the presentation of the 3 vs. 1 game: 

Teacher: In the last lesson the off-the-ball players were great; they’re 

getting to the spots before their markers. Even so, the defense was 

tackling the ball because your timing was not the best. You need to keep 

the ball in ‘pocket’ before they start supporting. Stop dribbling, hold, only 
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then you call for the move. Chris, do it with me: wait, cut now, go. (LO, 

28 November). 

 

The teacher also modeled particular instructional strategies that coaches 

could adopt. Perhaps the most common of these was encouraging coaches to 

adjust task conditions to fit students’ ability level:  

Teacher: Each team will need to adjust the rules internally. C. for 

example will be granted ‘cold’ defense. As she’s not very experienced, 

for now, the defense cannot intercept her dribbling. Rose (higher-skilled), 

will be under ‘hot’ defense. To develop her game, she’ll need to use 

protection dribbling and jump shooting, more sophisticated moves. (LO, 

21 November) 

 

There was evidence that during the second stage of the season that the 

coaches remained highly dependent on the teacher’s support. The in-task 

interventions, for example, helped to focus the coaches’ attention towards errors 

related with specific content elements in the tasks and solve on-the-spot 

problems. It did not however, enable them to respond autonomously to new 

situations: 

Teacher: When I showed you C. was not cutting properly… 

Rose: It helped because I saw it and was more aware. I explained and 

she was more in game. 

Teacher: It helped them. But did it help you to get to do it by yourself? 

Rose: Not that. It was just too much stuff to bear in mind. One couldn’t 

remember it all. (FG-Kangaroos, 13 December) 

 

This trend was also noticed in relation to particular instructional strategies 

modeled by the teacher. The coaches showed difficulty in recalling example 

strategies of how to respond to new situations, as shown in the following 

example of task modification for assuring developmentally appropriate activities: 
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The 1 vs. 1 duels Chris selected are suitable to only the higher-skilled 

players. Some girls spent the task turning their back to the basket and 

didn’t shoot at all. He could have solved it using the ‘cold’/‘warm’ 

adjustments to defensive pressure I made to the 3 vs. 3. (LO, 5 

December) 

 

Season Two – Handball: Thriving as Problem-Solvers 
During season one, although highly dependent on the teacher’s support, 

the coaches began to understand the responsibility implicit in their role, which 

was the need to take a more active role in identifying their teams’ problems and 

acting on them. The central purpose of the intervention in Handball was to 

advance the coaches’ autonomy in conducting problem-solving activities. The 

intervention acted on two fronts. The first of these was to develop the coaches’ 

understanding of the sport (rather than reproducing the teacher’s solutions). The 

second was to enhance the ability of the coaches to conduct constructivist 

instruction by engaging teammates actively in the discovery of solutions to teams’ 

problems. Specifically, the intervention consisted of the introduction of “guided 

observation,” during the leadership seminars, which involved engaging the 

coaches in video observation, analysis, and discussion of images of critical class 

events. 

Based on the predominant tactical problems hindering the three teams’ 

game-play, the teacher created particular scenarios and used guided 

observation to elicit the coaches’ discovery of specific tactical problems. Framed 

essentially as “what is going wrong here” scenarios, the teacher used 

questioning and hints to fill in what he saw as current gaps in the coaches’ 

knowledge. Rather than offering solutions to coaches, the teacher promoted 

them to work towards collaborative construction of tactical solutions to the 

problem-solving scenarios. He used question prompts to provoke an elaboration 

of ideas in order to encourage the coaches to consider a wider range of 

alternatives and thus build more comprehensive solutions to problems. The 

following two examples show how most of these scenarios were guided towards 
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helping the coaches to anticipate events and recognize relevant information cues 

embedded in the tactical problems: 

Teacher: What’s about to happen here?  

Rose: I think he’ll catch it and score. 

Peter: Bad pass.  

Teacher: Are you sure?  

Peter: He (off-the-ball attacker) wasn’t wide open?  

Teacher: What do you think about the position he made the pass from? 

Peter/Chris (have an insight): Aaahh! It’s too far way (pass from 

inappropriate distance). 

Teacher: The defender has time… 

Rose: … to get there (anticipate). (LS, 11 January) 

 

Teacher: How can we counteract this (pass from inappropriate 

distance)?  

Silence…  

Teacher: Peter, can you aid the guys here? 

Peter: It’s too risky to pass from side-lane to side-lane. I’m explaining 

this to my team.  

Chris: Yeah. I noticed B. does that a lot. Still, if one (defender) is 

overtaken… 

Peter: You cannot have one forward and another backwards. 

Teacher: Chris, can you explain it better? 

Chris: If he’s holding the ball in the center-lane and makes a pass to the 

side-lane. 

Peter: Ah! In the sense he gets a player closer to him (covering). (LS, 16 

January) 

 

The intervention also focused on an attempt to improve the quality of the 

instructional interactions between coaches and teammates. Two key instructional 

strategies were adopted. The first of these was the use of questioning for 
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stimulating teammates’ comprehension of concepts. Here the teacher not only 

modeled the question-asking process, but also provided opportunities for the 

coaches to practice asking questions.  

Teacher: What was missing in his (Peter) instruction? 

Rose: The ‘why’.  

Teacher: If one grasps the impact it (game understanding) has on one’s 

game-play… 

Chris: She’ll do it again next time.  

Teacher: One can build a scenario. They turn back, freeze like a statue, 

“M. move over here, Why did you lose the ball?” Instead of simply telling 

her “open wide”, what question would lead her to understand why she 

needed to open wide? 

Peter: “What do you need to do to catch the ball away from the 

defender?” 

Teacher: Great question. What do you think she would answer? Think 

about the game.  

Chris: They’d need to move to the side-lines to get free from defense. 

(LS, 16 January) 

 

The second strategy adopted was to provide guidance to the coaches on 

how to prompt teammates to use previous solutions and knowledge to solve 

current tactical problems: 

Teacher: How could you go back to Basketball and get something that 

helped understand what they were doing wrong?  

Rose: That thing of stopping and waiting for support? 

Teacher: Hum… every time you made that initial give-and-go, what got 

open? 

Several: Space near the basket. 

Teacher: It’s the same thing here (Handball) every time you run that 

give-and-go. Use their knowledge from Basketball, “remember 

Basketball when the defense left the space on their back?” or recruit 
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your own knowledge, for example from (community-based) Soccer, “the 

faults are alike now, the game restarts at the exact spot”.  

Rose: We can get those things they did great so that they remember. 

(LS, 23 January) 

 
As a result of these interventions, the three coaches showed increases in 

their ability to identify tactical problems and modeling teammates’ responses in 

situations related to the aspects debated in the LS. One strategy commonly used 

was simplified questioning where they encouraged teammates to recall 

previously learned tactical skills to solve current game situations: 
A. tries to make a long-distance pass; the ball gets intercepted. Peter 

stops the game…  

Peter: What are our two main plays? J., tell me one. 

J.: The goalies pass and cut fast and wide open.  

Peter: But now you needed to have used the other one. Pass to the 

center player. I pass to D. (makes a pass-and-overlap), D. passes to A. 

and A. passes to me again. (LO, 18 January) 

Nonetheless, the three coaches either interpreted differently or had 

different abilities (or perhaps willingness) to follow the teacher’s intention of 

stimulating the engagement of their peers proactively in the discovery of 

solutions to problems. For example, Peter and Rose provided a narrower scope 

for teammates exploring alternative solutions to their problems, taking what 

could best be described as a “they learn best if you just tell them what to do” 

approach. In contrast, Chris tried to nurture a context that encouraged interaction 

and cooperation between teammates to explore solutions to problems. He 

stimulated comprehension of the appropriateness of the tactical solutions: 

Chris: Stop. Everybody, get back to position. Can the off-the-ball guys 

stand too far? 

B.: No. 

Chris: Why? 

H.: The defender gets there first than the attacker. 
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Chris: Exactly. So, C. are you at a good spot? Wouldn’t it be better be if, 

hum… 

R. (steps in to help): She was covering both of you (off-the-ball 

teammates). 

B. (takes two steps to the side showing a better spot to receive the ball). 

If you stand here he will not reach and intercept.  (LO, 25 January) 

Chris: I like knowing what they think as they may be thinking differently 

and then things will not come out as I expected. (FG-Koalas, 30 

January) 

Season Three – Soccer: Supporting the Coaches in ‘Thinking the Process 
Over’ 

During season two, the coaches struggled to cope with situations not 

related to those explicitly addressed in the LS. Additionally, Peter and Rose had 

not yet fully grasped the importance of leading instruction in ways that would 

engage teammates more actively in the construction of knowledge. The central 

purpose in Soccer was to handover substantial responsibility to the coaches for 

the conduct of the learning activities (e.g., pacing, content selection, 

engagement patterns, etc.) and problem-solving processes. On one hand, the 

learning content addressed was generated from the tactical problems and 

solutions identified by coaches themselves. On the other, the development of 

reasoning and argumentation skills and reflection sought coaches’ self-

assistance in the monitoring of the effects of their decision-making. 

Group discussions were added to the teacher’s strategies to further scaffold 

of coaches’ instructional abilities. In this season, rather than relying on video 

analysis used during the Handball season, he instead used stimulus questions to 

elicit explanations and to prompt the coaches to justify their decision-making. No 

explicit procedural guidance was given. Rather, the teacher steered the debates 

in ways that stimulated coaches to challenge each other’s thinking, construct 

arguments, and support individual options through justifications. The main goal 

here was to help the coaches to reflect upon the potential links between the 
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processes used (e.g., style of instruction) and players’ autonomy in game-play 

decision-making:   

Rose: I think it’s probably better the way Peter is doing it, because he 

explains the movements while they’re playing the first game and in the 

second one we can see they are learning better and then he leaves 

them more at ease to play. 

Chris: Yes, but one can also observe the errors, wait until they do it 

again, and then explain. 

Teacher: It’s best not doing it just because. Why are you using this 

particular strategy? 

Peter: I’m slowing the game more in team A while I explain, and less in 

team B, because they (team A) have a slower game pace. They will play 

against other teams A where it will be slower. When we change 

(heterogeneous teams), I’ll do it more regularly. (LS, 8 February) 

 

The Soccer season saw the coaches take over full ownership and 

commitment for getting their teams ready for the demands of the season. Two 

notable outcomes accompanied this increased in authority. The first was a 

growing commitment from the coaches to engage their teammates in the 

discovery of concepts and solutions to problems. For example, during Soccer, 

both Rose and Peter seemed to begin to grasp the importance of developing a 

comprehension of game concepts, something they were reticent to attempt 

during Handball. In this third season they were able to engage teammates 

cognitively in the analysis of game settings and active search of solutions to 

problems. In addition, there was evidence that the coaches were able to 

differentiate when a quick piece of feedback was necessary from cases where 

they needed to stop playing and demonstrate a particular tactic using 

questioning. Chris in particular, was adept of this: 

Chris freezes the game and takes a few minutes conducting questioning. 

Chris: Is that a good spot to receive the ball? How many passing lanes 

did B. have?  
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Moments later a different error emerges. He gives quick instruction not 

cutting the pace. 

Chris: You cannot stay too close, but you cannot stay too far either. 

Adjust it. 

Between game breaks, he gathers the team and scaffolds upon prior 

knowledge. 

Chris: The player in the center, attack the goal. Like you did in Handball. 

(LO, 1 March) 

 

Nonetheless, both Peter and Rose also showed an increasing awareness 

of the need to adjust the nature of the learning content and pacing of activities 

according with teammates’ different learning needs. As Peter noted in one 

focus group interview: “I tried to make them improve in other things in light of 

the team and themselves. In this drill, to cut the risk, especially to girls, I placed 

them controlling with the sole of the foot; it was easier for them.” 

 

Season Four – Volleyball: Toward Empowering Teammates 
Given the emergence in Soccer of a level of “coach-centeredness” through 

the use of peer-teaching responsibilities, the intervention in Volleyball was 

specifically targeted to teach coaches about possible ways for spreading that 

responsibility among teammates. The main goal of the teacher’s intervention 

was conducted during pre-lesson briefings conducted in the gym. By building 

upon coaches’ awareness of the need to adjust procedures in light of the 

characteristics of the new sport, the teacher used elaboration prompts to 

stimulate awareness of the benefits of, and processes for, delegating 

responsibility:  

Teacher: How will you manage to monitor the 1 vs. 1 practice today? 

Rose: We cannot see everything (as teammates are spread in several 

courts). 

Teacher: Those not playing could provide feedback. What’s the point in 

doing so? 
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Chris: There would be more people teaching, not everything on us. 

Peter: I could split them placing more with the less experienced players.  

(LO, 17 April) 

 

The teacher built upon the coaches’ emerging knowledge of teammates’ 

strengths and weaknesses to suggest possible means for involving teammates 

in self-monitoring. Peter and Chris in particular were able to use several 

strategies that provided breadth for teammates having an active role in the 

construction of knowledge. Further, their instruction began to involve strategies 

for holding teammates’ accountable for monitoring their own engagement in the 

process: 

Peter: Rather than having W. and myself telling them the errors, I’m 

splitting more, they’ll think like “he told me to explain, so while I’m 

explaining, I’ll know my own errors”. It’s like putting each of them 

evolving at the same time they realize they’re evolving. (LS, 8 May) 

The Eagles are practicing the 2 vs. 2. Peter summons the team and 

makes a presentation of the upcoming task. Next, teammates are sent 

to implement the task in their own courts. He’s using guided practice (a 

strategy I used back in Basketball) to mediate the teammates’ task 

presentation. They will need to make decisions on strategy, rotation. (D, 

15 May) 

 

A.: (about Chris) Now is more like, handing over responsibility and try to 

guide. It’s not being all over us. It’s trying to provide some cues, put the 

person up to think to try to realize if one is doing it right, if one is making 

errors and why. (FG-Koalas, 30 May) 

 

During focus group interviews, several students corroborated this 

increasing commitment to peer-teaching responsibilities. Moreover, they 

seemed to have captured and applied some of less directive styles of 

instruction used by their leaders:  
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D.: In our team the results are beginning to come out now. Today we 

experimented with a new technique (tactical positioning) and got our first 

win. We changed the strategy, myself getting the serve and J. at the net, 

on the second touch. (FG-Kangaroos, 22 May) 

 

D.: In those exercises, W. and myself were at the center and A. and J. at 

the net. Next we placed them at the center too so that they could get 

another view of the game. 

J.: W. told me to experiment once at the net and then at the center to 

see where I felt more comfortable playing. (FG-Eagles, 23 May) 

 

DISCUSSION 

This study had two essential purposes, the first of which was to empower 

coaches as instructional leaders in the conduct of problem-solving processes. 

The second, which was reliant on successful achievement of the first, was to 

develop these coaches’ capacity and commitment to conduct peer interactions 

that would engage teammates in active participation in the construction of 

learning experiences.  

The evidence from the year-long intervention which attempted to realize 

these goals showed that each facet of the program was supported through a 

series of overlapping, interrelated, and iterative steps of scaffolding means and 

processes that were differently, continuously, and contingently shaped by the 

teacher.  

The development of the coaches’ ability to conduct problem-solving 

activities included two main steps. The first concern centered on identifying 

tactical problems and development of appropriate tactical solutions. The second 

aimed at developing reasoning, argumentation skills and coaches’ ability to self-

monitoring of own decision-making and instruction processes. The promotion of 

student-centered peer interactions was also a highly demanding multi-phased 

process that spanned across seasons two to four. Coaches’ active involvement 

of teammates in analysis and discovery-based activities was noticed mainly from 
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the third season, while student engagement in, and assuming of, peer-teaching 

responsibilities and active self-monitoring of learning progressions was mostly 

tangible in the last season of the school year. 

The findings of the first season, Basketball, showed that student 

participation in problem-solving learning activities related to high order content 

(e.g., creating space through ‘v-cuts’) was only achievable through the teacher’s 

pronounced intervention. Consistent with prior research (Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 

2007) the use of task cards as the main supporting strategies enabled the 

coaches to only provide error diagnosis and offer lower level solutions to 

ineffective practice involving simple motor execution elements in the tasks. 

These findings echoed certain contentions from studies on Sport Education that 

advocate for provision to participants of higher direction at early stages of 

learning (Siedentop et al., 2011). As a point in case, in this study, the use of in-

task interventions and guided practice was essential in providing a visual model 

as a reference for the coaches’ diagnosis of critical errors in the tasks (Wallhead 

& O’Sullivan, 2007). An emphasis on procedural guidance proved to be more 

efficient than elaboration questions in the early stages of problem-solving for the 

reason that students seemed to lack sufficient prior knowledge upon which the 

teacher was able to scaffold upon. However, the findings do not give credence to 

the speculation of Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) that the use of guided 

practice may somehow compensate for potential deficits in the coaches’ content 

and pedagogical knowledge. In fact, the coaches were inefficient in transporting 

knowledge related with problem representation procedures or use of particular 

instructional strategies modeled by the teacher to respond to new situations 

emerging from the practice context (e.g., task modification for assuring 

developmentally appropriate practice). 

The second season, Handball, represented a critical keystone toward the 

achievement of the study’s goals. Based on the exploration of particular problem 

scenarios designed by the teacher, the intervention had two focuses. The first of 

these related specifically to domain-specific content, and involved attempts to 

improve the coaches’ problem representation and solution development 
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processes. The second centered on the structuring of the interactions between 

coaches and teammates interactions, and involved the coaches learning about 

specific student-centered instructional strategies.  

The evidence showed an increasing ability of the coaches to identify 

emerging tactical problems hindering their teammates’ game-play. Although their 

instruction was predominantly related to the content covered during the problem-

solving video observation sessions, they were still able to provide appropriate 

error detection feedback related with high order content (e.g., create space 

through 2 to 1 situations) within the practice context, even when not preceded by 

direct support from the teacher in the gym. The coaches showed higher 

versatility as they identified similar problematic situations in different contexts 

ranging from game practice to competition matches while modeling specific 

solutions to teammates’ game problems. The teachers’ shift to using discovery-

based instruction during the analysis of game problem scenarios (recognizing 

key information cues, analyzing critical constraints in the situation) seems to 

have been highly beneficial. Prior research has found that when stimulated 

through elaboration questions, students develop to be more active in taking 

deliberate efforts to identify and seek relevant information in the problems (Xun 

& Land, 2004). In this case, the development of coaches’ comprehension of 

concepts, and ability to analyse the scenarios to find relevant features in the 

situations, was likely a more suitable strategy (than direct instruction used in the 

previous season) to cope with the open and dynamic nature of the tactical 

problems in team sports (Farias, Mesquita, & Hastie, 2015). 

Also in the second season, the coaches became able to enact in the 

practice field specific instructional strategies modeled during the problem-solving 

debates. Two aspects may explain this. The considerable efforts undertaken by 

the teacher to build the scaffolding upon coaches’ own on-going instructional 

experiences, and his guidance that showed coaches how to establish links 

between current situations and their own knowledge base and prior experiences. 

Xun and Land (2004) found that such processes help students activate prior 

knowledge to solve new situations that preserve similar features in an 
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independent manner. It was also evident that the strategy first adopted by the 

coaches was the use of simplified questioning to stimulate teammates to recall 

prior learning experiences to solve emergent game situations. This confirms 

findings of previous research. It has been stressed that explicitly engaging 

instructional leaders in processes such as question-asking is an indispensable 

condition so that they are enabled to engage peers in processes of analysis and 

problem-solving (Ward & Lee, 2005). 

The third cycle of the intervention, Soccer, sought a handover to coaches of 

increased responsibility for the conduct of problem-solving activities. The 

intervention centered on developing coaches’ reasoning and argumentation skills 

and self-critical evaluation of the procedures used in their planning and conduct 

of team-practice activities. The interplay between scaffolding, fading of the 

support and handover of responsibility was particularly noticed in Soccer. The 

mastery of critical problem-solving processes (i.e., the ability to identify problems 

and select appropriate solutions to solve them) exhibited by the coaches from 

the early lessons of the season allowed reducing the degree of the scaffolding 

support considerably. On one hand, it made possible to plan the learning 

activities upon problems identified and brought up to discussion by coaches 

themselves. On the other, there was no need to revert back to the use of more 

direct instruction such as modeling in aspects related with domain-specific 

content (e.g., no need for directing coaches’ attention to tactical problems)(Xun 

& Land, 2004). The teacher found the scope necessary for introducing less 

directive reflection prompts that engaged coaches in high-level discourse such 

as making claims about possible effects of events and warrant those back with 

arguments and justifications (King, 1992).  

Soccer saw an increasingly ability (and self-determined willingness) of 

coaches to regularly engage teammates in the analysis of problem settings and 

discovery of solutions. This may signify that instructional strategies such as 

simplified questioning are difficult to be learned by students, as it was only from 

the third season that coaches grasped the process more accurately (Ward & Lee, 

2005). More importantly, it stresses the importance of developing students’ 
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reflection skills. It was only after the coaches being stimulated to reflect on the 

impact of their instruction on teammates’ achievements that they committed 

more thoroughly to relinquish more directive styles and adhered to more 

‘constructivist-oriented’ instruction. 

Despite the advances found in Soccer, the peer-teaching and cooperative 

learning initiatives were found to be unintentionally over-concentrated in the 

coaches and few other higher-skilled players of their trust. This corroborates 

finding of prior research suggesting that self-determined peer-teaching behaviors 

are particularly difficult to develop in students (Farias et al., 2015), particularly in 

the case of this study where children had no prior experiences with cooperative 

learning dynamics. In the current study, the spreading of peer-teaching initiatives 

needed to be explicitly stimulated at the entry of the fourth intervention cycle 

both at an instructional level and at a structural level.  Firstly, the coaches 

needed explicit guidance on strategies suitable to stimulate peer-teaching. 

Secondly, the nature of the sport, Volleyball (which appeals highly to cooperative 

game-play) and the structure of the learning activities (e.g., 2 to 2 practice), both 

concurred to sharing of knowledge between the doubles. 

As had occurred in Soccer, in Volleyball evidence from early lessons 

presenting coaches’ mastery of problem identification and awareness on the 

need to adjust organizational procedures to the features of the new sport, 

allowed the use of less directive support (elaboration prompts). However, in 

opposition to Soccer where most students were knowledgeable and culturally 

attuned to the sport, these students had no prior experience in Volleyball. This 

lends credit to research and literature advocating that metacognitive 

development can compensate to some extent an absence of relevant domain-

specific knowledge (King, 1992). It also stresses the key value of focusing the 

scaffolding strategies on students’ development of higher-order cognitive skills 

as a means for empowerment and self-assistance. A particularly noticeable 

finding in season four was the coaches’ ability to recall, adapt, an implement by 

their own means instructional processes modeled by the teacher in previous 

seasons to solve current problems. Peter, for example, used guide practice (a 
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process used by the teacher in the first season) for handing over responsibility to 

teammates to conduct their own learning activities. More than internalizing the 

scaffolding structure offered by the teacher and reproduce it in a straightforward 

matter, the coaches seemed to have seized the essence of the process, a 

development also acknowledge by Smit et al. (2013). This allowed them to 

adjust the type of instruction and the organization of the learning activities in light 

of the nature of the new game (e.g., the 2 vs. 2 game form in Volleyball 

implicated spreading players in groups of two players for several courts, which 

inherently implied students’ self-regulation of learning progression). 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study showed that it is possible to engage students in effective high 

order thinking processes and problem-solving activities within a pedagogical 

structure driven largely by peer-led instructional interactions. However, this study 

also showed that without specific coaching preparation to conduct instruction 

congruent with constructivist pedagogies, it is highly unlikely that the ‘guide on 

the side’ and merely placing students in teams, by themselves, will ensure the 

active involvement of students in general in the discovery and building their of 

own learning experiences. To be highlighted is the fact that the scaffolding 

processes used by the teacher in Sport Education to stimulate development of 

coaches’ problem-solving skills involved a highly complex, and far from linear, 

process. It was not a question of simple gradual withdrawing and replacement of 

procedural guidance with discovery-based strategies. Rather, the scaffolding 

was shown to be a dynamic process highly influenced by an interplay of factors 

such as the nature of the domain-specific knowledge, coaches’ and teammates’ 

ongoing responses, the progress on cognitive and metacognitive skills, and 

students’ prior experiences and conceptions on teaching and learning. In this 

case, the action research methodology was critical for allowing to keep pace with 

the ever-changing knowledge and relational development, while also permitting 

to act in useful time upon the process itself toward improved teaching and 

learning. 
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WHAT DOES THIS ARTICLE ADD? 

This article is significant in that whereas nearly all research conducted to 

date on the model has centered in isolated and single seasons, this study was 

the first in Sport Education to provide insight on the outcomes generated from a 

year-long participation of an entire class in four consecutive seasons. As noted, 

only one study other than the present one has focused on student-coaches’ 

leadership. However, the present study involved both all the student-coaches 

and all the students in the class providing a more comprehensive account of 

events than prior investigation centered on one coach and one team. More 

importantly, this study was not concerned with simply providing a description of 

the events, but involved specific interventions aimed at improving coaching 

effectiveness. The study was also innovative as it represents the first 

investigation in Sport Education comprising a transformative action research 

methodology in order to attempt to change and empower coaches’ leadership 

behaviors through a multidimensional development of skills (content, 

instructional, and pedagogical knowledge). This study also offers an exhaustive 

and integrated analysis of the teacher’s and coaches’ instruction by including 

video and audio recordings and analysis of all the instructional and relational 

interactions occurring between the teacher and the coaches, and between the 

coaches and teammates. Additionally, multiple data sources were utilized in 

order to investigate the phenomena from different perspectives (e.g., group 

interviews, field diary, leadership seminars, video and audio form classes…). 
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Abstract 
Background: While evidence of the positive impact of Sport Education in 

developing enthusiastic and literate sportspersons is substantial, research 

outcomes regarding competency remain inconsistent. In Sport Education, pupils 

themselves as student-coaches assume leadership for significant elements of 

content selection and conduct of task presentations and interactions for peers’ 

knowledge and performance development. Although student-coaches are 

pivotal, there is a dearth of research that explicitly informs teachers and 

researchers on how to most effectively prepare these students for peer-teaching 

responsibilities. Similarly, there is scant information on how such process 

impacts coaches’ tactical knowledge and instructional development, its 

influences on teammates’ learning achievement, and the effects of students’ 

long-term participation in Sport Education. As in team sports the students are 

called to develop as thinking players and self-directed decision-makers, the 

challenge of coaches’ preparation is particularly demanding.  

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to conduct a year-long action research 

to examine students’ tactical development in team sports through peers-led 

instructional interactions. The objectives were threefold: examining the 

strategies used by the teacher during an intervention designed to prepare 

coaches to conduct peer-led instructional interactions and learning activities 

conducive to tactical development; examining the instructional strategies used 

by coaches during peer-led instructional interactions and their ability to conduct 

the learning activities; examining students’ development of tactical 

understanding and game-play. 

Methods: Twenty-six 7th-grade students participated in four consecutive Sport 

Education seasons comprising invasion-games (Basketball, Handball, Soccer) 

and a non-invasion/net game (Volleyball). The research involved four action-

research iterative cycles of planning, acting, monitoring, and fact-finding. Data 

collection included semi-structured group interviews, video/audio recordings of 

all lessons, and a Field Diary kept by the first author in the role of teacher-

researcher. 

Results: This study demonstrated that through systematic preparation, the 

student-coaches developed effective coaching-leadership leading to students’ 
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successful tactical development. While the longitudinal design provided the 

context for the transfer of knowledge across seasons to occur, the action 

research feature was critical for allowing the continuous (re)adjustment of the 

teacher’s mediation strategies according with coaches’ and teammates’ on-

going progress. The students progressed from rote repetition of tactical skills 

and inefficient error detection owing to widespread lacks of game understanding 

(Basketball) to transferring tactical knowledge to solve problems across game 

categories (Volleyball). As intermediate progression, was the ability to solve 

problems within a particular frame of tactical problems/skills (Handball) and 

independent construction of team-specific tactical skills and dynamic adjustment 

to changing conditions of game-play (Soccer). 

Conclusions: This study stressed that if effective learning is to be achieved 

within peers-led instruction tasks, than it is critical that teachers apply coaching 

preparation protocols for student-coaches in instructional leadership. This is 

particularly so in the case of team sports where players need to develop 

problem-solving skills and high order cognitive processes to cope with the ever-

changing game demands. Due to the time requirements for students’ learning of 

managerial and instructional duties, the establishment of curriculum-based 

organizations that contain consecutive practice of games and team sports within 

a same category would potentially facilitate the transfer of knowledge across 

activities. 

Keywords: Student-coaches’ preparation, Tactical development, Longitudinal 

design, Transfer of knowledge, Instruction. 

 
Introduction 

In the past decade, game-centred approaches have taken a central role in 

the discourse on the teaching of team sports in physical education (Tannehill, 

MacPhail, and van der Mars 2013). Teaching Games for Understanding 

(TGfU)(Bunker and Thorpe 1982) and Sport Education (Siedentop 1994) are 

perhaps the two most well-known (and researched) of these game-centred 

approaches that assign learners a central role in the construction of their own 

learning experiences (Dyson, Griffin, and Hastie 2004). 
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Sport Education in particular has been high recognized for linking the 

learning of games and team sports with the authentic form of sport within the 

larger culture (Hastie and Mesquita 2016). This is accomplished by the 

incorporation of six key features that preserve the primary features of sport 

(seasons, affiliation, formal competition, etc.) while simultaneously providing 

students the opportunity for performing sporting roles other than that of players 

(e.g., coaches, referees, and scorekeepers). Due to its roots “in sport and play” 

(Siedentop 2002, 415), Sport Education also provided a framework through 

which learning games from a tactical perspective might take place.  Thus, the 

development of the competent sportsperson, a central goal of Sport Education, 

pursues the improvement of game sense through extensive play practice, in 

what Launder (2001) has defined as intelligent coupling of movement technique 

and tactical components in the game context. 

Nonetheless, while research on Sport Education has shown substantial 

evidence of its positive impact in the development of enthusiasm and literacy 

(see the reviews by Wallhead and O’Sullivan 2005; Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda, 

and Calderón 2011; and Harvey, Kirk, and O’Donovan 2014), research 

outcomes regarding competency remain inconsistent (Araújo, Mesquita, and 

Hastie 2014). For example, while there is evidence that students can make 

improvements in the selection and execution of the simple tasks involved in 

game play (Hastie, Sinelnikov, and Guarino 2009; Mahedero et al. 2015), in 

team sports that involve more complex tactical demands lack of improvements 

in game play and tactical understanding are more evident (Hastie 1998; 

Mesquita, Farias, and Hastie 2012; Pritchard et al. 2008; Farias, Mesquita, and 

Hastie 2015). In fact, the tactical and strategic complexity of team sports has 

been noted across a number of the game-based pedagogical models (e.g., 

Tactical Games, Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997; Game Sense, den Duyn 1997; 

Play Practice, Launder 2001; Invasion Games Competence Model, Musch et al. 

2002; and Tactical Learning Decision making, Gréhaigne, Wallian, and Godbout 

2005), as well as in conceptual revisits to the original TGfU approach (Kirk and 

MacPhail 2002).  

The conceptualization and didactic structure of games’ learning offered by 

these models is grounded in the assertion that students’ game-play abilities 
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build up during action as they strive to overcome tactical problems that take 

different shapes in light of the dynamic configurations of game-play (Griffin, 

Mitchell, and Oslin 1997; Launder 2001). Learning the game thereby needs to 

be conceived as a problem-solving process whereby students develop the 

ability to identify problems that arise during a game and construct suitable 

tactical solutions to solve them. Due to the requirement for players to adapt to 

the immediate demands, for instance, of an ever-changing opposition, the 

development of ‘thinking players’ who understand the game tactically is deemed 

an indispensable condition for the construction of personal knowledge and ‘self-

directed’ game players (Musch et al. 2002; Light 2013; Gréhaigne, Wallian, and 

Godbout 2005). Within Sport Education, it is expected that these ‘thinking 

players’ will develop gradually as teams prepare for the culminating event. It is 

for this reason that a number of nonconsequential practice matches (or 

scrimmages) are included in the early parts of any Sport Education season, in 

order to allow for the on-going confrontation of and successful negotiation 

among team members of tactical problems.  

It should be noted, however, that a key feature of Sport Education (in 

contrast to the other based models) is the incorporation of the student-coach. 

While the role of this coach can be as simple as a “guide on the side”, in other 

iterations of the model they may be responsible for significant elements of 

content selection and task presentation. It might be expected then that we have 

ample evidence of the success (or lack thereof) of these coaches in action. In 

fact, the contrary could not be more true. Indeed, to date only the study of 

Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) has examined the processes being used by 

teachers to prepare students to the demands of peer-teaching responsibilities 

and how this affects coaches’ content knowledge and instructional 

development. These authors showed that while competent when the learning 

content involved low-order tactics, the gaps found in the coach’s domain-

specific content and pedagogical knowledge resulted in the ineffective 

development of their teammates’ content knowledge and performance of high 

order tag rugby content.   

Echoing concerns from concurrent student-/game-centred approaches 

where it is recognized that assumptions underlying games learning is primarily 
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speculative and untested (Gréhaigne, Caty, and Godbout 2010), in Sport 

Education there is also a void of research that explicitly informs teachers and 

researchers how to most effectively develop high order tactical knowledge and 

performance in students (Wallhead and O’Sullivan 2005; Hastie, Martinez de 

Ojeda, and Calderón 2011). A further confounding factor is that the majority of 

research conducted on Sport Education has been dependent on inferences 

drawn from students’ and teachers’ experiences within single seasons or single 

sites (Hastie and Mesquita 2016). Such research designs do not allow for 

generalizations that might be forthcoming from prolonged student participation 

in Sport Education seasons. Similarly, single unit exposures do not allow for the 

study of the transfer of knowledge and performance of common tactical 

principles across games in the same category (e.g., invasion games).  

The argument made in this paper is that the study of the processes by 

which coaches might conduct peers-led instruction effectively leading to 

teammates’ tactical development requires a combination of longitudinal data 

collection protocols with dynamic and flexible research methodologies such 

action research. As a result, the primary purpose of this study was to conduct a 

year-long action research to examine students’ tactical development in team 

sports through peers-led instructional interactions. The specific objectives were 

threefold. The first of these was to examine the strategies used by the teacher 

during an intervention designed to prepare coaches to conduct peer-led 

instructional interactions and learning activities conducive to tactical 

development. This was accompanied by the examination of the instructional 

strategies used by coaches during peer-led instructional interactions and their 

ability to conduct the learning activities. In keeping with the goal of developing 

the competent sports player, the third objective of this study was to examine the 

development of tactical understanding and game-play by students across the 

year. 

Methods 

Design 
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The design in this study acknowledges that any examination on the 

dynamic and situated development of teaching and learning within student-

centred curriculum models must reflect an epistemology capable of keeping 

pace with its ‘messy’ and on-going engaging process (Farias, Hastie, and 

Mesquita 2015). Consequently, building on the resurgence within the field of 

sport pedagogy of the ‘teacher-as-researcher’ movement (e.g. Gubacs-Collins 

2007; Casey and Dyson 2009), the study took the form of an action research-

based intervention. Aimed at empowering both the teacher and his students 

through authentic involvement in decision making, investment and participation 

designed to improve their lived experiences in physical education (Enright and 

O’Sullivan 2012), the project entailed four iterative cycles of planning, acting, 

monitoring, and fact-finding, each centred on the events emerging within Sport 

Education seasons of basketball, handball, soccer, and volleyball.  

Setting and Participants 

Ten girls and 16 boys (aged between 12 and 14 years old) enrolled in the 

7th-grade at a school in Northern Portugal who participated in physical 

education lessons two times per week were the participants in this study. In 

lesson one of the school year, the class voted three students as team coaches 

(‘Rose’, ‘Peter’, and ‘Chris’). By the end of the first term, the consensus at a 

class level was that these three coaches should be maintained in the role for the 

following seasons. ‘Rose’, ‘Peter’, and ‘Chris’ (pseudonyms) are the leading 

actors in this study. The first author had 11 years of experience teaching 

physical education and in the past six years he had been using models-based 

approaches. The teacher assumed the dual role of teacher-researcher. 

The participants were informed about the purpose of the study, the scope of 

their involvement, and guaranteed anonymity during the process, including the 

recording and dissemination of results (through the use of pseudonyms). Ethical 

approval for the research project was granted by the host university after all the 

participant students and respective parental carers signed informed consent. 
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Context and Taught curriculum  

The Sport Education seasons. This study progressed along an entire 

school year (October to June) and was comprised of four consecutive seasons 

of Sport Education. In line with the school’s programme,  the sports approached 

were basketball in the first term (13 lessons: 7 x 45-min plus 6 x 90-min); 

handball (8 lessons: 4 x 45-min plus 4 x 90-min) and soccer (10 lessons: 4 x 45-

min plus 6 x 90-min) in the second term; and volleyball (16 lessons: 9 x 45-min 

plus 6 x 90-min) in the third term.  In the initial lesson of the initial season 

(basketball) the class was affiliated in three heterogeneous but balanced teams, 

‘The Eagles’, ‘The Koalas’, and ‘The Kangaroos’.  The seasons included the four 

‘non-negotiable’ features that Hastie and Mesquita (2016) suggest must be 

necessarily contained in a Sport Education season. These include (a) that the 

season takes place over an extended period of time, (b) the presence of 

persisting teams, (c) the presence of developmentally appropriate competition 

consisting of small-sided games, and (d) that students take upon roles and 

responsibilities other than that of player. 

The Learning Content. At the entry of each seasons, the coaches received 

a coaching handbook containing learning tasks of different complexity. The 

learning tasks used in the three consecutive seasons of basketball, handball, 

and soccer were based on the Invasion Games Competence Model (Musch et 

al. 2002; Mesquita, Farias, and Hastie 2012; Farias, Mesquita and Hastie 2015). 

In each season, the players were expected to develop proficient game-play 

within a basic game form (e.g., handball and soccer: 3 vs. 2 plus goalkeeper) 

through daily practice and competition matches. The students learned less 

complex tactics within practice tasks (Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997) that took 

the format of game-like tasks (technique-focused) and partial game forms 

(tactical-focused). These functioned as building blocks to performance in the 

basic game form (Musch et al.  2002). 

The Step-Game-Approach model (Mesquita et al. 2005) was used to teach 

the volleyball sports content. The students solved progressive game problems 

that ranged from the minimum capacity to support the ball during practice of the 

1 vs. 1, to the ability to cooperate with a teammate during game-play (2 vs. 2). 
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Table 1 provides a year-long syllabus with the summarized description of key 

elements of the teacher’s mediation of coaches’ instruction and Tactical Content 

Development. 

 
Data Collection 

This study relied on multiple sources of evidence in order to gain in-depth 

access to the occurring instructional interactions and understanding on the hows 

and whys from all the participants’ points of view. The data sources included 

lesson observations (LO), a field diary (FD), semi-structured group interviews, 

and a leadership seminar diary. 

Lesson Observations. Two crossed-angle digital camcorders were set in 

the gymnasium together with four audio recording devices wore in an armband 

by the instructional leaders (one for the teacher and one for each of the three 

coaches) were used to provide an accurate analysis of the behaviours and 

interactions occurring in every lesson. The more than 3200 minutes of audio and 

videotape collected along the school year allowed capturing the authenticity of 

the dialogues and interactions among the participants, and for the teacher-

researcher gain access to events not noticed at the real moment of the 

occurrence due to his direct involvement in the learning activities (Patton 2015). 

This also permitted to gather images from students’ game play that were later 

used as stimulated recall techniques during post-event group interviews.  

Field Diary. Following each lesson, the teacher-researcher conducted a 

synchronized examination of the video and audio recordings. That is, notes were 

taken from the content analysis of the coaches’ instructional interactions (e.g., 

during error detection feedback, pre and post-game practice gatherings, freezing 

and rehearsal instruction) together with the teacher-researcher’s reflections upon 

lesson events. In this study, that reflection focused on the coaches’ abilities to 

identify tactical problems hindering their teams’ performance and to act upon 

them by using appropriate instruction, as well as the extent to which their 

instruction stimulated teammates’ understanding of problematic scenarios or 

established links between task selection and game problems. The analysis also 

included an examination of students’ tactical movements in game-play situations, 
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which were compared with the nature of coaches’ instruction and on-going ability 

to conduct problem-solving processes. The notes included comments and 

stimulus questions to be asked in different data collection settings (e.g., in the 

leadership seminars) aimed at exploring potential causality factors and 

explanation of events from students’ perspective. 

The systematic, on-going, and intertwined process of data collection and 

data analysis generated notes that directed new data collection (e.g., topics to 

be addressed in the group interviews) and pedagogical procedures (e.g., content 

to include in the preparation of coaches’ leadership). While these notes 

comprised information on contextual elements (e.g., lesson content and 

organization, content development, task progressions, planning of following 

activities) to facilitate the integrated analysis of the teaching-learning process, 

the records were chronologically and systematically organized for providing a 

thorough account of coaches’ and teammates’ on-going progress in light of the 

study’s objectives. Further, the FD was supplemented by analytic notes 

designed to integrate theory into the analysis and reflect on the dynamic 

interplay between theory and practice (e.g., how given theoretical assumptions 

on teaching and learning manifested or not in practice). This aided in gaining an 

understanding of what was being learned in ways that helped rethinking, 

reshaping and sharing the on-going research process and products.  

Interviews. Throughout the year, twenty-four focus group interviews (eight 

for each of the three teams) were conducted. Each of these lasted approximately 

90 minutes, and was recorded on videotape. The group interviews occurred in 

the beginning and end of each season and were conducted at a team level. 

While the accent of these group sessions was on exploring issues on group 

interactions and helping joint construction of meaning among team members, the 

students were also asked to analyse particular moments of their game-play. 

These performance-related recall and verbalize exercises were a means to 

explore students’ interpretations and rationale related with particular decision-

making occurred during game-play. This allowed drawing on-going conclusions 

about the tactical development of students in general, and of coaches’ 

instructional skills and tactical knowledge in particular, in different points in time. 
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Leadership Seminar Diary.  Eleven leadership seminars (LS), exclusive to 

coaches, were conducted in seasons two, three and four, each lasting 

approximately 45 minutes. During these seminars, the coaches participated in a 

number of different activities. Examples included watching video footage of 

game scenarios the teacher found to be problematic as well as discussing issues 

brought up by the coaches themselves. The subsequent debates-of-ideas 

(Gréhaigne, Caty, and Godbout 2010) served to develop the coaches’ ability to 

identify tactical problems and construct appropriate solutions or to conduct 

instruction that would lead to teammates’ comprehension of concepts. All the LS 

were video and audiotaped and transcribed verbatim. As with the FD, analytic 

notes were added that sought chronological systematization an on-going 

interpretation of the coaches’ progresses.  

Data analysis 
Each interview was first observed and listened by the teacher-researcher in 

order to promote a familiarity with the material before verbatim transcription 

(Patton 2015). A thematic analysis was used to analyse the data from the FD, 

interviews and LS.  The first stage of the analysis involved the repeated reading 

of the transcripts followed by line-by-line open coding of data to expose the 

embedded thoughts, ideas and meanings, and search for patterns, a process 

suggested by Charmaz (2006). The attempt to uncover patterns in data was 

guided by the degree of relevance to the ‘problem’ under investigation, the 

prevalence of the occurrence, or recurrence of participants’ quotation (Lincoln 

and Denzin 2003). The focused coding involved the analysis of the defined 

codes and testing possible combinations that led to formation of overarching 

themes and subthemes. The interpretative analysis aimed at a deeper 

comprehension of the ‘phenomena’ by attempting to explicate possible 

relationships between codes and themes.  

As suggested by Corbin and Strauss (2014), a third level of analysis 

consisted  of a process of working back and forth between data and theory was 

used to examine, clarify and think about data in a more sensitive way.  This was 

employed to facilitate analysis and consider how theory related with tactical 

perspectives for teaching team sports (e.g., Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997; Kirk 

and MacPhail 2002; Gréhaigne, Caty, and Godbout 2010; Slade, Webb, and 
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Martin 2015) might be useful to expose the complexities, conflicts and 

contradictions in the evolving of the research problem. There was an explicit 

effort to not force data to fit the theory but rather to search for patterns and 

understand how it might support or oppose current conceptualizations. This 

process helped reaching intrinsic meanings in the data, refine the substance of 

the themes and subthemes. A final stage involved the production of the written 

text.  

Trustworthiness  
The teacher-researcher was an inside member of what Coghlan and 

Brannick (2014) call the ‘organizational system’ in which the process of inquiry 

occurred. It was necessary for him to use methods that allowed both to 

acknowledge for the consequences of his presence and for taking a step back to 

facilitate a reading of his situated self. As recommended by Bradbury and 

Reason (2006), the first author tried to deal with his critical subjectivity by 

listening to students’ voices while showing fairness and sensitivity and by 

expressing in words and acts his genuine intention of developing a more just and 

meaningful learning experience to students. Three additional procedures were 

undertaken. Data triangulation involved cyclical and iterative data collection and 

analysis of different sources of data. The on-going interpretations (e.g., analytic 

notes registered in the FD) from class events (e.g., video observation of class 

events) were continuously crosschecked (e.g., group interviews). As advised by 

Strauss and Corbin (1990), students were continually asked to verify the 

accuracy of the teacher-researcher’s interpretations of the meanings implicit in 

their actions and verbal interventions. A third process sought minimizing the risk 

of individual research bias (Patton 2015). Regular peer debriefings involved the 

research team (the first researcher and co-authors) in a collaborative approach 

within the interpretational analysis. 

 
RESULTS 

The data analysis generated four main themes, which are representative 

of the principal development in each season/cycle. These were, Basketball: 

learning what to do…not why or when to do it; Handball: reading the game and 

‘going for it’ within a given frame of problems; Soccer: transferring knowledge 
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and ‘upgrading’ to construct the game; and Volleyball: using the tactical ‘eye’ for 

grasping the new game. Each main theme comprises two topics. The first is 

centred on the teachers’ instructional intervention for supporting coaches’ 

instructional leadership, while the second centres on the advances and 

unsolved issues related both with coaches’ instruction and with the tactical 

development of students in general.  

Basketball: learning what to do…not when or why to do it. 
Season one served to provide a baseline of the coaches’ initial ability to 

lead their teams. In essence, it served as a diagnosis of what particular 

strategies would be put in place by the teacher in the subsequent seasons. The 

learning of basketball was sought through development of knowledge of tactical 

problems and appropriate decision-making associated with a single-basket 3 

vs. 3 game form played in half-court size.  

Instruction: from ‘learning by playing’ to teacher’s takeover 
During basketball, the teacher showed two different conceptions for 

teaching the game. Lessons one to six saw a predominant use of indirect 

teaching strategies to test coaches’ leadership. After a brief demonstration of 

the game’s conditions conducted in lesson one, the teacher believed that 

blending extensive game practice with the imposition of particular individually 

adjusted conditions on the game (e.g., ‘no-interception’ rule during initiatives for 

attacking the basket) would stimulate the emergence of particular tactical 

movements in students (e.g., attacking the basket when on-the-ball). 

Additionally, the coaches received a handbook containing detailed descriptions 

of the game form and a series of game-related practice tasks of different 

complexity. 

From lessons seven to twelve the teacher felt compelled to step in to 

assume the identification of the critical tactical problems common to the teams 

and to introduce specific tactical skills to solve them. The next example focuses 

on using space appropriately by supporting in reference to spots and on 

creating space to attack the basket at every set up of the attack (3 vs. 1). The 

coaches were asked to repeat the tasks and focus error detection based upon 
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the teacher’s explanation of what to do and why, along with a focus on the 

execution of key motor components in the tactical skills (how to do): 

Teacher: Last game you’re not using the spots and ran around 

messing each other’s moves. I’ll show you a ‘sure-fire’ play. Rose 

and J., start running slow from down court towards the safety zone. 

Keep yourself in your own lane so that you don’t cut each other’s 

passing lanes. See the space getting free near the basket as Rose 

‘drags’ JR (marker) out. Now, quick, reverse the move back and cut 

to the basket (v-cut) (…) Be sure to keep a target-hand high up in the 

cutting direction or you’ll lose the advantage. (LO, 9 November) 

Advances and unsolved issues: from low engagement to knowing 
‘what’ to do 
The class observations from the first stage of the season showed low 

game involvement of many students due to the coaches’ lack of awareness of 

the various opportunities for action implicit in the game conditions. That is, 

merely imposing particular conditions on the game and providing coaches 

explicit information through the coaching handbooks was insufficient in helping 

them to identify and act upon such situations. Further, the coaches’ task 

selection were not aligned with the game form or the deficiencies in teammates’ 

performance: 

Chris and H. saw the opportunity with the ‘safety zones’ and scored 

heavily. B. and C. did not, kept holding the ball not cutting to the 

basket while no feedback came from Chris. (FD, 7 November) 

Peter’s 1 vs. 1 wasn’t that useful as students were duelling within the 

goal area when this never happens in the game (no-interception 

zone). (FD, 9 November) 

Teacher: Any particular reason for working on these skills today (2 

vs. 0)? 

Rose: I do it all the time at the club, so I felt like trying it here too. 

(LO, 16 November) 
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Following the point where the teacher intervened in identifying some of the 

teams’ game problems and introduced specific tactical moves to solve them, 

the second stage of the season showed a general increase in game 

involvement by the previously less participatory students. This was a 

consequence of players learning ‘what’ to do (e.g., give-and-go from the ‘safety 

zone’) in very particular game situations (e.g., at every initial setting up of the 

attack): 

Christopher: Those plays helped a lot getting the team organized and 

players getting the ball more easily, to have a schema of play in mind 

that we used in the trainings (game practice)  

A.: It’s easy. Either we cut fast and win their backs (create space for 

scoring) or keep coming back to spots again and again. (FG-Koalas, 

13 December) 

 

Nonetheless, the students’ game-play consisted frequently of rote 

repetition of the solutions provided by the teacher. Some players failed to 

recognize when the game setting was appropriate for applying the specific 

tactical skills learned (when to do it) or struggled to apply key motor elements 

appropriately to the game context (why to do it). While coaches were able to 

prompt for specific action, they were unable to identify and provide feedback on 

the critical failure element in the tactical skills without the teachers’ intervention:  

Rose: I kept telling him “go, go, cut fast down the lane (spot) ”. Still 

he cuts to the basket killing C.’s moves. Other times, he’s unmarked 

but doesn’t go for it (attack the basket). 

JR: I kind of…got confused. (FG-Kangaroos, 13 December) 

The first 20-min were a mess. Many were cutting with ‘hands-high’ 

but losing the ball and not scoring for cueing backwards. They didn’t 

get it places them in a good place to score. (LO, 5 December) 

 

Handball: reading the game and ‘going for it’ within a given frame of 
tactical problems  

The main game form selected for the handball season was a 3 vs. 2 plus 

goalkeeper (not-fixed) played on a 20m x 15m court. Given the pervasive lack of 
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game understanding found in basketball together with the coaches’ dependency 

on the teacher for developing problem-solving processes, the main goal set for 

the season was to develop coaches’ instructional self-assistance. There was a 

strong investment in developing their ability to identify tactical problems and 

select appropriate tactical solutions. So as not to overload the coaches with 

information or expose them to disproportionate instructional requirements, their 

attentional focus was channelled into a particular framework of tactical problems 

and respective solutions. The LS conducted outside the gym were introduced 

from handball onwards and included a series of activities (e.g. video observation 

of  game-play problems) to support the development of coaches’ leadership. 

Intervention: discovering what is happening in the game from 
the teacher’s ‘tactical eye’ 
The teacher implemented two key initiatives. First, the students 

participated in extensive game practice from lessons one to three. In that period, 

the teacher extracted from the lesson observations those tactical problems and 

particular tendencies of play that emerged systematically as some of tactical 

moves used more frequently by players to overcome such game situations. 

Additionally, during the LS, the coaches participated in video observations 

sessions to study such configurations of play. A typical exchange in the 

questioning process during video analysis is depicted below. It involved: (a) 

identifying predominant patterns of play (e.g., tactical problems); (b) building 

understanding of the situations (i.e., why and where to do); and (c) discovering 

appropriate tactical skills for solving the problems. The debate-of-ideas centres 

on tactical principles related with both closing and creating space that had 

emerged due to the outnumber relation implicit in the 3 vs. 2 attack-defence 

relation:  

Teacher: What is happening? 

Rose: They score…and again. V. just stays there (slow transition). 

Teacher: And now? T. keeps killing your defence. 

Peter: Oh. He makes that strategy (pass and overlap). 

Chris: Because the two (defenders) went there (duel).  

Teacher:  Then, what’s the point with the ‘stick close’?  
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Rose: So that they (defence) don’t leave space open to the goal and 

take goals. 

Teacher: What else? If you close the centre lane, you’ll be pushing 

them, where?  

Peter: To the side-lines 

Teacher: It’s easier to take a goal from there, right?  

Several: No, it’s harder . 

Teacher: Now, look at it from another angle. How can we counteract 

this defensive line?  

Peter: Telling R. (on-the-ball) to move forward. 

Chris: R. needs to use the three steps (rule). 

Teacher: Exactly. This is called ‘attacking the pair’, travelling, fixing 

the defender and… 

Peter: …when they come on us, we pass to him (open player by the 

side-line). (LS, 11 January) 

 

Advances and unsolved issues: from ‘doing the same every 
time’ to conscious game-play  
The analysis of coaches’ instruction showed they improved in their ability 

to identify emerging problems and regularities in teammates’ game-play and 

provide instruction related with the tactical principles discussed in the video 

sessions. There was a concern for stimulating teammates’ comprehension of 

the game (why and when to do), to anticipate possible constraints, and base 

decision-making on the information contained in the game scenario: 

After a sequence of poor supporting movements, Chris stops 

practice and instructs teammates on ‘progressing and fixing’ the 

defender for creating a 2 to 1 play. 

Chris: T., the ones in the side-lanes, and this has happened before 

(…) when we’re attacking, keep wide open. But, the one in the 

middle, not too far.  Why?  

R.: The defence will cut the ball. 
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Chris: You two, keep a (parallel) line, open wide, and wait until the 

defender comes on you, so that the other one gets, what? 

B.: Free. 

C.: So that he can pass us the ball. (LO, 18 January) 

 

As the season progressed it was noticed that students moved beyond rote 

application of the tactical skills learned (e.g., passing-and-overlap to set up an 

attack every time the attack was initiated by the goalkeeper). Players showed 

an increasing ability to recognize tendencies in opponents’ movements and 

take advantage of it by using the tactical skills learned. The following sequence 

explores how M. performed a pass-and-overlap not exclusively to set up an 

attack but also to create space to respond to a dynamic game situation. Her 

movement embedded an underlying sense of the complementary relationship 

between using space appropriately while moving as close to the goal as 

possible:  

We explore video images of the Kangaroos’ game-play. 

Teacher: Why did you cut to that specific spot at that specific 

moment? 

M. (lower-skilled girl): I get closer to the goal that way. As I’m the 

closest to the goal, they pass me the ball. Also, because there was 

no one there. 

Rose: R. (opponent) kept leaving the (defensive) zone trying to 

tackle the ball down court. She took advantage of the space at his 

back. (FG-Kangaroos, 1 February) 

 

Despite students’ improvements, they showed difficulty in coping with what 

could be considered as new content. That is, several players were unable to 

adjust game-play to respond to emergent game situations not directly related 

with the tactical skills they had learnt. It was only in retrospect that coaches 

were brought to a conscious level on the inability to cope with such emerging 

situations at the moment of occurrence: 
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W.: A. was usually the goalie, but if for some reason it was D., the 

other (third player) went up the wrong way, we lost the organization 

(at defence-attack transition). 

Peter: When attacking and changed to defence, the nearest player 

should have gone as goalie. (FG-Eagles, 1 February) 

 

 Further, as the season progressed, the coaches preferred to solve 

problems through instruction provided on-the-spot or during breaks between 

game practice. They showed no concern (or awareness) about the importance 

of working on problems through the specialized tasks provided in the coaching 

handbook or videos:  

Teacher: You (Peter/Rose) went on with the same (partial game 

form) from last lesson but he (Chris) brought a new one (2 to 1 plays) 

of the videos because he sensed the problem. 

Chris: Not really a problem, just felt the team would get stronger if we 

had those tactics. 

Peter: That’s too complicated, we lose time. I prefer letting them play 

and… 

Rose: … just say “go, hold, go hold” (closing space). (LS, 30 

January) 

 

Soccer: transferring knowledge and ‘upgrading’ to construct the 
game 

The game form used during soccer was the same as for handball (i.e., 3 

vs. 2 plus dynamic goalkeeper). The main goal set for the soccer season was 

for coaches to take over full responsibility for the main processes of content 

development and problem-solving. As a result, only a brief presentation of the 

game form’s rules and game conditions was provided to students in lesson one. 

The focus of the intervention was to enhance coaches’ self-assistance by 

stimulating them to build their leadership upon individual experiences and prior 

knowledge. 
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Intervention: building the game upon coaches’ existing 
understanding  
The teachers’ intervention had two main objectives. The first was to 

stimulate coaches’ transfer of prior and individual knowledge on tactical 

principles into the new game, while the second was to help them to individualize 

the learning tasks. In the first lessons, the students engaged in extensive 

practice of the game form. Following this first week, the coaches gathered to 

analyse and debate video sequences in handball and soccer that depicted 

similar patterns and tactical principles (e.g., the need for using 2 to 1 situations 

to create space). This also included the attempt to link the situations to the 

coaches’ own knowledge repertoire from outside-school sporting experiences:  

Teacher: What did he just do?  

Peter:  He got wide open. 

Teacher: Why is that important?  

Rose: To ‘cut loose’ from the defender. 

Teacher: Chris, you’re a centre-back at the club, I know this is 

handball, but is this movement really new to you?  

Chris: I do it all the time (at the club) with my right-back. 

Teacher: So, what’s different?  

Rose, Chris, Peter: It’s the same. 

Chris: We get a 2 to 1 play. 

Peter: They make space for crossing or shooting. (LS, 3 February) 

 

The coaches’ construction of tactical skills/tasks to solve game problems 

specific to their teams was built upon particular episodes of their own 

instructional intervention. The next video observation debate centres on issues 

related with defensive cover uncovered by Peter during the Eagles’ game 

practice:  

Rose: They both went for duelling instead of keeping one as central-

back (covering) while the other goes tackling. 

Teacher: I agree. This is something really complex that your players 

won’t learn just by you telling them. These moves need to be worked 
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through specific tasks that seem like the game. How can you work 

this out? 

Rose: We can practice the ‘circle’ (e.g. 4 to 1 duels). 

Teacher: Do you play in circles during the game? 

Rose: No… 

Peter: You need to intercept the ball (closing passing lanes), not 

duelling one-on-one. 

Teacher: The ‘circle’ calls for different tactics. What would you say of 

this 3 vs. 2 (I showed them a practice task from the ‘handbook’ 

explaining how it fits the problem).  

Peter: Easy. Pass, pass, pass (attack), and they follow the ball 

(defence). (LS, 15 February)  

 

Advances and unsolved issues: constructing our ‘own game’  
From the initial lessons, the coaches showed the ability to identify 

emerging tactical problems independently of the teacher’s support. A pattern 

commonly noted was their focus on tactical principles similar to those worked 

previously in handball. In the next excerpt, while adjusting to the specificity of 

the soccer’s game form (i.e., the space to be covered was higher in soccer 

given there was no restrictive area as in handball), Chris brings forth more 

sophisticated tactical content. He moves beyond merely closing space by 

keeping distance between defenders (as in handball) to addressing defensive 

cover. Through freeze replays, players experiment a chained set of actions, 

closing the goal, delaying the attackers’ progression, and covering the partner’s 

back: 

Chris: Stop, what’s wrong here? Imagine the ball is with H. (centre-

lane attacker). B., myself, anyone, (hold) together at the centre. H., 

pass to C. (right side attacker). Now, the attacker is far from the goal. 

I move towards C. but B. is not to mark H., she’s staying behind me, 

closing space as we’re always one short (3 vs. 2). (LO, 8 February) 

 

The students stressed the notion of transfer from the practice tasks to the 

game, while the players felt their game-play improved by working in tasks 
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closely aligned with the specific tactical problems they experienced in game 

practice: 

A. (girl): I feel I’ve improved tons. Had troubles in the first matches, 

we didn’t have those skills yet (tactical skills/practice tasks). It helped 

simplifying (the game) and learn faster. 

R. (boy): The field positioning in those games (practice tasks) and 

during the matches (game) were kind of the same; we transported 

stuff to the game. (FG-Koalas, 4 April) 

 

Approximately from the middle of the season the coaches showed the 

ability to shape their own tactical tasks to fit their teams’ specific problems 

based upon the discussions led on the LS and task samples contained in the 

coaching handbook. While the three coaches showed the first attempts to pass 

on to teammates the notion of alignment between games problems and the 

learning tasks, Peter was able to stimulate teammates to select their own 

tactical skills in light with the particular game constraints: 

Peter: The last match, you always passed to the side. They got it and 

we took some (goals). We cannot do the same play every time. In 

this exercise (2 vs. 1 plus goalkeeper) first you control and shoot. 

Other times, you carry the ball a bit, pretend is ‘closed’ (he fakes a 

shot), pull back and start over. So that you have an orientation you 

cannot shoot every time (...) (to J.) I’d like you to shot with power but 

if you feel you can’t, ultimately do like a stronger pass. (LO, 1 March) 

 

There was also evidence of players’ increasing capacity to come up with 

their own strategies to adapt to the changing conditions of game-play: 

Teacher: Your girls were tackling the ball all over the court.  Was this 

your strategy? 

Rose: No. We worked the ‘keep down and line-up’ (zone defence), 

yet they did something unexpected.  Started going up court duelling 

great so I said ‘keep on’.  
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C.: A. (low-skilled girl) marked the attacker and still managed to close 

all the (passing) lanes, though, no one told (taught) her to. (FG-

Kangaroos, 15 March) 

 

Throughout the season, the students’ participated in graded competition 

commensurate with their ability level. That is, each team was divided in two sub-

teams that participated in different championships. Although the coaches 

showed the ability to cognitively differentiate game strategies, there were no 

examples where teams were engaged in different practice tasks according to 

the students’ ability level. This aspect had to be explicitly raised by the teacher 

near the end of the season. The post-unit reflections suggested the unit’s length 

was also detrimental: 

Precisely when coaches were ready to take the ‘leap’ into selecting 

more complex tasks to the higher-skilled ones, the season ends (...) 

their tendency was to choose a middle ground, although they have 

worked essentially in reference to the less skilled, play aspects such 

as control, rotate and fast shooting, also fit the difficulties of average 

students and one or two of the higher-skilled. (FD, 20 March) 

Volleyball: using the tactical ‘eye’ for grasping the new game  
The volleyball season included two main game forms. A 1 vs. 1 format 

was followed during lessons two through seven, which progressed to a 2 vs. 2 

format from lessons eight onwards. Although the coaches felt the necessity to 

use more thoroughly the tasks offered in the coaching handbook, due to 

coaches’ emerging ability to uncover games problems from the outset of the 

season, content development was drawn upon tactical problems identified by 

coaches. 
Intervention: help bringing to a plan of awareness the 
specificity of the game 
Because the students had no volleyball experience in their previous 

physical education at this school (5th and 6th grades), the three initial lessons 

were reserved for extensive practice of 1 vs. 1 and the 2 vs. 2 games for 

diagnosis purposes. The coaches then attended one LS in order to capture their 
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first impressions about the game. From the very outset, the coaches showed 

the ability to see the game from a tactical perspective, and showed awareness 

of the principal problems hindering teammates’ game-play. Their conception of 

the game as problematic scenarios allowed the teacher the luxury of not having 

to revert back to processes such as problem identification. On the contrary, it 

allowed for a reduction in the time allocated to the LS as well as a channelling 

of the coaches’ attention to the specificity of the sport. The focus was placed on 

the close link between decision-making and motor execution processes:  

Teacher: How did it go the 2 to 2? 

Rose: Badly, they didn’t see where the ball was falling (defending 

space: read/anticipate). 

Teacher: Not anticipating the trajectory is critical. What else? 

Rose: JR, was like, turning his back to the ball (poor base), the ball 

coming and he was like this (poor overhead throw) and game off. 

The video is set to run and I freeze the image after a particular 

sequence... 

Teacher: What made him fail?  

Chris: He’s too close to the net. 

Teacher: That decision made earlier, taking a step left… 

Peter: He got late and couldn’t rotate. 

Teacher: Precisely. First, a consequence of the decision, second… 

Rose: …from the bad pass (execution) (LS, 15 April) 

Advances and unsolved issues: grasping and (not)coping with 
the game’s particularity 
In volleyball, there was evidence of students trying to solve problematic 

game situations that resonated with general tactical principles approached in 

prior seasons (such as using space appropriately). Rose and Chris in particular 

kept a high focus on decision-making processes while students in general were 

able to solve simpler tactical problems: 

The Koalas are working on setting up the attack. I call Chris to check 

his intentions. 

Chris: Next I’ll serve the ball to the backcourt so that they…he’s too 

close to the net, I want to catch them (out of base) with my serve so 
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that they realize…(that the service demands a new adjustment to 

current positioning). (LO, 22 May) 

R.: C. kept tossing the ball out. I told her to direct her body towards 

the corner on the opposite site. She started hitting great, as the 

space in one side and in the other became the same, so the chances 

of error were lower. (FG-Kangaroos, 25 May) 

 

Peter showed higher sophistication and showed an appreciation that 

game play demanded instant decision-making and the link between this and 

movement execution. The following scenario shows how he was able to stress 

the critical importance of developing more coordinated game-play:  

Pedro: The ball is going to A., what do you need to do? 

I.: Be angled (body position aligned with the passer). 

J.: I have to look (observe the passer/setter movement). 

Peter: Not just look. You need to anticipate. The ball is coming, say 

‘mine’, otherwise how will he (setter) know what do to (move to the 

net for setting). You need to be turning your body before so that he 

sees what you want. (LO, 15 May) 

 

This awareness of the specificity of the game was widely corroborated by 

students: 

A.: Volleyball is more complex. In soccer it was more feet, now you 

need to use feet and hands, the all body. If your feet are wrong, the 

pass, something, will go wrong. In soccer, some things were 

‘forgiven’, didn’t have an immediate consequence. (FG-Koalas, 30 

May) 

Despite these advances, the teacher was compelled to intervene 

when players showed an inability to solve more complex situations related 

to domain-specific strategic adjustment: 

C. and R. kept taking points. They were not ‘reading’ the game and 

adjusting the strategy. The main difficulties were about getting the 

strengths in their opponents, if they’re fast/slow, if they serve down 
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court/by the net and then adjust their position accordingly. I 

suggested a change, C. by the net, R. catching the serve. Their 

game improved pronto. (LO, 22 May) 

 

Further, as the complexity of the content increased, often when new 

chunks of tactical content were introduced, Chris and Rose in particular showed 

gaps in their ability to integrate the new pieces of content into previously 

learned tactical moves: 

Last week we worked the passer-tosser coordination. The ball was 

tossed, then players decided: the one saying ‘mine’ became the 

passer while the partner stepped up quickly to the net for setting. 

Today teams were working the passer transition to hitter. However, 

while Chris was busy monitoring the transition, he totally forgot the 

setter needed to get up to the net. Many plays got ‘killed’ as setters 

and passers were too close/far away for getting the overhead pass 

over the net. (FD, 22 May) 

 

Discussion 
This study demonstrated that through the application of systematic 

preparation protocols, the student-coaches were able to successfully lead 

instruction that resulted in students’ high order tactical development and 

improved performance. Instructionally, the coaches progressed from a start 

point where they struggled to identify problems related with critical elements in 

the game (season one), to an end point where they were able to transfer 

knowledge on tactical problems across game categories (season four). Along 

the way, they showed improvements in the identification of particular patterns of 

tactical problems/game-play while relying on the teacher as main knowledge 

source (season two), as well as the ability to independently construct team-

specific tactical skills (season three). The students in this class progressed from 

rote repetition of tactical skills (‘what’ to do)(season one), to being able to 

transfer knowledge on general tactical principles to game-play in a different 

game category (season four). In the cases of these students, the developmental 
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progression included improvements in the use of a particular frame of tactical 

skills (‘when’ and ‘why’ to do) (season two), and the ability to respond and 

adjust strategic decision-making to the changing conditions of game-play 

(season three). 

As an additional key highlight, it is suggested that the progresses in this 

study would likely not have been possible without the combined used of both an 

action research and longitudinal design. The action research allowed the 

continuous (re)adjustment of the strategies used to mediate the instructional 

interactions between coaches and teammates  according to coaches’ 

instructional progress and teammates’ on-going  tactical development (i.e., 

game understanding and game-play). The longitudinal design provided students 

the possibility for prolonged participation in Sport Education and consecutive 

learning of different team sports. This feature, along with other strategies to be 

discussed ahead, assembled the conditions necessary to validate the 

assumption that it is possible to both promote transfer of knowledge across 

games in the same category (i.e., invasion games) that preserve similar tactical 

structures as to extend such transfer to game-play in a different game category 

(i.e., non-invasion/net games) (Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997; Gréhaigne, 

Caty, and Godbout 2010).  

With regard to the teacher’s mediation of the instructional interactions 

conducted by coaches, the tight link between reflection and action present 

during the on-going, cyclical and iterative self-study of the teacher’s practice 

allowed him to gain in-depth understanding of the effects of his actions and of 

the situations in which this practice was carried out (Carr and Kemmis 2003). By 

building upon the on-going evidence of the coaches’ construction of leadership 

and tactical responses of teammates, it was possible to dynamically and timely 

construct and redesign the instructional strategies to adjust to different problem 

configurations encountered during the preparation of coaches (van de Pol, 

Volman, and Beishuizen 2010). This allowed the teacher to have a more 

immediate and responsive instruction that ranged in variety from more 

guidance-based teaching to more discovery-based learning  (van de Pol, 

Volman, and Beishuizen 2010). 
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In this matter, the findings in this study corroborate the recent advocacy 

that the evolving structure of teaching sports through game-based approaches 

allows for “both ends of the constructivist continuum to be employed in game 

instruction” (Slade, Webb, and Martin 2015, 72). Particularly, the teacher’s 

programme of instruction moved from a more empiricist-oriented constructivism, 

(the teacher’s modelling of tactical solutions that applied in particular 

problematic situations), to a more radical constructivism (‘scaffolding ‘students’ 

construction of personal suitable tactical skills upon problems of their own 

making) (Gréhaigne, Caty, and Godbout 2010). It is also suggested that in a 

structure such as Sport Education where learning activities are largely student-

driven, it might be unrealistic to consider the sole use of reflective questioning 

or/and indirect teaching as “an exclusive approach of instruction” in every stage 

of student learning and skill development (Slade, Webb, and Martin 2015, 72). 

In fact, the first season (Basketball) saw a flawed attempt by the teacher to let 

the game act as the teacher (i.e., indirect teaching: designing the main game 

form to include a series of imposed constraints, such as no interception allowed 

at cutting to the basket, that would trigger the emergence of particular 

movements patterns) as a way to develop players’ game appreciation. 

Conversely, the use of guidance-based instruction was critical for increasing 

game involvement of initially less participatory students by explicitly teaching 

these players ‘what to do’ to overcome particular sets of circumstances (i.e., 

tactical problems) (Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997).  Channelling the coaches’ 

instructional intervention to a minor set of content elements was also a key first 

step for engaging them more actively in the conduct of problem-solving 

processes (e.g., error detection feedback) (Xun and land 2004). This is line with 

findings from broad research on problem-solving frameworks of instruction. The 

use of procedural guidance in early developmental stages was suggested to be 

recommendable for the reason that students may simply lack sufficient prior 

knowledge on that particular content or process upon which the teacher to 

scaffold upon (Xun and Land 2004). 

In this study, the intervention stage (seasons two, three and four) saw 

evidence of coaches’ progressive ability to lead critical instructional processes 

in the teaching and learning of games (e.g., identification of tactical problems 
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and appropriate solutions to solve them), which was accompanied by players’ 

self-directed game-play and enhanced performance. Firstly, these findings 

strongly reinforce the need for providing specific coaching preparation protocols 

in Sport Education as a means to effectively achieve learning outcomes. 

Secondly, in this study, when used at a subsequent stage (after the coaches 

had already acquired some basic instructional skills), the focus on cognitive 

development was shown to be conducive to development of creative problem 

setters and solvers (Bunker and Thorpe 1982; Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997; 

den Duyn 1997; Gréhaigne, Wallian, and Godbout 2005). Indeed, during the 

intervention stage, the combined engagement of coaches in the recall and 

verbalize exercises centred on video-based study of problematic scenarios, a 

process framed within a debate-of-ideas format and mediated by the teacher 

through reflective questioning, was particularly impactful (Gréhaigne, Caty, and 

Godbout 2010). Of key importance was the study of prototypic configurations of 

tactical problems and students’ game-play that most frequently emerged from 

the game while stimulating coaches’ discovery and construction of appropriate 

solutions to solve these problems. Firstly, this enabled coaches’ independent 

and progressive ability to identify emerging tactical problems and regularities in 

teammates’ play patterns and proposition of appropriate solutions to problems. 

This corroborates the proposition by Gréhaigne, Caty, and Godbout (2010, 269) 

that the study of prototypical configurations of play during debate-of-ideas 

based on “mechanisms acquired during practice (…) may enhance the 

acquisitions of this operational knowledge and its reutilization in new, similar but 

not the necessarily the same, real play situations”.  

Secondly, the evidence showed that coaches began concurrently to use 

instruction that stimulated teammates’ comprehension of problematic game 

situations. Players were prompted to read the game by focusing in its typical 

emerging patterns and to link action to circumstantial elements. This influenced 

positively the players’ progress from an awareness of the tactics players need 

to deploy (‘what to do’), to a more sophisticated an understanding of the 

relationships among critical pieces of information within the game scenarios 

(‘when’ and ‘why’ to do). Moreover, in season three, the students progressed to 

an ability for “thinking strategically”, a process described by Kirk and MacPhail 
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(2002, 186) as the action- and goal-oriented oriented ability to apply specific 

tactical skills and strategies to overcome dynamic and ever-changing game-

play situations. This provides credence to claims from literature that problem-

solving learning and the construction of personal knowledge and self-directed 

game-play requires refection on the part of the students (Bunker and Thorpe 

1982; Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997; den Duyn 1997; Gréhaigne, Wallian, and 

Godbout 2005). Students’ comprehension of the games was perhaps even 

more critical in the learning of the invasion games in this study.  It has been 

argued that due to the considerable “variability from one instance to another”, 

the understanding of game concepts is indispensable as it might not be 

possible to overcome the changing conditions of the game through rote-learned 

answers and “pre-specificability of knowledge” (Spiro and DeSchryver 2009, 

107). 

With regard to the transfer of knowledge, both structural and instructional 

factors appear to have been influential. Firstly, the longitudinal data collection 

protocol combined with the thematic grouping of sports (e.g., invasion games 

that maintained similar rules and tactical structures) permitted to put structures 

in place that facilitated the process. The key highlight was the notion that giving 

students the possibility to participate in consecutive games that kept similar 

tactical structures prevented a setback in the complexity of the learning content 

addressed at the entrance of each cycle/season. As a main advantage, it made 

possible to start building knowledge on the new game upon the understanding 

and performance previously learned, which in turn facilitated the increase of 

tactical sophistication from season to season (Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 1997).  

Moreover, from an instructional point of view, it should be stressed that 

the transfer of knowledge and performance across games did not emerge 

spontaneously as a plain consequence of the alignment between the learning 

tasks (Launder 2001). Specifically, both the study of prototypical configurations 

of play (Géhaigne, Caty, and Godbout 2010) and the stimulation of coaches’ 

awareness about tactical similarities among games (Griffin, Mitchell, and Oslin 

1997) were two specific vehicles upon which the coaches were able to build 

their self-assisted instruction. The development of such ability to recognize 

patterns of problems/play and the underlying tactical principles that were similar 
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across games empowered students in general to transfer knowledge about 

specific tactical principles (e.g., create space through 2 to 1 plays) across 

games in the same category (i.e., invasion games). It was further shown that 

learning to conceive of the game as problematic scenarios, in what Launder 

(2001) describes as reading the games through a tactical ‘eye’, enabled 

students to transfer knowledge on general tactical principles of invasion games 

to solve problems in Volleyball, a game with a different internal logic. However, 

in the case of Volleyball, a sport unknown to many students in this study, there 

was the need for further intervention by the teacher regarding domain-specific 

strategy. This sustains the prerogative that during the transition to learning 

games in different categories within game-based approaches one should pay 

special care to students’ domain-specific knowledge, their range of 

experiences, and potential sources of knowledge. Reaching higher 

sophistication in a new sport may imply a readjustment to instructional 

procedures (Xun and Lund 2004). 

Conclusions 
This study unveiled the critical importance of studying the internal 

pedagogical practices that occur within Sport Education as a means to achieve 

a deeper understanding of the dynamics of teachers’ and students’ interactions 

that might lead or restrain students’ learning outcomes. As potentially crucial 

factors for learning achievement, we highlight the use of coaching preparation 

protocols for students in instructional leadership, as well as the establishment of 

curriculum-based organizations that contain consecutive practice of games and 

team sports within a same category as a means of enhancing the transfer of 

knowledge across activities. In the case of Sport Education, where extra time 

needs to be allocated for students to learn the dynamics and routines inherent 

to role-play and peer-teaching demands, safeguarding these aspects may be 

even more critical.  

If Sport Education is to evolve, and in so doing confirm beyond 

reasonable doubt its potential to develop students as complete sports players, 

we are suggesting that researchers strongly consider the use of longitudinal 

data collection protocols involving several student exposures to participation in 

the model and more lengthy case studies and action research projects. While 
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action research allows a close monitoring in the implementation of pedagogical 

approaches, case studies hold the potential to investigate a particular 

phenomenon within its real-life context toward reaching a deeper understanding 

of unique situation.   

Summary for practitioners 
This study stressed the critical need in Sport Education for providing 

systematic, appropriate, and on-going and dynamically adjustable coaching 

preparation to students in the leadership roles. Including curriculum-based 

organizations that contain consecutive practice of games and team sports 

within a same category may be a means of enhancing the transfer of 

knowledge across activities. However, this needs to be supplemented by 

additional strategies. Namely, by keeping similar tactical structures across 

game practices and stimulating coaches’ awareness about tactical similarities 

existing among games. The use of debate-of-ideas about predominant patterns 

of play may assist coaches, first in the identification of their teams’ tactical 

problems, and secondly, in the co-construction of suitable and personal tactical 

solutions to game problems. 
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Final considerations 
 

In building on the critical breaches identified in the examination of 

literature and empirical evidence of research conducted on Sport Education to 

the present day, the general purpose of this dissertation was to conduct an in-

depth, on-going, and year-long action research intervention for examining 

teaching and learning in Sport Education. The specific objectives included the 

examination of the instructional processes used by the teacher to mediate and 

intervene upon the power dynamics and instructional interactions occurring 

during peer-teaching activities in order to promote an inclusive learning context, 

develop the student-coaches’ ability to conduct student-centred instructional 

interactions and problem-solving processes, and prepare student-coaches to 

conduct peer-led instructional interactions and learning activities conducive to 

tactical development. The analysis was also centred at the micro-level of peer 

interactions. An examination was conducted of student-coaches’ development 

of leadership skills, sports content and instructional knowledge and teammates’ 

answers to it. 

 

Thematic focus and Methodological directions provided by the analysis of the 

research on Sport Education 

The goal of the theoretical review study was to conduct a systematized 

analysis of two decades of research on Sport Education based on the reviews 

conducted by Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2005), Hastie, Martinez de Ojeda, and 

Calderón (2011), Harvey, Kirk, and O’Donovan (2014), and Araújo, Mesquita, 

and Hastie (2014). The main intention was to identify critical conceptual and 

methodological concerns and inform future directions for practice and research 

toward development of a more evolved and potentially more effective 

application of the model.  

The executive summary of the data-based research on Sport Education 

pointed to a trend of success of the model in facilitating the development of 

competent, literate, and enthusiastic sportspersons.  
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However, our reading of research prompted us to caution that there was 

much work yet to be done in Sport Education. Some research suggested that 

the mere participation in the seasons may not necessarily result in students’ 

spontaneous development of inclusive and cooperative behaviours, promotion 

of higher order cognition through peer-interaction, or growth of positive 

leadership skills. Indeed, some concerns were uncovered in relation to lacks of 

consistency related in the findings on students’ knowledge and performance 

development. The pervasiveness in some contexts of exclusionary behaviours 

and inequitable participation due to gender stereotype socialisation and boys’ 

domination of power roles and play participation was also a preoccupation. 

It was argued in the analysis that the focus of the studies and the 

research designs most frequently used were possibly lacking in certain 

epistemological requirements that are essential to deal with, and gain in-depth 

understanding of the complexity engrained in the group dynamics and peer-

instructional interactions operating within Sport Education (Araújo et al., 2014; 

Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2005). Specifically, it was discerned that the research 

based on quantitative pre-posttest measures and qualitative examination of 

teachers’ and students’ perceptions over participation in Sport Education 

seasons has persistently neglected the examination of the teaching-learning 

process. Among the central concerns was the dearth of investigation on the 

processes used by teachers to promote the devolution of power to the student-

coaches and to prepare these students for the demands of instructional 

leadership. It was also detected a pronounced lack of in-depth examination of 

the power dynamics operating during group work interactions. The fact that 

nearly all research in Sport Education has made inferences drawn from a single 

unit or season experience of the model was also pointed as a limitation. The 

sole examination of isolated seasons has impeded to infer propositions that 

might be forthcoming to promote prolonged student participation in Sport 

Education seasons. 

As principal conclusions, the use of longitudinal data collection protocols 

and action research were placed to the forefront of the suggestions for future 

research. The argument was that such research embeds the epistemological 
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requisites necessary for coping with, and gaining in-depth comprehension of, 

the complexity involved in the group dynamics, and peer-instructional 

interactions operating within Sport Education (Casey & Dyson, 2009; Gubacs-

Collins, 2007). In order to concur to a more comprehensive investigation and 

more matured future applications of the model, two directions were suggested: 

(i) the requirement for safeguarding competency development through coaching 

preparation protocols and in-depth examination of instructional interactions 

conducted by student-coaches; and (ii) the examination of, and intervention 

upon, the power and relational dynamics operation during peer interactions that 

either restrain or facilitate students’ access to more equitable and inclusive 

participation in the activities.  

 

Investigating learning outcomes while building the basis for the practitioner-

researcher role  

The first empirical study served the purpose of a pilot study. This was a 

means found to begin the construction of my role as a teacher-researcher by 

experiencing in advance the difficulties, challenges, and strategies necessary 

for coping with the complex instructional demands associated with the role of 

facilitator in Sport Education. For this purpose, the study was centred on one 

season alone and approached a critical issue in Sport Education, exploring its 

potential for effective learning achievement. 

The study’s goal was to examine the impact of a Sport Education season, 

containing a tactical focus, on students’ development of game performance and 

understanding. The combined application of Sport Education (authentic learning 

environment) and the Invasion Games Competence Model (with learning tasks 

focused on the specific tactical-content and skills of soccer) promoted 

improvements in students’ game performance and understanding. The 

suggestion was that the tactical focus of instruction aimed at helping students 

establish links between tactical problems and contextualized response selection 

was key for students’ development of an increased relationship between game 

performance and game understanding (Gréhaigne, Caty, & Godbout, 2010). 
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It was hypothesized that the teacher’s use of discovery-based instruction 

(e.g., questioning) along the unit was key for stimulating students’ 

comprehension of game concepts (Griffin, Mitchell, & Oslin, 1997). It was 

speculated that a particular set of pedagogical elements within the season were 

highly beneficial for the results. These features were the curriculum ownership 

granted to students, along with the authenticity of the learning activities (e.g., 

affiliation, championship, festivity, etc.) and the content-embedded 

accountability (Hastie, 2000). It was argued that such strategies added meaning 

to the activities and cultural relevance to the structure of the content learned 

(Pritchard et al., 2008). The study also reinforced the importance of teachers in 

student-centred approaches holding both specialized knowledge of domain-

specific content and of instructional strategies for coping with the high 

pedagogical demands they are faced with (Ward et al., 2015). It was suggested 

a more careful examination of the processes used by teachers during the 

instructional process in Sport Education was nedded. 

Although it was not the focus of the study, nor it was explicitly discussed 

in the article, this work represented a critical step into exploring pedagogical 

demands of implementing student-centred approaches that appeal so strongly 

to conceptual, pedagogical, instructional, and domain-specific content 

knowledge (Dyson, Griffin, & Hastie, 2004). It was also a way to start preparing 

myself for the intricacies inherent in the dual role of teacher and researcher: 

‘being an insider’ and simultaneously ‘taking a step back (Cook-Sather, 2007) 

 

The critical role of mediating the dynamics of relational interactions  

The second empirical study provided an examination of a participatory 

action research intervention centred on promotion of a more democratic, 

inclusive, and participatory focus within Sport Education. Despite initial 

evidence of unbalanced power relations and participation, the proactive building 

of instructional strategies upon the educational resources of Sport Education 

(Ennis, 1999) and the systematic debate on injustice and inequity, enabled the 

promotion of a more inclusive and equitable learning environment. 
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Unlike what reported by research in some Sport Education settings, this 

study showed that students’ participation in one single season, and the mere 

affiliation of pupils in persistent teams, were not by itself generative of a 

reconfiguration of the strong social structures prevailing in the class, as 

suggested by prior investigations (MacPhail, Kirk, & Kinchin, 2004). This was 

because during the first stage of the school year, some negative aspects of the 

community-based sporting culture pervasive among students were barriers to 

full participation and equitable possibilities for learning of students of lower skill 

and sports status (Parker & Curtner-Smith, 2012).  

However, this study showed that after this initial setback, the combined 

implementation of strategies such as, the engagement of students in debate on 

injustice and inequity, teaching positive leadership to students in leading roles, 

and using the structural features of Sport Education proactively for promoting 

face-to-face interaction and equitable participation (e.g., planning team 

strategies before the matches, individually adjusted learning tasks), altogether 

enabled the promotion of a more inclusive and equitable learning environment. 

The students were perceived to evolve in their membership as a community of 

learners. The changes in the trajectories of membership influenced by 

competence development, the re-structuring of power relations fostered by 

increasing trust and mutual caring, and the sharing of knowledge and 

investment of dominant and higher-skilled students toward more inclusive team 

goals, were found to progress in close interrelatedness (Lave & Wenger, 1991). 

As a critical insight, this study stressed that taking care of personal and power 

relations prevailing at micro-level of teamwork dynamics was a crucial step. It 

helped creating the context and relational basis on which to build the 

commitment of students towards the educational values of Sport Education, and 

by consequence, pave the way for development of coaches’ instructional 

leadership coaches and learning achievement of studnets overall.  

 

The importance of preparing the student-coaches for peer-teaching instruction  

The third and the fourth empirical studies showed that with effective 

coaching preparation, the student-coaches became increasingly capable and 
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autonomous in engaging teammates actively in problem-solving processes 

leading toward development of increased tactical awareness and game-play 

adaptability. 

 

The third empirical study had a focus on the ‘instructional content’ within 

the ‘process’. Namely, the processes used by the teacher to prepare the 

student-coaches’ for instructional leadership, and the processes used by the 

student-coaches during instructional interactions with peers. The study had two 

essential purposes, the first of which was to empower coaches as instructional 

leaders in the conduct of problem-solving processes. The second, which was 

reliant on successful achievement of the first, was to develop these coaches’ 

capacity and commitment to conduct peer interactions that would engage 

teammates in active participation in the construction of learning experiences. 

The main finding in this study was showing that it was possible to engage 

students in effective high order thinking processes and problem-solving 

activities within a pedagogical structure driven largely by peer-led instructional 

interactions.  

In line with the findings of Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007), the evidence 

showed that one season alone was insufficient for student-coaches’ 

development of autonomous and effective leadership. During the first season 

student-coaches’ showed low ability to use particular instructional strategies 

and content knowledge modelled by the teacher to respond by their own means 

to new problematic situations emerging from the practice context.  

The study showed that the intervention centred on the implementation of 

specific strategies to prepare the student-coaches for instructional interactions 

led to substantial development of leadership skills from the second season 

onwards. The development of the student-coaches’ ability to conduct problem-

solving activities included two principal steps. The first intervention was centred 

on identifying tactical problems and development of appropriate tactical 

solutions. The second aimed at developing reasoning, argumentation skills and 

coaches’ ability to self-monitoring of own decision-making and instruction 

processes. The teachers’ implementation of the study of problematic 
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instructional scenarios (e.g., recognizing key information cues, analysing critical 

constraints in the situation) sustained by a shift to the main use of discovery-

based instruction during such exercises was arguably highly beneficial. Prior 

research in general education has found that when stimulated through 

elaboration questions, students develop to be more active in taking deliberate 

efforts to identify and seek relevant information in the problems (Xun & Land, 

2004). In this case, the development of comprehension of concepts, and ability 

to analyse the scenarios to find relevant features in the situations, was found to 

be a suitable strategy (than direct instruction used in the previous season) to 

cope with the open and dynamic nature of the tactical problems in team sports 

(Farias, Mesquita, & Hastie, 2015). 

The promotion of student-centred peer interactions was also a highly 

demanding multi-phased process that spanned across seasons two to four. The 

introduction of reflection prompts that engaged coaches in high-level discourse 

(e.g., developing reasoning and argumentation skills), was deemed crucial for 

coaches’ active involvement of teammates in analysis and discovery-based 

activities, which was noticed mainly from the third season. The study 

corroborated findings of prior research suggesting that self-determined peer-

teaching behaviours are particularly difficult to develop in students (Ennis, 1999), 

particularly in the case of this study where children had no prior experiences with 

cooperative learning dynamics. The student engagement in, and assuming of, 

peer-teaching responsibilities and active self-monitoring of learning progressions 

was mostly tangible in the last season of the school year. As final conclusions, 

the highly complex, and far from linear mediation process operating in student-

centred approaches was an aspect highlighted. Attention was dropped on the 

need for teachers grasping the dynamic nature of the scaffolding processes and 

consider an interplay of factors such as the nature of the domain-specific 

knowledge, coaches’ and teammates’ on-going responses, the progress on 

cognitive and metacognitive skills, and students’ prior experiences and 

conceptions on teaching and learning. 
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The fourth empirical study had a focus on the ‘learning content’ within the 

‘process’. This study demonstrated that through the application of systematic 

preparation protocols, the student-coaches were able to successfully lead 

instruction that resulted in development of high order tactical knowledge and 

improved game-play in students in general. Instructionally, the coaches 

progressed from a start point where they struggled to identify problems related 

with critical elements in the game (season one), to an end point where they 

were able to transfer knowledge on tactical problems across game categories 

(season four). The students in this class progressed from rote repetition of 

tactical skills (‘what’ to do)(season one), to being able to transfer knowledge on 

general tactical principles to game-play in a different game category (season 

four).  

While in the first season, addressing high order tactical content was only 

possible with strong intervention and leadership of processes by the teacher 

(e.g., identification of tactical problems and solutions to solve them), the 

intervention stage (seasons two, three and four) saw evidence of coaches’ 

progressive ability to lead critical instructional processes in the teaching and 

learning of games (e.g., identification of tactical problems and appropriate 

solutions to solve them), which was accompanied by players’ self-directed 

game-play and enhanced performance. During the intervention, the combined 

engagement of coaches in the video-based study of problematic game 

scenarios, a process framed within a debate-of-ideas format and mediated by 

the teacher through reflective questioning, was particularly impactful in their 

development (Gréhaigne, Wallian, & Godbout, 2005). 

With regard to the transfer of knowledge, both structural and instructional 

factors appear to have been influential. Firstly, the longitudinal data collection 

protocol combined with the thematic grouping of sports (e.g., invasion games 

that maintained similar rules and tactical structures) permitted to put structures 

in place that facilitated the process (Griffin, Mitchell, & Oslin, 1997). 

Instructionally, both the study of prototypical configurations of play (Géhaigne et 

al., 2010) and the stimulation of coaches’ awareness about tactical similarities 

among games (Griffin et al., 1997) were two specific vehicles upon which the 
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coaches were able to build self-assisted instruction. As final thoughts, the fourth 

study advised that in the case of Sport Education, where time is needed for 

students to learn the dynamics and routines inherent to role-play and peer 

teaching demands, safeguarding the use of coaching preparation protocols and 

establishing curriculum-based organizations that contain consecutive practice of 

games and team sports within a same category, are potential effective means to 

secure the transfer of tactical and instructional knowledge across activities. 

 

The further-reaching impact of the action research and longitudinal design 

Perhaps one of the most notable insights to be drawn from the 

comprehensive and integrated analysis of the findings of this dissertation is the 

one that without the inclusion of the action research and longitudinal data 

collection protocol the achievements herein reported much likely would not have 

been viable. Such research design was influential in different planes such as at 

the level of social interactions, coaches’ instructional and leadership ability, and 

students’ learning achievement in general. 

With regard to the teacher’s mediation of the instructional interactions 

conducted by the coaches, the tight link between reflection and action built upon 

on-going evidence of the coaches’ construction of leadership and tactical 

responses of teammates made it possible to dynamically and timely construct 

and redesign the instructional strategies to adjust to different problem 

configurations The action research provided a quintessential setting where to 

closely ascertain and act upon the moment-to-moment transformation of 

experiences into understandings (Carr & Kemmis, 2003). More to it, the 

immersion of the practitioner-researcher in the context itself allowed to keep 

pace with the complexity embedded in the relational interplays occurring 

between the various actors and to plan and act in conformity toward change. 

This was a means used to afford to students the opportunity to debate and 

continuously revisit their ideas of inclusion and equity an in so doing develop a 

tighter sense of membership and individual and collective responsibility.  

Moreover, the longitudinal data collection protocol combined with the 

thematic grouping of sports (e.g., invasion games that maintained similar rules 
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and tactical structures) permitted to put structures in place that facilitated the 

transfer of both instructional knowledge and domain-specific knowledge across 

the consecutive units. While it allowed to increase the tactical complexity 

addressed from season to season, it also enabled to focus the preparation of 

coaches at a meta-level, which in turn, resulted in more autonomous leadership 

(Xun & Land, 2004). Ultimately, the extended time of participation in the 

seasons empowered the construction of long-term membership. As a closer 

bonding was being built among students, the teams began to converge efforts 

toward establishing more inclusive and attainable team goals. In other words, 

with the rise of the legitimate peripheral participation, each student was 

accepted for who they were within the team (Lave & Wenger, 1991). 

 

Summary for practitioners 

The principal indication for practice offered in this dissertation is the 

imperative need for teachers to provide appropriate coaching preparation to 

student-coaches. The findings also suggest that within a pedagogical structure 

such as Sport Education, where students themselves lead a considerable part 

of the instructional interactions, one need to be cautious about placing 

ideological straitjackets on the teaching methods to be employed. It is 

suggested that it might be unrealistic to consider the sole use of reflective 

questioning and indirect teaching as “an exclusive approach of instruction” in 

every stage of student learning and skill development (Slade, Webb, & Martin, 

2015, p. 72). On the other hand, it was also shown that unless students are 

stimulated to develop metacognitive processes they will probably never be 

empowered to a point where they may develop a more affective and cognitive 

implication in the construction of their learning experience (Dyson et al., 2004). 

In short, the role of the facilitator in Sport Education calls for the teachers to be 

prepared to use a range of responsive and versatile instructional strategies that 

can respond to the multi-dimensional achievement of educational goals 

envisioned by Siedentop (1994).	   

A proposal for practitioners involved in contexts where there is higher 

flexibility in the development of the Physical Education curriculum would be the 
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inclusion in classes of formal moments and spaces for students to discuss their 

problems (either relational or tactical) and find their own solutions to their 

problems (Gréhaigne et al., 2005). Providing that it does not interfere with the 

time available for the actual practice of sports and activities in the gym, this 

would increase the authenticity of the learning experience.	   In the absence of 

this possibility, the teachers might consider the inclusion of pre-lesson briefings 

and the ‘coaches’ meeting corner’ (Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 2007) as spaces 

where to stimulate the identification of tactical problems and discuss content 

development with the student-coaches. Including curriculum-based 

organizations that contain consecutive practice of games and team sports within 

a same category may foster the transfer of knowledge across activities. Still, 

this needs to be supplemented by additional strategies. Namely, by keeping 

similar tactical structures across game practices and stimulating coaches’ 

awareness about tactical similarities existing among games. 

 

Future avenues for research 

If Sport Education is to continue to evolve in ways that can offer 

increasingly rich and holistic learning experiences to students, we suggest that 

researchers strongly consider the continued use of longitudinal data collection 

protocols involving several student exposures to participation in the model and 

more lengthy case studies and action research projects. While action research 

allows a close monitoring in the implementation of pedagogical approaches, 

case studies hold the potential to investigate a particular phenomenon within its 

real-life context toward reaching a deeper understanding of unique situation. 

The call here is for the undertaking of in-depth, socially transformative and 

‘emancipatory’ research agendas. For instance, the deep examination of an 

expert teacher or a school sport department staff developing student-centred 

curricular approaches is a good example of research which can unearth the key 

factors that made those cases successful, as well as ascertaining how the 

problems faced in each moment where perceived and solved by the 

stakeholders. The use of participatory action research has the potential to 

involve scholars, teachers, students, staff members, fellow teachers and school 
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boards as communities of practices in which the duality of the research and 

practice roles is transcended. Building potential courses of action upon the 

stakeholders’ practical problems of everyday life has the potential to heighten 

individuals’ self-awareness of their collective potential as active agents of 

change (Carr & Kemmis, 2003). 

Finally, given that “there may not be a best way to teach, but there may 

be a best way to teach particular content to particular learners” (Rink, 2001, p. 

124), we also suggest that research focus on exploring the pedagogical and 

empirical implications of the “Socratic gymnasium” (Gubacs-Collins, 2015). 

Exploring the implementation of different student-centred approaches that, while 

concurring to a common constructivist philosophy for teaching and learning, 

also appeal to the achievement of differentiated learning goals. 
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